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Possible Delay To Try for
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company
reaucuuiiu
today announced 20
per cent
ranging from 10 to
in practically all lines of farm
implements, effective October
'

This is the company's second
rnriur.tinn this year.
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cut 10 to 15 per cent end in
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all types (of
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LLOYD GEORGE'S
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IS

(Bj Tha Associated Press.)
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 29.
District Attorney Matthew Brady
late today called a conference of
his staff leaders to plan details for
the prosecution, with tha least
possible dolay of Roscoe (Fatty)
Arbuckle, on a charge of manslaughter in connection with the
death of Miss Virginia Rappe. It
is the contention of the prosecution that Miss Rappe received fatal Injury from Arbuckle at a party staged in; the comedian's suite
here Sepat the Hotel! St. Francis
'

V

Brady called to tha conference
his three assistants In the case,
Milton U'Rcn, Isadora Golden and
Joseph O'Connor, and it was announced that the earliest date
open on the superior court calendar is October 3, but that formalities might delay opening of the
case until later than that time.
Police Judge Sylvaln J. Lazarus,
who yesterday reduced the charge
of murder against Arbuckle to one
of manslaughter, today answered
a statement made last night by the
district attorney, scoring the
Judge's action.
Judge Lazarus
called Brady's charge "silly" and
said he had received commendation on his stand from many persons interested In the case.
Arbuckle tonight was preparing
to return to his home in Los Angeles. He spent the day in seclusion at the residence of his brother, Arthur Arbuckle, in San
.
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CONCILIUM

Makes as Basis of Note an
Offer of Conference to
Reconcile Idea of Republic and Mother Country.
(By The Associated Tress.)

London, Sept. 29 (by the Asso
ciated Press). "Wholly concilia
tory," is the view expressed both
in London and Dublin of Premier
latest note to
Lloyd George's
Eamonn do Valera, in which the
premier invites Sinn Fein leaders
to a conference here October 11 in
an endeavor to settle the Irish con
troversy.
Mr, Lloyd George makes as the
basis of the note the offer of a
conference "with a view to ascertaining how the association of Ireland with the community of nations known as the British empire
may be best reconciled with Irish

national aspirations."
It is understood various members of the British cabinet are of
the opinion that there is nothing
in the communication to prevent a
conference. This certainly appears
to be the belief held by the London public and preps; and the comments thus far received from Dub-li- n
speak of "the extreme gratifi-

cation" there.
Unionist opinion in Ulster, according to Belfast reports, is that
the note makes it easier for Mr, de
Valera to agree to another meeting.
12 BUILDINGS BURN IN
Informal discussions among Sinn
?
CASTLE, WYOMING Fein leaders' are said to have boen
held in Dublin. This Is considered
an lending: etrensth to the report
id- - 1
.kr:.i', 1 Press.)
Me- "the
t
')
aVsuropey by draft, of hU rsply to Mr, Lloyd
l
ready when the dail
nigh the hus- - George
.
ii
Catitle from eireann cabinet meets tomorrow.
!t o'clock tins
mo.....ig until dawn.
'
The los is estimated at between DUBL1X FKKLS OFFER
WILL UK ACCEPTED
The cause
$130,000 and $200,000.
is nndolermlncd.
whlcti
Dublin, Sept. 29. The general
Among the buildings
were razed were the postoffico, feeling hero is that Mr, Lloyd
George's invitation for a confertheater, garage and a cafe.
No one was injured, although ence October 11 will be accepted.
The
whole temper of the Sinn Fein
es
narrow
several persona had
leaders appears to have changed
capes,
Tha flames threatened the Ant- for the better and optimism prelers hotel, in which the New Cas- vails again. The sole difficulty in
tle National, bank has offices and the dispatch of an immediate anpapers and bank records were swer to Mr. Lloyd George is said to
The bo that all the dail cabinet memmoved out Into the streets.
building, however, did not catch bers cannot hb reached this evenlire.
ing.
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RAILROAD STRIKE TO BE CALLED

IF GRIEVANCE COMMITTEES OF
UNIONS UPHOLD MAJORITY VOTE
General Chairmen Sent Back Home to Get Approval or Disapproval of Strike Vote; Impression Prevails That Strike, if Ordered,
Will Not Take Place.
(BY THB ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Chicago, Sept. 29. President W. trainmen when and If the other
O. Lee, of
the Brotherhood of unions strike.
Railroad Trainmen,
That the strike, even if ordered,
tonight said
that if the strike vote cast by ninety will never actually take place, conper cent of the 185,000 members in tinued to be the prevailing Impresthe recent referendum on the wage sion in union circles. While Lee
reduction- should be supported ny has promised to call the walkout If
the grievance committee, a tenta- the committees so direct, he told
tive strike order would he Issued, his men In a letter September 12
effective only when and if tho other he would be remiss in his duty If
ho failed to point out that wages
unions should strike.
With this parting declaration and working conditions established
President W. G. Lee dispatched since 1918 were the result ofrea
n
general chairmen of the world war; that government
unions to their homes tonight with ports indicate 5,000,000 men out of
Instructions to call their work and that nearly all classes of
written
grievance committees, get their ap- labor have been forcedtheto accept
reductions: that
pay in
proval or disapproval of the strike wage
crease granted them last year by
vote, and report here next week.
Lee expects to act on tho com- the labor board was based on tne
that
mittee
instructions before the increased cost of living, andreducbrotherhoods
of engineers, con- government reports show a
ductors, englnonyfi and trainmen tion of more than 18 per cent in
and the Switchmen's Union of eueh living costs.
The strike vote was taken on the
North America-havcompleted the
count or their Zoa.ooo strike bnl- -' question of accepting or rejecting
lots, which will start Monday. The the 12 per cent wage cut made
fttrike call, however, he Indicated Julv 1 by the labor board.
Tabulation of the vote had not
will provide lor a walkout of the
been completed tonight, but the
ballots counted showed from 90 to
95 Der
cent of the men voted to
quit work rather than accept the
reduction.
Lee's determination to announce
his union's stand before the other
FORECAST.
brotherhoods complete their ballot
Denver, Colo., Sept. 29. New
shifts responsibility for tne
Mexico: Generally fair north, un- count
next move in the threatened gensettled south portion with possible eral strike to the four unions which
showers Friday; warmer northeast took a Joint vote Brotherhood of
and extreme southeast portions; Locomotive Engineers, Order of
Saturday, probably fair.
Conductors, Brotherhood
Arizona: Unsettled Friday, warm- Railway
of Locomotive Firemen and
er extreme southwest portion; Satand the Switchmen's
urday probably fair.
Union of North America,
The affiliated shop crafts, by a
'
LOCAL
vote of 826,000 to 48,000 have alConditions for the twenty-fou- r
ready gone on record in favor of
hours ended at I p, m. yesterday, a strike, but have postponed action
recorded by the university:
pending the decision of the other
80 union
and action of the labor
Highest temperature
67 board on rules and working condiLowest .
"
23 tions.
Range . .'
68
Mean
As the situation stands tonight If
B9 the
m
conductors,, fireHumidity at 6 a.
engineers,
25
6
at
and switchmen
men, cngtnemen
p. m....
Humidity
walk out the trainmen and shop
...None
Precipitation
.
..
on
I Ji
i
It,. . , . .
t..
ttv men will Join them, but the first
VVUIU VCIUWIJ
JtlHAUIIUUJ
wind
East four will have to assume responsiI.0 Direction of
.
,
of
Character
day.
.Partly cloudy bility for the move.
.fifty-seve-
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(ny The Assorliitfd Tress.)
Washington. Sept. 29. Miss
If. Pearl McCall, of Boise,
Idaho, was today appointed
special assistant United States
attorney for the District of
She is the first
Columbia.
woman to hold such a posl- tlon in the local courts.
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Rotation of Labor, Shortened Week and Partial Employment Advised for Fac-

4
s

'
eess.)
Ground
-- ney program

civic committee was said to advise

committees
appointment of special cities
which
by the mayors of all
local
unemploywould handle the
ment problem.
Discussing the progress of the
conference, Secretary Hoover expressed the opinion that it was doing "good constructive work," and
was getting along "extraordinarily
well." With the completion of its
emergency relief program the conference Is to proceed to a study,
through Its committees, of a permanent policy for combatting unemployment and a consideration of
moans for aiding business and
commerce to return to normal.
Several weeks will be required,
It is expected, for the conference
to draft a comprehensive report on
the
the causes and remedies for
general business, situation, involving unemployment.

RECEIVER APPOINTED
FOR NATIONAL BANK

HAGERSTOWNMD.

(By The Associated Press.)

Hagerstown, Md Sept. 29. The
First National bank of Hagerstown
did not open for business today, a
notice posted on its doors reading:
"This bank is closed by order of
the United States district court for
the district of Maryland and Robert D. Garrett, appointed receiver,
is now in charge."

IN AUTO WRECK

'SPSCIAL

Tare of the American "princdjses." At left. Miss Mary John Overall of Nashville, chosen by Gov. Taylor
to represent Tennessee; center, Miss Ednnh Oa Pron, Denver, chosen by Gov. Shoup to represent
Colorado, and Miss Dorothy Richardson, Shr eve port, chosen by tiov. Parker to represent Louisiana.
America has no titles but that state In the union to represent from several Mexican states also
doesn't mean Uncle' Sam has no his state at the annual corona- were invited. Above are three of
fair princesses within his bor- tion ball at tho Cotton palace at tho American princesses chosen
ders. A princess was recently Waco, Tex., where "King Cotton" by tho governors of their respecPrincesses tive states.
chosen by the governor of each is crowned yearly.

(By Tha Associated Press.)

OF THE GRIPPE FINALLYGHANTED

T0BEWELG0W1ED

BYTHEG. OFC.
Plans Already Under Way
for Big Conference Here
ThanKsgiving WeekN
Teachers to Attend.
3,-0-

00

Is already wider ws '
s Preparation
for the state teachers' convention
to be held hero Thanksgiving week.
Although It is nearly two months
lefore the convention, the chamber
of commerce Is starting arrangements for the, big meeting and ;3
planning to make it the most
ever held in the state.
Special invitations are being sent
urging the teachers to attend the
conference and advising them that
everything possible will be done
for their entertainment and accomodation.
The directing committee, which
will have charge of the entire wflrk,
will be appointed by the chamber
directors at their meeting next
week. This committee will be divided Into several units, each bei':g
responsible for some particular
phase of the preparations, whlcn
will be extensive, as it is expected
that at 'east 3,000 teachers will h
here for the week. The usual attendance has averaged about 2,000,
but chamber officials are convinced
of a larger crowd this year.
Accomodations
will be ready
for all of the teachers and their
friends when they arrive in the city.
One deparrtment of the chamber of
commerce will canvass the city
soon and list all available rooms.
These will be filed and all reservations chocked against them. Upon
arriving in the city, the teachers,
who hava notified the chamber they
will be here, will be met and taken
at once to their rooms, saving them
all bother and inconvenience.
The meetings will be held in thn
Ugh school auditorium and at tha
armory, which will accomodate the
crowd for all general meetings.
It is understood that some of the
best educational speakers of tha
country will be on the program."We want every teacher in the
state to come here to attend the
McKee
convention,"
Secretary
stated yesterday, "and I am sure we
can promise them all a good time.''
-

(By The AsRocintcd Tress.)
New York, Sept. i!9. Babe Ruth

spent a restless afternoon in hU
hotel today while his Yankee teammates carried on the pennant fight
in Philadelphia
against tho Athletics. .The world champion home
run hitter suriered from a slight
attack of grippe and had been ordered to bed by his physicians.
.His condition, physicians said,
was by no means serious, and they
thought he would be back in the
game tomorrow. Ruth ia believed
to lnl'e caught col-.- last nii;H while
motoring with Mrs. Ruth.
Informed by telephone ot the
Yankee's victory over Philadelphia,
and the defeat of Cleveland by the
White Sox, llabo expressed his Joy
In truly Ruthian enthusiasm.

NEW YORK WIN S
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PENNANT !N
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Ze-les-
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Giants, Although Idle, Cop
Flag When Pittsburgh
Drops a Pair of Games to
St. Louis Cardinals.
New York, Sept. 29. The New
York Giants, although Idle today,
won the National league pennant
race by virtuo of Pittsburgh's
double defeat by the St. Louis cardinals. The Giants now ore four
and one-harames in the lead.
They have four games to piny
while Pittsburgh lias three. If the
Giants were to loso all four and
Pittsburgh win nil three the Giants
still would be a game ahead.
,The New York Americans virtually are certain to be the Giants'
series.
opponents in the world's
By winning today whllo Cleveland
was losing the Yankees now car,
lose only by dropping three straight
games while tho Indians are winning three.
New York has two more games
to play with Philadelphia and one
with Boston, while Cleveland has
three more with Chicago.
As the Yankees have a postponed gama with Washington
which will not be played off, it will
be possiblo for tho New York team
to finish on even terms with
Cleveland in games won but capture tho pennant by having one
less defeat. This will happen U
the Yankees win only one of their
three games and the Indians take
lf

:.
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(By "rtie Assoc.'utut Press.)
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Kansas City, Mo., Sept.29. Mrs.
Mary Blake Woodson Shippey late
today was granted a divorce from
Missouri
Leo
Shippey, former
newspaper man and overseas welfare worker during tho war. The
court awarded her $100 a month
alimony, $30 a month for tho support of their young son and $75
attorneys fees.
The decree came after Mrs. Shippey had been testifying for about
five hours. Dressed In black an',
walking with crutches, Mrs. Shippey, who is a writer, told of supporting herself during her husband's absence In France, of planning a second honeymoon, and going to New York to meet him. She
testified she even bought a second
trousseau, but that tho only article
which seemed to interest her husband was a French shirtwaist,
made by Madeleine Babin. a
French girl, he had sent from
Paris.
She said her husband wrote her
of going to live with tho Bablns,
mother and two , daughters, and
that he led her to believe the
dnughters wero children of 11 or
12. Ho wrote her, she testified,
that ho called the girls "little sisters" and that they called him "big
brother."
She testified that her
husband was cold toward her.
after his return. "Nothing I did
was right," she said, "He grumbled over paying 10 cents to ride
busses in New York and said In
Taris It only cost 2 cents; when we
went Into a restaurant he wanted
French cooking, and when the
waiter couldn't understand what
he wanted he would swear like a
blue streak.
It was a ghastly
home-coming- ."

st

GREENMAILMAN
HANDS

While Morris was still on the
stand this morning Kelcher referred to his efforts to find out the
value of the Albuquerque
plant,
which failed and introduced the
assessed valuation $122,768 which
Morris said was entirely different
from the "book value."
The company's
representatives
agreed to produce books showing
the gross receipts of the Albuquerque plant upon Kelcher'a question
but Milton Smith, vice president
and general
counsel, said they
wouldn't "do any good when they
were produced.

Kansas City Writer Wins
Fight Against Former Missouri Newspaper Man and MIDDLETON'S BOND IS
Welfare Worker.
ORDERED FORFEITED

From New York, she testified,
she and her husband came here.
She said she frequently asked him
whether a French girl was the rea
son for the change In his attitude
and that ho denied this impatiently. She said the girl arrived In
Kansas City about six weeks after
their return. She told of the sub.
sequent birth to the girl of a child
parentage of which Shippey ac
knowledged, and which was named
Henry George Shippey.
It was brought out that Shippey
la
now in Tamplco, Mexico. Mad
three straight.
eleine Babin and her son were said
to be in Monterey, Mexico,
CASPER WIXS PEN'NAXT.
Ship
Caper. Wyo.. Sept. 29. CaHper pey kept tho presence in Kansas
nf
his
secret
won tho
from
the girl a
league pennant City
today by defeating Denver In the wife, Mrs. Shippey saw.
13
first game of a double-heade- r,
to 8. Davenport, although hit hard
VIRK AT ARMY POST.
In
the game, fanned fifteen
early
Cheyenne, Wyo.. Sept. 29. Fire
Denver batsmen in the later In- lato
last night destroyed a three- nings. Casper won five and Den- story build'ng,
housing tho bachever three games in tho series.
lor officers quarters at Fort D. A.
Russell. Tho origin of the fire Is
unknown. The damage was cstl
mated at $100,000.

(Br The Associated Tress.)
Denver, Colo., Sept. 29. The
Yankee Fuel company's coal mining property near Trinidad; Colo.,
which was ordered sold recently
by Judge Robert E. Lewis of the
Denver federal district - court to
$2,000,000
satisfy approximately
worth of bonds, was disposed of
for $150,000, according to a prep
liminary report by Destcll
pe, special master.
the
deposited with
Delappe
court a certified check for $5,000
Wednesday as earnest money. His
complete report will be 'compiled
and filed later, he said.
The next step in the litigation
will bo the approval of the sale by
"
the court.
No information was given as to
(Br The Aoclntel Press.)
the identity of the purchasers of
Cartervllle, 111., Sept. 29. Two
the property.
bandits held up and robbed a substitute rural mail carrier between
Cartervllle and Bush, of $41,500,
STUDENTS PROTEST
the payroll of the Western Coal
and Mining company at Bush late'
AT DISMISSAL OF
it was learned tonight. The
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL today,
bandits
Lawrence
accompanied
Jerard, the driver, as passengers In
the taxlcab used to haul the mall,
(By The Associated Press.)
Bend, Ore., Sept. 29. Practical- from Bush.
ly the entire student body of the
Jerard, according to reports
Bend high and junior high schools, here, was forced out of his autothree hundred and fifty in num- mobile and tied to a tree. The
ber, walked out on a strike today men then lifted tha mail sacks out
In protest against the dismissal of of tho car and rifled them.
About an hour after the holdthe principal, Mark Anthony Paulson, on charges of insubordination.
up Jerard said he released himself
The strikers paraded the (streets and went to n f irmer, whero he
for more than an hour. ,
told of the robbery.
De-la-

Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. '29.
Vincent M. Parrell, 22, and Win-fre- d
Strike, 21, were arrested today on suspicion of the murder of
Dr. Joseph P. Durand and Myron
whose, bodle
George McCauley(i
were found in the wreckage of an
southwestern
automobile in the
part of Los Angeles, April 25, last.
son
of H. O.
was
the
McCauley
McCauley, a business man of Colorado Springs, Colo. Durand was
engaged to marry Miss Helen
of Chicago, who came to Los
Angeles for the funeral.
Durand was shot twice In the
abdomen and McCauley once In
was
A verdict of double suicide
:
rendered, but relatives of both
It.
men declined to accept
According to the police. Parrell
and Strike were acquainted with
Durand and McCauley and short!'
before the tragedy borrowed from
Durand two revolvers, neither of
which were returned, although one
was said to have been found near
tha bodies In the wrecked motor
car.

DISPATCH

Santa Fe, Sept. 29. The telephone rate hearing made slow
progress today. R. N. Morris, tho
Mountain States company's commercial engineer, was on the stand
until noon, under cross examination by City Attorney W. A. Kelle-he- r,
and Attorney
Albuquerque,
General
A. S.
H. S. Bowman,
Peters, valuation engineer, followed him In the afternoon and read
two papers.
Peters in one paper told of the
relationship between the Mountain
States and the Western Electric,
which, he said, acted as purchasing agent for tho first company,
and in the other dealt with the
value of the company's New Mexico property, which he placed at
on the replacement
$3,500,000
basis. Previously tho company's
"book value" was given as $2,278,-295.

BABE RUTH HAS
SLIGHT ATTACK

Mid-we-

LVEREMURDERED

to PrShowing
of Local

Gross Receipts
Phone Exchange.

MINING PROPERTY OF
YANKEE FUEL COMPANY
IS SOLD FOR $150,000

BELIEVE YOUTHS

Agrees

oduce Books

6eJfyt 9.
e?

that the steady improvement during tho last two months
necessitated a revision of the estimates submitted to congress last
month by the labor department.
Tn nrnvirtrt machinery for mak
ing effective the emergency meas
ures adopted by tne conference, ine

IN

Company

$41500

TOTWOBANDITS WORLD MEET OF
IRISH RACE SET
JANUARY 22
(llT The AssofUtrd Press.)

Dublin, Sept. 29 (by tho Associated Press). A world conference of the Irish race will
be held in Paris January 22,
1922, the anniversary of the
first session of the dail eireann
It was announced by tho Sinn
Fein organization hero today.
Fourteen countries will be
i

(iiy The Assocliited tress.)

IN TWO- WEEKS

DEMOCRATSAGAINST
NIGHT SESSION IDEA

SLOWPROGRESS

Rairway Funding
lief It
Bill to See Wha'
May Produce,

STATETEACHERS

a Month

tober 14 toJ5.

scusses

between 3,- ed found to C-700,000 and OjViOOO exclusive of
agriculture,
$?g completed today
by the na' A. conference on un- employmt.
Resorts of most of tha commit
tees were completed and turned
over to the. steering committee,
which is to wield the recommendations into a whole for action by
tha conference tomorrow.
Adoption of a final report by the
committee on emergency measures
bv manufacturers was announced
lata today. The report, which Is
said to contain the core of the un
problem, because of
employment
tha otter nf tha manufacturlne
industry upon economic conditions
generally is unaerstooa is to
to use rotation of labor,
tha ohnrinnM week, nartial em
ot, repair
ployment, completion
and clean up as some 01 me means
In adof increasing employment.
dition the committee was eala to
favor an appeal to the patnouo co
s,
operation OI proaucers, ninnuiau-turer-in
wholesalers and retailers
nassinir along as rapidly as possible
any price changes.
Recommendations or. ine concommittee were understruction
stood to regard the construction
nrnhlom larrnlv as one for local
action because of the factors exist
Acceleraing In various localities.tion of public works was said to be
nrtred bv the committee on munici
pal measures,
Discussion or tne railway iuna-in- g
bill for providing financial relief for the railroads was said to
have consumed much of the transportation committee's deliberations
in th light of the carriers' ability
to employ more men. The committee on mining and shipping, it
was learned, wero inclined to
no emergency measures could
be suggested for those industries
in viw nf thplr denendencv on
general business conditions.
The committee on statistics

M5c

Ningle (topics 5c

Republican Leader is Drafting Unanimous Consent
Agreement for Action Oc-

HEMI IKES

Transportation Group Di-

(By Tba Assoelj?'

Hall,

CENTRAL POWERS

TELEPHONE RATE

PUBLIC WORKS URGED BY
BUILDING COMMITTEE

Washington,
work for an

bj Carrier or

WOMAN INVADES
MAY HAVE VOTE
NEW SPHERE IN
PUBLIC AFFAIRS ON TREATIES OE

PN
.

CITY
EDITION

"Princesses" From Every State
to Attend the Texas Cotton Ball

EMERGENCY PLAN

it

T?v"r a

tories,

slaughter Charge.
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jt. TrTTr

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, September 30, 1921.
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East Las Vegas, N. M.. Sept, 29.
Failing to appear at the
county term of criminal court
to answer a charge of murder, of

Watson of Georgia Opposes
Treaties, Believing They
Would Drag U, S, Into
League.
(By The Associated Tress.)

Washington, Sept. 29. Ratification by the senate in a fortnight
of the peace treaties with Germany, Austria and Hungary loomed as a prospect tonight after releaders
publican and democratic
today had discussed a proposed
consent
unanimous
agreement
drafted by Senator Lodge, republican leader, to take the final votes
yUctober 14 or 15. Both expressed
nopes or ODiaining a iunnui urum
of the senate tomorrow providing
for such a program and all factions expressed the opinion that
the agreemont would be reached.
Announcement .of the negotiations was mads in the senate late
today by Senator Lodge and with
the discussions showing evidences
of
the
success,
republicans
dropped their plan for a night session tonight. Senator Lodge said
he had "every reasonable hope" of
reaching an agreement and Sena-tUnderwood, democratic leader,
also said an agreement had been
"practically reached," and was
tomorready for consummation
row.
Involved In the program was a
proposal that should any senator
desire to debate tho treaties tho
tax revision bill would be laid
aside temporarily. It is expected,
however, that the tax measure actually will bo before the senate
most of the week, with the following week largely devoted to the
treaties.
The movement for a
voting
agreement developed today In a
senators
conference of democratic
who declared unanimously against
the republican plan for a night
overtures
session and authorized
by Senator Underwood to the republicans for voting agreements.
The democrats left each senator
free to vote as he shall determine.
The only address on the treaties
today was by Senator Watsoii.
democrat, Oeori;Ia, who opposed
ratification because, he said, he
believed they could drag the United States into the league of nations- and European
entanglements. Ever since President Hard
he
declared,
ing's inauguration,
the nation had been "drifting irresistibly" Into the league.
br

'

which he was convicted in April,
191S, and granted a new trial by
the supreme court, John Middleton
forfeited his $20,000 ball bond.
Middleton was convicted of kill
Serna, a deputy FROST IS PREDICTED
ing Francisco
sheriff, near Santa Rosa, In No
IN WESTERN STATES
vember, 1917, and was sentenced
to be hanged when
the higher
(By The Associated Press.)
court intervened.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 29. Frost
It is claimed Middleton is In his
Is
in
suffer
old home
predicted tonight in Colorado
North Carolina
and at tho higher elevations ot
ing with tuberculosis.
northern New Mexico, northern
Arizona and Utah, by .T. M. Sher-le-r.

ADVENTISTS OPPOSE
forecaster at the district
weather
here today.
'BLUE SUNDAY' LAWS Throughout bureau
this area cooler

weather was forecast and freezing
temperatures are to bo expected In
New Orleans, La., Sept. 29.
the mountains and the north cento
blue
law
legtral portion of Colorado.
Opposition
Sunday
islation is voiced in resolutions
Relief was promised tomoradopted by the Seventh Day Ad- row, the forecast being for "rising
of
Missis
Louisiana and
vcntlsts
temperatures" and "generally fair
sippi in annual convention here weather in tho district" while lit
as eastern New Mexico, the forecastBlue laws were characterized
and
er said, showers were probable.
(By The Associated Press.)

DEMOCRATS OPPOSE SURCHARGE
Oil RAILROAD TRAFFIC; WOULD
CHANGE RATES Oil INCOME TAX
Republican Senators in Agricultural "Bloc"
Believe Minority Votes Will Enable Them
to Change Bill; Would Make Maximum Income Charge 52 Percent.
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Sept. 29. Senate 000 would not bo eligible for the
Washington,
consideration
of tho republican normal exemptions allowed single
tax revision bill was featured to- men, married men and to heads of
day by tho introduction of sweep- families on account of dependents.
Under the Simmons amendment
ing amendments from the democratic side, a row between Chair- to the surtax provision, the ratps
man Penrose, of the finance com- fixed by the committee up to 31
mittee and Senator Simmons, of per cent would stand, but above
North Carolina, ranking democrat that the levies would he 3S per
on that committee, and a charge cent on incomes from $66,000 to
by Senator La Follette, republican, $74,000.
Senator LaFolIette,
republican,
Wisconsin, that features of the
bill, dealing with foreign trade Wisconsin, launched the opening
and foreign trade corporations, attack on the bill, assailing the)
constituted "a device to enable in- section defining
foreign trader
dividuals of great wealth to escape and foreign trade corporations.
Ho declared that the proposal to
taxation."
Behind the scenes there were exempt from taxation their income
some efforts to bring about an derived outside of the United State's
the was a "device to enable individuals
agreement among opponents ofoutcommittee bill on the more
of great wealth to escape taxation."
"That this proposal should be
standing tax features, but apparently there were no final conclu- seriously put forward at this time
sions. Republican senators In the by the people'
representatives,"
agricultural "bloc" were confident he said, only shows how completely
however that with the aid of the the great financial interests of our
democrats, they could defeat the country control our government.
committee's plan to continue tax"The demand for this legislation
es on freight, passenger and Pull- has come from those captains of
man accommodations for another industry whose wealth has been jo
year at half the present rates.
largely created or augmented by
Repeal of these levies was one the war. They have been so fed'
of sevoral proposals put forward up on war profits that the field of
by Senator Simmons on behalf of domestic industries,
though
tha minority members of the fi- Its returns may be, islarge
not enough.
nance committee. The others
Russia and other
a maximum surtax rate of China, Mexico,
counor
f2 per cent in place of the pro- undeveloped
tries permit them fabulous profits
of
32
retention
per cent;
posed
the financial
and a chance tri
tha corporation capital stock tax, burdens of that escape
war from whlcn,
which the committee would repeal thev havo so largely profited."
next year: repeal of the $2,000
The senator declared that with
allowed
exemption
corporations
closed, farmers In distress
and of the special taxes on brokers factories
there
millions
unemployed
and proprietors of theaters and and
was a time when the United
other places of amusement and on never
In such need of capital
stood
States
owners of automobiles
operated
develop Its resources.
for hire.
Another
amendment to "It
Is said England, by a some.
would prolile that t persons, hav(Continued on Page Two.)
ing net Incomes Jn excess of 20,- -
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WASHINGTON IS GETTING READY
FOR DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE

r

NEAR L ASCHUGES

OM

AL1IPI PEPDAY

Worth your time?
Bet your boots, it is!
If members of the Alumni association have their own way about
it and every indication points in
the
that direction at this timeassume
celebration will easily "humdinger" proportions.
; In the words of "Big Bill" Sutherland, who Is lending " a helpful
hand all. along the line, 'Pep' day
will be the 'peppiest' of the many
'peppy' affairs staged in these
parts in the memory of MaJ.R. Eu4
gene Van Patten,, Judge
Young and other old timers."
"Bill" pulled one of his best
Short distance "spiels" at a meeting of the directors of the LasCru-ce- s

I

Chamber of Commerce the

oth-

er evening. After ho had told of
the big program of entertaining
features arranged for Alumni
"Pep" day, Numa C. Frenger, a
member of the board of regents of
th college, and R. P. Porter,
t,
both directors
of the chamber, offered a neatly
worded resolution, urging tne association to accept a fat beef steer,
More than that, the directors,
headed bv C. P. Knight, president,
Volunteered to invite the officers
and members of the various chambers of commerce in New Mexico
and at El Paso and teachers and
members of the high school senior
classes at Alamogordo, Demlng,
banker-merchan-

Silver
ity, Lordsburg, Hot
Springs and El Paso and other
nearby parts in Texas to participate in the festivities.
The officers and members of the
tona Ana county farm bureau and
similar organizations throughout
New Mexico are also cordially Invited to Join the college men and
help themselves to the many good
things that will bo spread before
'

them.

The directors of the chamber,
who do not make a practice of doing things by halves, then offered
the services of their entertainment
committee. They also volunteered
to suggest to heads of business
houses and offices to close at
noon.
The program for the Alumni association's day of days Is In course
of preparation. The outstanding
item, of course, is the football
game ketween the Roswell and
State College teams. The visitors
were second to Aggies in the
championship series last fall.onThey
the
will try to even up things
afternoon of October 21.
The Roswell team Is being
whipped Into shape by a competent trainer and the coach is putting In overtime in lining the boys
tip for the clash.
Coach Bergman of the State
College team, has the pick of
odd
men and he can be depended upon to bring out the fastest
and sturdiest men In his camp.
"When do we eat?"
Oh, yes; we're coming to that
the program. Ten prime
part ofare
to be prepared for the
beeves
occasion. A highly recommended
chef, whose experience was gained
in some of the most noted events
in the twentieth century history of
the southwest, will have charge of
the barbecue.
It Is also planned to have 1,000
members of the national guard
come to the campus from Fort
Bliss. The guards of New Mexico
will be encamped there for the annual maneuvers and target practice from October 17 to 81.

Just broken into a rich vein ot
140 feet
"spar." At the depthtoofthree
feet
the lens closed down
of ore.
Drifting botn ways me
ore
soua
miners opened into
from four to six feet of 97 to
per cent acid grade.
Tha rmflnnnv. nf which B.
Farrar, of El Paso, is president
and production Buperinienuum, j;
working mine and mill steadily
TV,va io Tvmt'A thnn 1.000 tons 01
ore on the dump, A Jig has been
., ,i,wi m thA mill, which has now
Qimnltw r,t fifteen tons of Dulver
iweniy-iuu- r
lzed "spar"
every
hours.
and
company
Heathden
(ore
of New
Production
company),
Vnrli nirnrn lf a flllorSDar PrOB
miles
nn t hflpn thtrtv-fiv- e
not., ofnorth of Laa Cruccs, have resumed
peroperations at their mm. me from
centage of acid grade runs
in
nnnounced
flu
that de
qc in
it
will
velopment work on the mine Most
be resumed In a short time.
of the ore and pulverized "spar" is
shipped direct to isew lorn.
George T. Wilson, a practical
Ariz., has
mining man of Globe,
l,n,,,rV.t f finro-- m Titter, of Long
Beach, Calif., the old Carlisle mine
at steeple liocK, in urani couniy.
northwest of Las Cruces. He wiil
sink the main shaft to a depth of
1,000 feet and do other develop
m,nt runi ir fjpnrire F. and Living
otrtna Tittot
Rnna nf the former
owner, have operated the property
since 191 ana aeveiopeu a.
amount of new ore.
MrttfllS COlll
Mnimtn
Uili,ar
pany is installing a specially built
ball mill on its property, tun junto
nhim-MN M as nart of
the equipment for a new milling
to nanaie iuu ions
plant designed w.
A. Worlov has
,imv
charge of the installation Isof the
genMcCutcheon
H.
mill. John
eral mine manager. Recent development at the mines e has disclosed
milling
large bodies of
ores. One dump near the old siaft
is estimated to contain more than
nnn innq nf ore. another dump
640 tons and the main dump several thousand tons of ore that can
be treated profitably, in the mill.
It is reported that flotation will
ins
be used in concentrating,
ore reserves are estimore
than
worth
to
be
mated
Tl

high-grad-

"'Ml

$1,000,000.

Workmen at volcano mine ai
ainlna TliHalrrt pnnntv. N. M.. Of
which C. W. Mitchell is manager,
has exposed ore running 100 ounces
silver to the ton in crosscutting on
levels. Pre
ih. onn onrt
viously the work on the property
has oeen coniinea 10 hschhwiiuib
tViA ovtont nf tha era bodv located
level. Crosscuts on
at the
the lower levels show tne same
error had been made there as on
the higher levels in that the former
miners had followed what is called
the loose vein and had missed by
a few feet the real ore body of the
mine. With an ore that is entirely
susceptible to the cyanide process
of separation and a location with'r.
four miles of a railroad, the prospects for the building up of a silver
mining industry at Steins is
ann-fn-

100-fo-
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OISIONEBAI
HEAD ARRESTED

A

:

AS EMBEZZLER

(By Th Associated Prcu.)
Tombstone, Ariz., Sept. 29. M.
H. Wadsworth, former vice president of the First National bank of
Tombstone, which closed Its doors
several weeks ago, was arrested
today by Deputy United States
Marshal James Treahy of Tucson,
on federal
complaint charging
of
Bludworth with embezzlement
$15,000 of the bank's funds.
on
released
was
Bludworth
J5.000 bonds for his appearance
before United States Commissioner
in Tucson next
Edwin
The
complaint was
Monday.
signed by A. B. McCans, recently
appointed receiver for the bank.
es

Miss Jane Hendricks.
Miss Jane Hendrickx is to start
a tour of the Pacific coast
agencies of the "French Line" of
ocean liners, as assistant traffic
manager, to negotiate for the han
dling of
freight across
the continent to Atlantic ports for
shipment to Europe. She entered
the employ of the company years
ago and is known now as an ex
pert on ocean traffic
Boon on

trans-Pacif-

ic

SYRUP PEPSIN IN OLD AGE
Much used by elderly
people for constipation,
biliousness, head

Aches, etc.
ANY men and women, as
they prow older, suffer
constantly from little ills. The
cause is the poisons produced

by chronic constipation, resulting in headaches, depression,
bloating, sour stomach, bad
breath, etc. A single bottle of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
will prove to you that you can
so regulate yourself that elimination will occur promptly
every day. Increased doses
are not necessary. It is a combination of Egyptian Senna and

othersimplelaxativeherbswith
pepsin. The cost is only about
a cent a dose.
In spite of the fact that Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has
been on the market 30 years

i

i

1

'

M.Vf'

and is today the largest selling
liquid laxative in the world, the
formula has never been im
provedupon. It is safer and better
for you than salts, minerals,
calomel, coal tar and such drastic
purgatives.

Half Ounce Bottle Free
--

Few ticape comtlluKon, to wen if you Jo not
require a uixaiivt at ifiu moment let me tend
you d Halunce Trial Bottle of my Syrup
Petifn FREE OF CHARGE to that you will
Kavt ft handy when needed. Simbty tend your
name and adores, to Ur. w. is. caiatveu, 314
Wailunton St., Mentlccllo, III. Write me toaav.

enormous expenses of the plans of
organization and publicity.
"The Michigan law limited the
expenditure of any candidate for
the senate to $3,750. We submit
this amount could not be Increased
by the organization of a committee
to act as his agent and the committee did so act.
Violated Michigan Ijnw.
"The Newberry senatorial committee violated the Michigan law
by far exceeding the limitations
of expenditures
by hiring
workers and its members by purchasing drinks and cigars for

kHWwiC

una

ettg'sisi

na

Even
Dampness

Can't Reach

vot-ors- ."

Its Oven

Proper accounts of expenditures
were not filed, either by the Newberry committee or the candidate,
the minority asserted,
and although the supreme court held the
state
law
unconstitutional,
the
(By The Associated FreH.)
Washington, Sept. 29. Opinions democrats declared, "the moral
was as great as If the
conflicting along party lines were turpitude"
Six (6) air-tig- ht
walls of paraffin
presented today by majority and law"Inhadourbeen upheld.
opinion," the democrats
minority members of tho senate
record
canisters
"the
in
our
new
stated,
committee
elections
and
conclusively
pre
privileges
establishes a conspiracy."
1918 senaon the
serve its fresh roasted fragrance
torial election contest from Michi,
gan.
from all elements always" rich
The majority report cleared WANDERER SPENDS
H. Newberry,
and mellow," always oven-fre- sh
Senator Truman
LAST NIGHT ALIVE
the republican
candidate, of
alV
and
other chargcorruption
PLAYING CARD GAME
es and recommended
that he
The dembe legally seated.
(By The Associated Press.)
ocrats members on the conChicago, Sept. 29. Carl Wandtrary asserted that Senator Newberry was elected by "corrupt and erer, who is to hang at 7 a. m. toand practices," morrow for the murder of E. J.
Illegal methods
and recommended that his seat be Ryan, the "poor boob"" whom he
declared vacant. With the filing hired for $5 to stage a fake holdof the reports the caso now goes up and then killed, spent his last
to the senate for final decision night playing cards.
which will probably not be made
Wanderer dined on chicken, the
for several weeks. In the meangift of a local restauranteur, who
Senator for vears) ham rinnnrnrt
time, it is understood,
lnat iiinnara
Newberry will not attend the sen- to condemned
murderers.
Ar
"TRIED
ate sessions.
rangements were made to hang
on
Issues.
Two
Wanderer
Agree
, Governor
IT
following
On only two major issues were Small's refusal to extend executive
LATELY?"
BOND-DILLOthe republicans and democrats in clemency.
COMPANY
harmony in tho reports filed toWholesale Distributors
day.
They agreed that Henry
ALBCQUERiMJU. N. M.
contestant,
Ford, the democratic
had not been elected and "was not
entitled to the seat from Michigan.
They also agreed that too much
money had been spent In tha
Michigan primary. The democrats,
that Senator
however, contended
Newberry was responsible personSfeg H 71 flifzy
GLASS, PAINT.
Ln: Ualrd has abaolui proof that tu
ally for the expenditures while the
be
healed In all climates
can
not.
was
berculosis
he
CcniflENT. PLASTER
republicans held
Results
INHALANT METHOD.
Mney expenditures in the pri- by THE
nation-widFor further particulars
LUMBER
COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE
mary vas the point at issue in the are
addresa THE INHALANT METHOD CO.,
423 NORTH FIRS1 STKKET
conflicting recommenflatlpns. This Suite 609 Union League Bids;., Key No.
apat
the
was placed bv
majority
32, Los Angeles, Calif.
proximately $195,000" and at least
$188,668 by the minority. There
was virtually total disagreement,
along partisan lines as to Senator
Newberry's responsibility for and
management of the expenditures.
"There is no evidence whatever
to sustain the charge of improper
use of money at tho primary or
the general election," the majority
declared.
Cost Borne by Friends.
"The evidence shows conclusively that the financial cost of the
campaign was voluntarily borne
of Truman
by relatives and friends
was entirely
H. Newberry and
without solicitation or knowledge
upon his part."
"The amount of money spent at
the primary." the majority continued, "was large too large but
there was no concealment with re gard to It and it was spent entireijjuaco,
ly lor jenai anu inuyei
The democratic, report declared
exorbitant
expenditures
that "the
98c
$3.98
in this primary campaign shocked
the conscience of the country,"
Senator.!
to
pay
and were enough
Ladies' Outing Gowns, a good value at A splendid quality Jersey Silk PettiNewberry's senate salary for twenty-fcoats in the popular colors.
$1.25. Our bpecial
ive
years.
money was expended
"This
Price
,..
Friday Special, . i . . .
Friday
the agency of the Newe
the
V'.-committee."
senatorial
berry
report continued.
the
"He did know concededly

9
it

I
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Home of Mrs. John A. Logan; Fred K. Niclson, left, and Cuno H.
Rudolph.
Wflshintrton U nrenarinor to receive and entertain the foreign dip
lomats who will attend the disarmament conference which will open
Nov. .11. Mrs. John A. Logan, widow of Gen. Logan, has offered the
use of her Washington homo for a reception or similar gathering in
Commissioner Cuno H. Rudolph has been
honor of the delegates.
named chairman of the citizens' committee named to provide comfort
and entertainment Fred K. Nielson will be a prominent figure at the
conference. As solicitor for the state department he is Secretary
Hughes' chief adviser. He has drafted and construed more treaties
than any other nerson in the U. S.

DEMOCRATS OPPOSE
SURCHARGE ON RAIL
TRAFFIC; HIT BILL
(Continued from Pace One.)
what similar scheme, exempts her
foreign Investors with taxation," he
continued. "I do not know whether
that Is true or not. But suppose it
is true, must we oommlt every folly
and crime against the common peo
ple of this country that England
commits against her people? If we
are to learn anything from the
from the great war. It Is to
avoid the Imperialistic policies of
Great Britain, and the other coun
try which caused the war."
Chairman Penrose, of the finance
committee, Interrupted to say Secretaries Hughes and Hoover hnrl
urged exemption from taxation for
foreign trade corporations.
I am not surprised at this In
formation," Senator LaFollette snld.
"I think evidence Is untoldinir
that there are gentlemen high In
the administration, who are more
Interested in the welfare of countries abroad than they are In the
United States."
Replying to Senator I,aFollette,
Senator McCumber, of North Dakota, speaking for the finance committee majority, declared that the
purpose of the provision relating 1
foreign traders and foreign trade
corporations was to expand the
foreign trade of the United States.
He said foreign countries gave tax
exemptions to their nationals engaged In business abroad and that
unless the United States followed
suit It would be impossible fur
American firms to compete In tho
foreign fields.
A motion by Chairman Penrose
that the senate meet an hour earof
lier to resume consideration
the tax bill led to the incident with
The senator,
Senator Simmons.
who had been absent a short time,
asked that the motion be amended
so that the senate would meet at
noon as usual.
Why. I thought the senator
had gone home," observed Senator
Penrose.
The North Carolina senator
charged in reply that there was
a most unseemly desire to rusn
the tax bill through and warned
that "If these tactics were pursued,
this measure will not pass until
the snow flies." He declared that
the senate was being asked to sit
from 11 a. m. to 6 p. m. and then
to hold night sessions from 8 to
.
11.
.
"Be
'Whv?" he demanded.
cause leaders of that (the republican) side find that the special
session of the congress is about to
xplre and nothing has been ac
The senator talks
complished.
That talk comes
about delays.
from the arch criminal of delays."
Senator Penrose replied he was
sorry if he had said anything to
offend, ana that he woum amena
his motion so that the senate
would recess until noon.
"I hope that will not be too early for the senator," he added.
Most of the day was taken up
with discussions of the sections of
the bill defining foreign tradera
and foreign trade corporations as
individuals or firms 80 per
cent of whose gross Income is derived from sources outside of ths
United States and B0 per cent of
whose business is done outside the
United States. Several democratic
senators joined Senator La Folletto
in opposing it and action was deferred.
Nebraska,
Hitchcock,
Senator
contended
and other democrats,
that under this and other provisions, international bankers in this
country could so operate as to escape taxation on all profits made
abroad. Spokesmen for the committee contended that such bankers would not come within the
provisions.
Bread, as we know it, is comparatively speaking, a recent invention, lor right up to the end
of the eighteenth century, the
poorer people ate chiefly unleavened bread. Yeast as used today
Is quite a modern Invention, and
baking powder even more so.
lea-so-

1

1
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Democrats Recommend That
Michigan Senator's Place
Be Vacated; Agree Ford
WasnAt Elected.

V
alues
pecia
for

the

Fairy tales' are no longer allowed to be told to children in
The minister of educaRussia.
tion has Issued an order that
fairies or princely heroes are not
to be mentioned in fairy tales.
They are wicked, and do harm,
and are therefore forbidden.
)

NEW JURY LIST
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Friday's Selling

SOUTHAHD TRIAL
on
Challenge is Based
Ground That Sheriff Selecting Old Panel is Not
Disinterested.
(tly The Associated Tress.)
Twin Falls, Ida., Sept. 29.

Outing Gowns at

PIMPLES
BOILENE

I

EVERYESSY
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Shield
(Wind
'
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Glass-Lumb-

I

(Br The Assoeliitrd Frrss.)

New York, Sept. 29.

across a river In Cornwall has been carried on without
Interruption since the twelfth

V

Ladies' Hose at 25c

Bungalow Aprons at 89c

Ladies' Cotton Stocking, Gordon make,
in black, white and brown.
Oft
A Special value at, pair...... UifK

real value in Percale Aprons; white
with neat stripes and figures.
QQ
Friday Special. . . . .

Corsets at $1.50

Cotton Goods are advancing in price.
Our prices on Cotton Piece Goods re"
'
main the same.

-- J

d--

U

Stamped Gowns, made of good
quality nainsook. Special at

BnllermaUrrn aod MHflert
a. .Second Bt.
Tel. 1947--

...

Ocv

Colored Outing at. .:.
. 17c
Imperial Outing in stripes at...... 25c
4
Wearwell Brown Sheeting at yd. 48c
Cotton Challie, figured, at. .22c"
A. C. A. Feather-proo- f
Ticking 35c
36-iWearwell Pillow Tubing, at.. 35c

8--

36-in- ch

&-

-

tpJ.

32-i- n.

n.

"The Growing Store"
Phone 283
HsBBMBMMlWMMlKBfleWi

Where Quality Boots and Shoes Are Sola For Less
School and

Boys

Dress Shoes

C. H. CARNES

CI

A

27-in- ch

Stamped Gowns at $1.00

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
tlOO

all

Ladies' Topless Corsets in pink;
J
sizes. Regular value $2.50.
Friday Special

6PIU1AUS'1 IN tK.ULAR
REFIWCTION.
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LVMBKH CO.
J. C.
422 Bomb First Street.
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ty additional talesmen are now being sought by Elisor W. O. Thompson for presentation In court tomorrow for the selection of a jury
in the case ot the state against
Lyda M. Southard, alleged poisoner of Kdward F. Meyer, a former
Bolls, Carbuncles, Plies, etc, qulckljr
relieved hv
husband.
The order for more talesmen
nrose out of a blanket challenge or
60c at Uruggtsti
your money bacK
by the defense today when a speor by mall postpaid.
cial venire of forty men was TUB BOII.ENE CO., Alknquerqae, N. M.
brought into court by Sheriff Sherman. Tha challenge was on the
ground that the fiheriff was not a
disinterested
party in he case,
that ho had formed and expressed
views of a fixed and unqualified
character' touching upon the guilt
or innocence of the defendant and
that as sheriff he had signed the
original complaint upon which the
woman was first arraigned in probate court here.
The challenge
drew extended argument,
largely
from
sides but was
both
technical,
allowed.
The coroner of the county, who
is next In line for the duties of
sheriff In the event of disqualification of the regular officer, is a
witness for the state in tho case
and therefore also disqualified
from serving. .
Court will 'open tomorrow
at
1:30 and the work of filling the
box
be
will
resumed although
Jury
114 wxomwraEMMW. eorrM.
it Is possible that this task will not
bo completed until early in the
week,

test Beptembcr 29 in thirty-seve- n
years was experienced today when
the temperature rose to 81 degrees
at noon.

Silk Jersey Petticoats at

98c

For-

NEW YORK WEATHER
BREAKS RECORD
23 YEARS STANDING

LUMBER

e.
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forty--
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IE

29.-Fr- ank,

Alumni "Pep" day at the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, October 21, promises big things.
Among other
Items there will be Juicy barbecued beef, fluffy hot biscuits and
all the flxln's snappy football,
jells and community singing-gene- rals,
colonels, majors, captains, lieutenants, soldiers, cadets,
brass
bands "n" everything!
'

CO.

AGAIN ARE BRISK

N. M., Sept.
Football for Grid Fans; Juicy Las Cruees,
M. Hayncr, one of the owij
Barbecued Beef with Fluf- nva nt tUa Tnrtntr.iH mine on Kle
phant hill, six und a half miles
fy Hot Biscuits for the southwest
ot Laa i:ruces, reports
that the American Fluorspar com"
Hungry.
pany, operating the property, has
(Special Correspodnbe to The Jonrnnl.)
Las Cruocs, N. M., Sept. 29.
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$3 Misses' School
Shoes
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Button or lace, good
soft O. M. upper,' Ilex- -
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$1.98 and Up
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301 North First Street.

TAWIEAWILDCAT
$9 Women's Fine
Quality Boot.

Mr. Dodson Warns Against
Use of Treacherous, Dan-

Save

the

'

gerous Calomel.
Calomel salivates! It's mercury!
amS, m Maw .nf
Calomel acts like dynamite on a ,
tlra and
sluggish liver. When calomel comes m...lM In Ik. Alt. Blevfila
into contact with sour' bile Jt supplies, anrpert repalrlDf . tuiwut prices
TRADING CO.
crashes into It, causing cramping BROAD BICTCU
Pboa 7M.
KO Sooth leeaad.
and nausea.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
just go to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for MIMJiXJUKAPH
a few cents, which is a harmless
r y w kitkh
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and If It CARBON PAPERS
doesn't
start your liver and
straighten you up better and quicker than nasty calomel and without
making you sick, you just go back
and get your money.
If you take calomel today you'll
be sick and nauseated tomorrow;
besides, it may salivate you, while
PRINTERS
If you take Dodson's Liver Tone
BIN DICKS
you will wake up feeling great, full
STATIONERS
ot ambition and ready for work or
play. It's harmless, pleasant and
208 Went Gold At.
safe to el veto children; they like It.
aaAnflA-llAIl-

ik

The best ln leather. F.
B. kid. vlcl and dull
lace boote.
kid.
Louis heels. All Bizet
2'i8. widths AA to E.
n.

Albright

Anderson

$8 Women's

Difference

uw

Russian

'

,a om of
chall operatli.iT through
the tote of New
Pennsylvania. Massnclmscte
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, specializing; on Men's,
Women', and Children'. Boots and Shoes. Ilencc
our ability to undersell all competition.
11,18 Btore

satin

$6 Women's Fine
Low Shoes

suede.
kid
8trap

calf,

and

fine

,2',4--

8.

,

fg

"yT.SU

.

$6 Men's Fine
Dress Shoes

New

shoe.

new
,eatherSi
atyles. jmitatlon bronie
or ball straps. Sizes

WE UNDERSELL EVERY DAY

'

tSST

,

,

$6 Women's New
Brouge BooU

$3 Men's Work
Shoes
'

Russian calf,
lace
Ell: and gun metal toots,
military heels
'
oak
leathers,
good
new brouge or ball
soles. Scout styles. All gtr(tp toa
aesign,, gIzeg
sizes
'
,
2i4-n.

Brown and black kid Calfskin,

Goodyear
and

- High
Louis welt soles. English
and military heels. All Blucher styles; brown
or black. All sizes
size.

oxfords.

2-- 8.

52.98

$3.98

8.

$1.98

$3.85

.

JO.
:

Page Thretf
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ATTORNEY GENERAL INVESTIGATES KU KLUX KLAN;
SOCIETY NOT INIMICAL TO U. S. LAWS, SAYS ITS HEAD

F QRE1CN HFFAIHS

jREIGHSTAG GROUP
S

DENVER SUGAR CHEAPER
Denver, Colo., Sept. 29.
Retail sugar prices dropped
10 cents a hundred rounds to- day following yesterday's re- duction of a like amount in
the wholesale price. The beet
sugar retail price now is J6.90
a hundred.

-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

e

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIR

RPPROVESTnUTY
j German
Will

I

KOKlMIli

Parliamentary Body
Take up Document

for Consideration
. sion Today.

At

Stor

Goldetv 3iiile

$

Ses-- 1

AMERICABOASTS

,

(By The Aaurlntrd Pr?M.)
Berlin, Sept. 20, (by the As- soclated Press) The foreign af-- i
j;
'fairs commission of '.he Reichstag
I
Itodny gave its approval to the
'
f,i ratification of the peace treaty
The
with the United States.
L'i'j commission adopted a resolution
recommending that the Reichstag
A ratify the treaty.
Jf
An explanatory note supplied
de
mmhin nf the Reichstag
fends the government's action In
com-'
but
signing an indefinite,
on the
agreement,
prehensive
ground that Germany was
by the contents of the
Porter-Kno- x
peace resolution, but
lays stress on the importance
which may attach to the future
negotiations through which definite relations must be established.
Emphasis Is laid on the advantdiplomatic
age of
service, the lack of which has
handicapped . business. Admitting
the German government has been
unable to secure an expression 'of
tile policy of the United States
German
'' regarding confiscated
the memorial aBserts
property,
that the United States has indicated a desire for a Just and
satisfactory adjustment of this
which, it says, "the
" question,
American government held could
f be best obtained through the
signing of peace."
Answering criticisms made on
the score of vagueness, some opponents of the treaty holding that
it Is not certain whether Germany Ku Klux Klan at midnight mounv
i oecurneis rtjHpuiimuio iui mure iu- - tain gathering (above) ; taking
! the language o the ground that , oath to the Ku Klux amidst the
1 the United
States does not know
Georgia pines, near Atlanta; Col.
whether it will participate in the
William Joseph Simmons, im- deliberations
of the reparations
wizard of the Klan.
perial
un. .commission, and therefore is
able to state its specific policy.
Attorney General Daugherty is
Explaining proceedings leading
J to the signing of the treaty, the
Investigating the purposes and
activities of the' secret society
; memorial says:
"The negotiations were clreum- - organized some years ago in
scribed by the fact that the Amer- - Georgia under the name of the
lean government was bound by the Ku Klfix Klan. The organizaJ peace resolutions
and therefore tion now has about 700,000 memwas unable to consider any Ger-- " bers, with branches in every state
man demands going beyond this. in the union except three. Col.
at the head of the order. He i
J Consequently the German govern- William J. Simmons of Atlanta is
asserts that the organization has
ment was faced by the question
whether it should decline negotia- tions on that basis, in which event
J peace doubtless would have been
postponed indefinitely.
PAGE MATIIIS BRADLEY ! '
, After mature
deliberation
the
i'red Cro:iott la ioo;.ing foi
government came to the conclu
Mnttiis S. Bradley, who lived
slon that It would be unable to
In '$
In. Albuquerque in 1884.
assume
therefor;
responsibility
S'case Mr. Bradley cannot be
hence the government was only
heirs may receive $
i5 found, his news
able to direct its efforts to assert
from tho law
interesting
ing German Interests to the extent
S
firm which has asked Mr.
made possible within the previousCrollott t9 help them locate
ly determined compass. As a mat
BY
or his
S the former
resident
ter of fact, however, these efforts
relatives.
did not remain fruitless."
of Mr.
A translation of the Knox restv
Anyone knowing
) ! lution accompanied the memorial - London, Sept. 29 (by the AssoBradley's present residence or 5 I
relatives'
of
whereabouts
Rosif
the
Dr.
and
Chancellor Wirth
of J should inform Mr. Crollott.
v
ciated Press.)
"Suppression
5 em foreign
minister, todny dl
'
ruwecT the oeace treaty with- - the the seloonw1s" an achievement for
'
cannot
which
of
commission
American
the
foreign relations
people
'
10 civiiDHj. Alia .taw,m " . . . be too thankful," declares a Joint
J fasted several hours, was hold be- - report of C. H. Sitch and J. E. Da
hind closed doors. Only a brief of vison, labor memhors of parliu
i flcial bulletin was issued, an' mont, who visited the United
J nounclng that the committee, on States to investigate prohibition.
recommendation of the chairman.
"Prohibition, however, as we in
S Herr
Stresemann, voted In favor this country were led to
to
of
the
relchstag
J
ap prevailed, does not exist,"
Instructing
OVER
report, which also notes tho
prove the treaty.
The treaty will be made the refr velopment of heme brewing.
J ular order of business at Friday's making and Illicit traffic in liquor."
j session or me reicnsiag.
The report continues:
"We are of the opinion that the
American
ARE
YANKEE CREWS
peoplo will demand facilities for the purchase of llpcht
(By The Ansorlated Prw.)
AMERICAN
MANNING
wines and beers and had the
Geneva, Sept. 29 (by the Asso- -'
ditho
in
been
propaganda
SAILING
NOW
SHIPS
rection of eliminating
the more elated Press.) The league of na-to
of the"paloon. tions assemblyto today decided
features
disgraceful
solicit from their
delegates
(By The Auoclated PreM.)
changed managership and
full powers to sign
New York, Sept 29. Recent or securing
more effective control, concurrentders of Chairman Lasker of the ly with the provision of facilities during tho sessions the conven-- 1
shipping board that American for obtaining these simple bever- tions for the repression of ' the
Blavo traffic.
hips must be manned by Ameri
the bitter animosity aroused
can crews, are being put into ef ages,
The Frencn delegation held, this
by its more drastic efforts would
fect here and elimination of alien not have been provoked."
equivalent to the negotiation
seamen is well under way,
the international treaties by the
to know,
in
a
People
position
o
The
liner Amer- continues the report, have depointing out the danger
such procedure and insisting
for scribed America as a "bootleggers'
ica, which sailed yesterday
car
was
the
learned today,
governments ought to be
Bremen, It
and, adds:
ried practically a new personnel in paradise"
"We were driven to tfte convic- allowed at least two or three
ner aecic ana engine room forces tion that the resultant consein which to study the new
.
More than 200 aliens, many of quences on the morale of the peo- conventions.
was '' based;
were
The
them Chinese,
disagreement
supplanted by ples bodes ill for tho future, parthe
American firemen, coal passers and ticularly
the
report
respecting,
as regards the rising genwhite slave traffic, presented by
stewards.
eration."
,
laBt
in
Geneva
The same "process of elimination
tho convention hed
was applied today to the George
June, dealing with the age of con-- -j
,
sent and providing greater faeiliWashington, largest passenger car MAY ARRIVE IN
ties for tho extradition of persons
rying ship under the American
"INCOGNITO
U.
S.
New
accused of this traffic and also
men, Americans
flag.
by
i I
more stringent regulations in con-- 1
birth or naturalization, were fur
nlshed by the shipping board's sea
nection with immigration and em- service bureau in sufficient num
igration. a. j. wairour, ureai .Brbers to make both crews more
France,
itain, and M. Hatnotux,.
than 90 per cent American.
engaged in an oratorical duel,
who
Records of the sea service bu- which the British delegate
reau show that for the six months
was In favor of the action taken
e
howtwenty-fivSO,
won.
to
states,
the
June
period
Only
percentage
of aliens employed was approxl
ever, voted in the affirmative, the
states abstaining
other twenty-si- x
mately 60 per cent. Today it is
or Jiot being represented.
less than 25 per cent
or. The principal trouble in secur
the committee on interior virtng American crews,
ganization of the league has
shipping
on
an increase in
board officials said, was to get
tually agreed
men to, work as coal passers and
the members of the council of the
stewards.
league to ten, of whom five shall
be permanent members and five
It is understood
BANTAM WEIGHT RETURNS.
De
29.
Britain proposes, as a conGreat
Moines, la., Sept.
dition to its consent, that Spain
"Kewpie" Ertle of St. Paul, for-mshall be chosen as the fifth perbantam weight champion of
k
come-bacmanent member with Great Brithe world, staged a
here tonight when he knocked out
tain, France, Italy and Japan.
The
delegations
Johnny Ritchie of Chicago, in the
aro not yet satisfied to have the
third round of their scheduled ten
western
entire
round bout
hemisphere left
without a permanent member,
Those delegates who have advo"SCHOOL DATS. SCHOOL DATS"
' Do you- remember the old song
cated selection of Spain have offered the South Americans two
rule
school
about
dor being golden
seatsto Chile and
daysT It is wrong to send a cough
Brazil,
tng, sneezing, spitting child to
a ease germs
school to spread
among other mtie ones, common
CARL MAGEE SPEAKS
colds are infectious. Protect your
AT RAH WAY POSTAL
own and otter little ones with
Foley's Honey and Tar. This safe
EMPLOYES' DINNER
checks
and
coughs
family remdy
colds, loosens phlegm and muctmus
The railway postal clerks antl
Maximilian Harden
and coats raw. Irritating mem
their wives hold a dinner in the
.nranea rith a healing, soothing
Hotel reservations for Maximil- Taft
the Alvarado hotel
Sold
medicine
everywhere.
ian Harden, German writer and last room of
night. The occasion was tb
publicist for whom an American regular
of the association
locture tour has been arranged, to whichmeeting
added the social feahave been cancelled In New Vork. ture of a was
dinner.
The reason given for this action Is
address by Carl C
THE ::
that Harden's friends fear for his An informal
Magee was the only special feature
safety on bis arrival, certain Ger- of
the meeting, Routine busine.imans in New York having, made
threats to take his life, s Harden was transacted.
may arrive incognito.
Mr. Harden's articles are to ap
pear In the Sunday Journal. '
REGULAR COAL DIVIDEND.
Pittsburgh,- Sept. 29. Directors
STUDIO
of the Pittsburgh Coal company
Be Photographed Thla Tear
today announced that the regular
on lour Birthday.
quarterly dividends of 1 4 per
cent on the- preferred stock and
ner PAnt nn 'tha pimmnn
Pbone 830 Room S. Grant Bid 1
stock, bad been declared,

t

i
I

700.00DMEMBEHS

-

(By The AiOct"td Trcm.)
Cleveland, O., Sept.
are approximately
700,000 mem- bers of the Ku Klux Klan in the
United States, C. W. Love of In- dianapo'ls, grand goblin of the or- told
ganlzation,
County
today
Prosecutor E. C. Stanton and Chief
of Police F. W. Smith, before
whom he had voluntarily appeared
Love explained the conRtltutior
of tho order, how much various of
ficials received as commission on
initiation
fees, which- he calle'"donations." who are "dlsquali
fled" as members, and withheU
only Information regarding mem
bership. He promised to produei
books and records of the loci
branch tomorrow.
The membership roll Is secret
and is in the Atlanta. Ga., bend
quarters," he told his interrogators
Both the prosecutor anil me
chief questioned Love about night
riding activities of the Ku Klus
K an and tar and reamering epi
sodes credited to masked member?
of tho organization.
'Anv member doin.T anytnln'
like that would not only be expell
ed but would be handed over to
the authorities," he replied.
There Is no Initiation
fee, n
said. One requirement of membership, be added, is n donation o'
10. which goes to a propagation
fund.
The salary of Wizard Simmons
Love stated, is $100 a week. Klca
sub-digles, in charge of state
sions, get $3 for each member ne
secures; a king klengle, in cnnrc
of the state, $1 on each member In
his realm, and a grand goblin, of
whom there are nine, receives 50
cents on each member in his do
main.
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ENGLISHMEN

HEAD OF D. & R. G.
ADMITS RAIL RATES
ARE0UT OF LIKE

no purposes contrary to the laws
of the United States. "
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.
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(By The AMocinled rroM.)

29.

Dlsap
Imlinnapolin, Sept.
of
nroval of salary. Increases
annroximately 60 per cent for of
fleers of the United Mine Workers
of America was voted today by
the union's convention, which
later was thrown into an uproar
reby a motion today to require
payment of the alleged excess in
salaries 'paid since July, last
year.
On a rising vote the motion was
'tilled, 1,189 to 6G8, but protests
that the count exceeded the number of delegates, resulted in reconsideration by a roll call, which
will not !be completed until to- mnrrnw.
to annrove the
Bv refusing
.aiarv increases, which were fixed
by tho union's executive board,
k
the convention gave its first
huke to the administration
fleers. '
Rapid work was accomplished
by the convention before it
The dele- countered the snarl.
gates reaffirmed the union's
1919 con-at
the
made
claration,
vention in favor of the national-leaguizatlon of coal mines and author-o- f
ized the appointment of a com-thmlttee to work out a plan. The
convention also authorized
to combat
tinned expenditures
litigation said to be "a part of
a nation wide conspiracy to
stroy" the union,
forces
also
Administration
scored a victory In a clash with
opponents oyer President s Lewis
recommendation to apply the unit
rule for yoting by the miners
delegates to conventions of the
American Federation of Labor,

Denver, Colo.. Sept. 29. "Rail
road rates are out of kilter am
there is no douht some of thH
rates are too high," Joseph
Young, president of the Oenvei
and ltio Grande Western rallrond
toda
declared in an address
before the Denver Rotarv clul.
in
and
par"Present day rates,
ticular freight rates," he said
"are the results of years and
years of work and study by ex
ports and the horizontal incre;!er
of 5 per cent and then 30 per
cent and flnlly 25 to 40 nvr cent
threw them out of adjustment.
"Rates must not be reduced
horizontally but must be worked
out on a common sense basis."
Generally speaking, Mr. Young
said, wages of railroad employes
aro not out of proportion, except
the wages of common laborers
He said that some classes of
common labor aro getting as high
as 72 cents an hour, whereas their
former rate of pay was 22 to 30
cents an hour.
Grouping of railroads as proposed by the interstate commerce
commission was described by Mr
Young as a plan to help tha
the weaker roads. Ho declared
however, that ho did not believe
congress has the power to force
the stockholders of the largei
roads "to accept stock of the
smaller roads at a figure which
would be satisfactory to the

re-as-

-
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DENVER BROKER IS
FORMALLY CHARGED
WITH EMBEZZLEMEN

of
e,

'

WILL AUCTION 22 OF
CAVALRY MOUNTS OF
.SANTA FE CAVALRY
Notice has been posted that
there will be, an auction af Santa
Fe on October 10 of a total of
twenty-tw- o
cavalry mounts now
being used by Troop D, cavalry
New Mexico national guard. Sales
will be for cash or certified check,
the government reserving the right
to reject all bids.
The sale will take place at the
stables of the troop.- Halters will
not be sold end the purchaser
must remove the animals Immediately after the close of the sale.

(By The Asaorlatd Pre.)
Denver, Colo.. Sept. 29. Witt
the filing today of a formal com-

embezzlement
Denver
Horn,
against Henry
Is
who
broker
missing with $45,000
worth of securities entrusted to
him, police began an Investigation
to determine If Horn Is the same
man alleged to have been Instrumental in the failure of a bank at
Duquoin, III,, in 1913.
According to Information upon
which the police say they are pro
ceedlng with the Investigation, the
private bank of Henry Dorn, Sr
at Duquoin failed In December
1913. It had deposits of $400,000
Henry Horn. Jr., son of the bank
owner, who was cashier of the in
stltutlon, wae indicted on several
counte in connection
with
thf
bank's failure, according to police
information
The, son disappeared before he
was brought to trial and although
a nationwide search was conducted, he never was apprehended.
plaint

charging

COWBOY PADGETT MATCHED
Denver, Colo., Sept. 29. Carl
Macke, Denver welterweight, and
Cowboy Padgett have been matched to box ten rounds to a decision
at Canyon City the night of October 7, It was announced here for
day. The recently fought a fif
teen round draw at Durango.

'7
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Shave With

Cuticura Soap
The 'New, Way

1- -4

1

Without Mud -

going to be the greatest that we have ever had!

EXTRA SPECIAL!
300 Yards SILK

$ Yard
1

Values to $3.75 Yard
Fancy Stripe Taffeta Skirtings,

Plain Taffeta,

Messaline, Crepe de Chine, Georgette,
Bengaline, and Fancy Silk Linings.

First Annual
Race Meet and
FIELD DAY
OCTOEIil 6th, 7th; and 8th
3 DAYS OF HORSE RACING
AND

FIELD

SPORTS

Pongee,

At this Special Price it is necessary to limit five
yards to a customer.

Dollar Day Prices Make This the Time to Buy !
Unbleached Muslin

Misses' Velvet Tarns

our
the extra width,
best grade of Unbleached Muslin. Good
weight for sheets, cases, etc.
(Pt
5 yards for
v . tP-- -

Velvet Tarns for school wear; made of
good quality of velvet, silk tassels; Jin
brown, black and navy.
vJL
Special

Comes in

38-inc- h;

tf--

Lingerie Cloth

Japanese Lunch Cloths
Pwegular $1.35 line,

grade A, size 48x48;

come in white with blue designs or with
heavy blue borders.
tP-Special, each
L

in a fancy weave, mercerized
flesh only; for lingerie,
finish,
J

Cornea

36-inc- h,

gowns, etc.
2

Special,

yards for

(j--

1

Boys' Buster Brown Hose

New Cotton Challies
yards of new patterns in floral and
for comfort
Persian patterns,
coverings, drapes, etc.
Special, 5 yards for

Boys' Buster Brown Hose are insured
against all imperfections; black only;
sizes 6 to lli2.
CM
Special, 3 pairs

Shirting Madras

Gingham Petticoats

500

36-inc- h,

Beautiful new patterns in white grounds
with fancy colored Btripes; splendid
quality for men's shirts, boys'
(J"J
blouses, etc. Special, 4 yds. for. . . . V-- 54-in-

Indian Head

ch

Pl

Regular $1.00 line of women' Gingham
Petticoats, in blue and grey
Q"l
V-stripe. Special, 2 for

New Cretons
in all new fall patterns, on light,
medium and dark grounds, floral and
conventional patterns. Regular
45c line. Special, 3 yds. for

36-inc-

Genuine Indian Head, soft finish, for
lunch cloths, nurses' uniforms,
etc. 2 yards for
5JL

h

,Ji

Boys' Shoes

Kayser

Chamoisette
Gloves
This well known
brand of Gloves
in
white
and
pongee,
all sizes.
Spe
cial,
2

Val Laces, Beading, Insertion
Fine quality, as-

widths;

one of the leading specials for
Dollar Day. 15

yards
for. . .

...

$1

J)

Black, lace and
button styles,

Curtain Scrim

Good

$1

pairs.

sorted

Each

D1 Pair

Scrim,

Women s "Buster Brown" Silk
HOSE, $1.00 Pair
They are everything a stocking ought to
be, and every woman knows what that
means. They wear with superior resistance and are dyed with the latest process ;
may be had in black, white and brown, all
sizes.

quality

fancy and open
work borders ;
white and ecru.
10 yards

for.'

x

Values to $2.50. Made of good quality
muslin with deep flounces of embroidery and lace Limit one
V-- i
to a customer. Special

Women's Athletic Union Suits
Values to $3.00; in pink and white
batiste ; also white in fancy mesh ; (J "t
tD I
all sizes.. Special..'

Infants' Silk Bonnets
Bonnets of bengaline.
C1
poplin, corduroy, silk crochet,
etc. Values to $2. Special

Infants' Silk

Women's Corsets

vl

Broken line of sizes in R. & G., and
Lestelle Corsets, in pink and
white. Values to $5. Special .. . V A

di

Outing Flannels

Light, medium and dark colors.
For gowns, etc. 5 yards for. . .

$1

Leather Girdles
Fancy Leather
Girdles in black,
brown, red and
white. Values to
$1.75.

(PI
vl

Camisole Ribbon

Colgate's Toilet Water
Cashmere Bouquet, Violet, La France,
Rose, Caprice.
1
D
Regular $1.25. Special

....

I

36-inc- h,

Special...

Women's Muslin Petticoats

ESTANC IA

No Phone Orders

No Refunds

No Exchanges

f

.

1

Is

de-w-

Latin-Americ-

-

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th

Floral and Persian patterns, widths to
8 inches; also
stripes and plaids.
1
Regular price 85c.
Special, 2 yards for

Mercerized Poplin
rteirular 60c Quality, highly mercerized
finish, in shades of. pink, light blue,

Copenhagen and navy.
Special, 3 yards for.

D1
.......... Q1

Children's Dresses
Stamned for embroiderincr on 'good de
pendable white eoods with pink and
blue collars and cuffs, belted
models; sizes 2 and 4. Special, .

Khaki Suiting
Splendid weight of Khaki Suiting for
boys wear, men s shirts ana niKin?
Special,
suits;
28-inc- h.

3

yards for.

Pi
Pl

New Fall Ginghams
Just received 3,000 yard3 in all the new

$1

fall shades and patterns; extra
c"l
fine quality. 4 yards for ......... P 1

1
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NEW YORK TIGHTENS HOLD ON FIRST PLACE; PITTSBURGH DROPS 2 GAMES
ONE OF THEM WILL LEAD A. L. TEAM
AGAINST GIANTS IN WORLD'S SERIES

YANKS NEED BUT
E

T OWNPENNAN

National League.
W. K.
3
87
New York

Pittsburgh

I

New York Defeats Philadelphia, 5to 0; Shawkey Allows the Athletics But Four
Scattered Hits.

it

.

Y-S- k

xVfc

?!f

VXyrnrv

'

J

At

it

'

Philadelphia

VlvJfL?fl

,

wm.

H. S. GR IDDERS

REftDYTOSTART
FOOTBALLSEftSON
The green and white grldmen will
get a flying start on their drive for
the state football title when they
meet Menaul school tomorrow on
the Washington park gridiron Ht
2:30 o'clock.
The red and black
of Menaul are coming with hopes
high, as they have won the first
game of the season from the A. 11.
3. eleven for four consecutive years
Coach Addtoon Moore says that
there i no reason whatever that
the green and white athletes will
not make the school proud of
them from the klckoff to the last
down.
Coach R. M. Johnson, of the ar
slty, will referee the game and
Sganzlni will be the umpire. H. B.
Rickett will watch the yards gained
and lost as the head linesman.
The Y. M. C. A. Midget team will
play the Menaul Midget squad in a
preliminary game. This game will
be of espeolal interest because of
the fact that each eleven averages
under eighty pounds. This game
will be called at 1:30 o'clock.
The line up for Saturday's game
can not be definitely announced,
but the following will very probably be the way the A. H. S. eleven
will face the Manaul gridiron warriors Saturday:
Holcomb.'I. e.; Coen, 1. t.; Furge-so- n
or Oliver, J. g.; Hogrefe, c;
Venable, r. g.; Dlnelli or Marron,
r. t; Wilson, r. e.j Long or Tomel,

Jfafaf

....

Total
By innings:
New York

Philadelphia
'

4

0

31

0

4 27 12

2

0

021 000 200 B
000 000 0000

hits McSummary: Three-bas- e
Nally Miller. Home run Peckln-paugFewster.
base
Stolen
Double
Sacrifices Ward, Plpp.
plays Galloway to Dykes to Perkins; Peckinpaugh to Ward to Pipp.
Base on balls Harris 8, Shawkey
4. 8truck out Shawkey 6. liar- -

h.

Chicago, 6; Cleveland, 0,
Chicago, Sept. 29. With Dick
Kerr pitching masterly, Chicago
chance
virtually ruined Cleveland's
In the American league race todays
when 'he' shut out the world
champions, B to 0.
Cleveland, to top New York,
must win Its three remaining
games, and the Yankees lose their
beremaining three. The margin
tween the pennant contenders tonight was two anda a halfsetgames.
aside in
day
Kerr celebrated
to
his honor by holding Cleveland
six hits and with the aid of sensa- a
allow
tional fielding did not second.
Cleveland player to pass
After the Sox scored two runs
a listin the first Cleveland playedJohnson
less game. In the first
led off with a single and took second on Strunk's out. After Collinsa
had filed to Evans, Hooper drove
single to center, scoring Johnson,
Hooper taking second. Sheelcy
followed with another single, scoring Hooper.Sothoron was succeeds!
Pitcher
He
by Caldwell in the second. when.
fared well until the sixth, scored
After two were out, Chicago
another run. Mostll singled toa left
hit
and Mulligan followed with raced
to the same place. Mostll
home when Evans booted the ball.
in
The Sox scored another runou:.
the seventh' after two were
rea
as
end
center
to
Strunk hit
sult of Speaker's? slow fielding,
stretched It Into a double. Collins
scored Btrunk with a single. In
grounded to
the
eighth Mulligan wlria
...
to RumS,
thraw
sec- permitting Mulligan to reach .......
ond. BCnaiKS iriino
Boors:
Cleveland.
AB. R. H. PO. A. Bi.
0
0
4
if
Vuon
Wambsganss, 2b 4 0 12
Speaker, cf.... 44 00 0
Wood, rf
b.... 4 0 1
Gardner,
Sewell, ss...... 4 0 0
, 48 00 02
Burns, lb
O'Neill,
Sothoron, p.... 0 0 0
1 0 0
xStephenson
Caldwell, p..... 2 0 0
?

V

,

.

-- 1

........
...

7
-

34 0 6 24 8 2
Total
x Batted for Sothoron In second.
.
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
4 1 1 2 8 1
Johnson,
. 4 1 2 2 0 0
Strunk. If
S
0
4
1
0
3
Collins, 2b
4 1 1 1 p 0
Hooper, rf
0
1
4
0 1 18
Sheely, lb.-.- ..
4 1 2 0 0 0
Mostll, cf 1th.-1
1
S
1 6 0
.
Hf,,lllron
0
0
4
1
0
8
Bchalk,
1
8
0
4
0 0
Kerr, p.

c......
........

Totals ......S3
By Innings:
000 000 0000
Cleveland
20 001 llx 5
Chicago
Two-bas- e
hit Strunk.
Summary:
Three-bas- e
hit Schalk. Sacrifice
Mulligan. Double plays Kerr
to Mulligan to Sheely; Sewell to
Base on
'Wambsganss to Burns.
balls Off Kerr. 1; Caldwell, 2.
Innings pitched By Sothoron, 1;
6 10 27 IT

3

ASKS $2,210 ALLEGED
FROM BOSTON
; DAMAGES
'

ttm)
2.
Sept.
common

(By The Associated

Suit
Philadelphia,
in
was entered
pleas
owner
of
cburt hero today by the
the Independents, a baseball club
of Johnstown, Pa., against the
Boston American league baseball
club to recover 12,210 damages alleged to have been lost through
the cancellation by the Red Sox
of an exhibition game scheduled
for September 8 In Johnstown. The
Boston club in cancelling said the
Independents were using players
who had been declared ineligible
by Judge Jandis, baseball
sioner. , , r
..

Caldwell, 7.
2; Caldwell,

Struck out

By Kerr,

1.

Boston,

B:

Wnslilnjrton, 2.

Walter Johnson hard

In the sixth
Inning, scored four runs on five
and
defeated
hits
Washington.
Scoro:
Washington.

it. it. rn, a.
ah.
3
8

12

Judge, lb
Harris, 2b ..
Milan, rf ...
Hice. cf
Ooslln. If ...
Shnnks. 3b..
O'Kourke, ss
Plclnich, c . .
Oharrlty. c .
Johnson, p .

E.

0

1

Liebold,
Foster,

0
n
o

o
o
o

. . 4

3b... .23
2b

Pratt,

rain

Pet.
.633
.616
.620
.610
.600
.470

Tar-aan- ."

y-

-

Lyric Theater Repeating today
'The Golden Snare," with Lewis
Stone, Ruth Renlck and Wallace
Beery as the leading characters;
comaim repeating the two-reedy, "Snooky's Fresh Heir," with
its Interesting characters as stars.
imPastime
Theater That
mensely Interesting
spectacular
drama, "Quo Vadis," Is being repeated todaw at the Pastime; also
"Tho Trouble
Hunter" comedv.
with Jimmy Aubrey In the-ti- tle

Although efforts on the part of
.353 Coach Johnson to secure a game
Philadelphia
with Socorro for the opening date
of the 'Varsity s schedule were un
'
Yesterday's Keaulu.
successful, practice on University
Chicago, 6; Cleveland, 0.
field Is growing heavier daily, and
Boston, 6; Washington, 2.
the team is rapidly rounding into
New York. 5; Philadelphia, 0.
t
form.
As yet it is uncertain when the
Where The Flnj .
of
fI
the Cherry and Silgame
ver schedule will take place, but
Pittsburgh at St. Louie.
Coach Johnson
is corresponding
with several managers in an effort roie, is being repeated.
to book an early game here. Until
JAMES OLIVER CCTWOOD
q. b.; Benjamin or Goodrich, I. h.; recently It had seemed certain that
PROVIDES NEW THRIIJ.S
Hammond or James, f. b.; Glass-ma- n at least one and possibly two
IN "THE CiOLDEN SNARE"
or Renfro, r. h.
games with Socorro wOuld be the
for the 'Varsity Another
Substitutes
Gerphelde, Eller, curtain-raiser- s
triumph of the silent
soason, but after a special visit to
Deering, Bebber, Marl, Bowdlch.
is David Hartford s producBowdloh la out of the game with Socorro, coach Johnson was told drama
"The Golden Snare," which
a sprained knee and may not be that the miners had found it inv tion of an
engagement at the Lyria
together, opened
ready for the game. Coach Moore possible to get a team
was depending on him for punting, and ;vould be unable to schedule theater yesterday and which is be
today.
but Venable and Hammond ere any games, several games wttn ing repeatedfrom
James Oliver Cur
Adapted
dping well at booting the pigskin. fast teams are In view, however, wood's
will
story of the same
and
fascinating
undoubtedly
to
Albuquerque
Joe Benjamin, who was thought
have broken his nose Tuesday have an opportunity very soon to name, this remarkable
with
a
see
Coach Johnson's promising
compelling vital,
night is back In the game with a
throbbing plot, fairly smacks of the
blackened pose and is wearing a squad in action.
.
In the meantime, the pigskin ar charm and mystery and primitive-nes- s
far north country amid
Coach Moore Is expecting a tele- tlsts on the hill are scrimmaging whichof the scenes
the
are laid.
every night, and Jones and Calkins
gram today that may change the are
Lewis
as a member of the
In
de
Stone,
making rapid headway
schedule quite a bit There are
Royal Northwest Mounted selected
six new bleachers In place now and veloping punting ability. The ease to
or alive"
"dead
with which Calkins has been puntbring back
more will be set up next week,
half-way
Bram Johnson, long wanted fugi
on
mark
ing beyond the
the field carries much reassurance tive from justice, is the featured
BOYS RETURN CASING
to the university fans, who had player ond gives a wonderful char
at the opening of the sea- acterization. AVallace Beery plays
AND GEET REPRIMAND feared
son that the team would be seri- the hunted Bram Johnson.
Ruth
ously hampered by 'the Joss of ltenick portrays the eirl Celie
After giving a lecture on the ten Grant Mann's toe.
around whom the mystery of the
The squad has recently been golden snare and the madman of the
commandments and adding a few
tor good measure, Judge Wi' W. greatly strengthened by the com- barrens centers. Others in the cast
of Goodell, who starred on are Melbourne MacDowell, Welling
ing
McClellan released Billy Freelove Kansas
freshman ton Playter, Francis JtacDor.j,ld
university's
and George Bundajr,.-- 14 year-old
leven last year. He has shown and Baby Esther Scott.
back-fiel- d
In
court
In
who
the
appeared
police
boys,
A beautiful
romance Is inter
exceptional ability
and has also done time on woven in this thrilling tale of the
yesterday charged with stealing a
the
end.
snow
The
a
country.
from'
and
inner, tube,'
photography ic
casing
remarkable.
Night in the artio,
Fourth street garage. The boys
a raging blizzard, Bram Johnson
THREE MEN FREED OF
promised to abide by all of the
s
his pack of savage
commandments and in addition, to
ASSAULT ON PADILLA driving these are
a few of the strik
return the casing to ite owner and
ing scenes which will linger long
Saturnla and Ramon Barboa in the memory.
repent to him personally. '
also
assured
'The Goldon Snare," released by
the parents and Reduclndo Sanchez, charged
Judge
of voune Bundav that it was nroo- - with
Celso Padilla nt Associated First National, is an
er for parents to spank their child- Las assaulting
Padiilas last month, were extraordinary and splendid picture
ren until they reaohed, at least, the freed by the jury yesterday after
a trial which lasted two days in MARY M7I.ES MIXTER
age of 21.
4- tho district court. The jury rePROVES ITK.HSKLF REAL
COAST LEAGUE.
turned Its verdict of acquittal in
COW GIRL RIDER
Seattle, 10; San Francisco, 7.
less than one hour.
2.
It was alleged that the three men
Sacramento, 3; Vernon,
Many people have known that
Salt Lake,
assaulted Padilla, one of them Mary Miles Minter is a clever
Oakland,
Los Angeles,
Portland,
sticking a knife in his back.
horsewoman, but few realize that
Chicago

.397

el

mid-seas-

a,

nose-guar- d.

1
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wolf-dog-
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JOHNSON AND MANLEY
MATCHED FOR FIGHT i
AT COLORADO SPRINGS
(Br The Associated Frees.)

P

i

'

Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 29.
Eddie . Johnson of Pueblo an
'n.
George Manley of Uenver werc
day matched for an eight-r- o
middleweight bout here Octobu
as the other half f a double r"."
'"J-rounevent which will include a
bout between Frankie ."
t.r
and Harry Shuman,
Denver. It was also announl
of
Denver
Tad
.ir ,
that
Hannlgan
h"
Art Le Beau of Colorae-will meet In a r""lnl foi f '"tl
clicmbout for state Bor P"out
pionshlp.
s ccn-.- ..
In England a little
tury ago there were oor mn V f,'-'vfences punishable by dt- ,l
'
't
there are only four crim',
carry the death penalty, n
setting fire to the royal docl 'u.ls
or arsenal, piracy with violence,
treason and murder.
1

t'
t

!

"

,

,

vr

''

1

In tho United States, according
to estimate, five persons meet
death by accident every minute,

i
j

Hill ID

DOUBLE

THE CARQIMALS

I)

2

Boston.
AB. It.
.

76
76
71
60
63

I

66
68
78
73
76
80
91
97

0

6

cf

.........93
...79

"B" Theater The Realart
tures corporation presents the popular Mary Miles Minter and Monte
Blue as the leading stars in "Moonlight and Honeysuckle"; also an
other episode of "The Son of

1

....

Totals

96

C

Pic-

photo-dram-

cf.....4

0

.407
.334

Where Trie Pla.
Cleveland at Chicago.
New York at Philadelphia.
Washington at Boston.

;x

0

w.

Washington
Boston
.460 Detroit

3;

...
...

3

New York
Cleveland
St. Loui

Theaters Today

SHOWS UP WELL

American Ieflgae.

v

Pet.
.620
.639
.670
.623
.600

Yesterdays Results.
St. Louis.
Pittsburgh. 1
(first game ten Innings; second
called end sixth account darkness).

....

Harris, d

tt
05

72
76
'.....76
69 81
61 89
61 102

Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

s

....

.....88
79

St. Louis

(Br The Associated Tim.)
Philadelphia, Sept. 29. By defeating Philadelphia today Mew
fork tightened its hold upon the
American league lead. As Cleveland was beaten by Chicago, the
Yankees need but one more victory
to clinch the pennant. Shawkey
allowed the Athletics but four hits
and these he kept well scattered.
si. ,
The Yankees garnered nine hits,
three of which were for extra
In the second
bases, off Harria.
inning Plpp was safe on Dykes'
boot, went to second on Ward's
sacrifice and scored on McNally's
single scored
Shawkoy's
triple.
Miller's
McNally.
triple and
Meusel's single accounted for a
run in the third. Peckinpaugh's
home run scored Fewster In the
Babe Ruth was not In
seventh.
the lineup, owing to Illness, He is
expected to join the club tonight.
Score:
New York.
AB. R.H. PO.A. E.
1
0
0
0
1
3
Fewster, If
0
0
0
0
0
1
jfBaker
0
0
0
0
0
0
If
f wjSjP
.
Roth,
st
0
Fockinpaugh, ss 4 1 1 1
0 0
6
1
2
6
Miller, cf
4
0 1 1 1 1
Meusel, rf
1
0 0
1 10
3
Plpp, lb .
3
0
6
0
0
3
Ward, 2b
1
1
0
1
1
4
McNally, 3b
0
4
0
1
0
3
Hchang, a
0
2
0 0
0
4
Hhawkey, p
Manager Miller Hugging of the New Tark Yankees, left, and Manager
Iris Speaker of the Cleveland Indians, snapped during me "uiue
34 E 9 27 11 2
Total
world's series" betweeo their, teams in New York.
Batted for Fewster in the
(seventh,
This photo of the peppery lead force of will power. DIssatiafae'
Philadelphia.
is coming to a head constantly
AB. K. H. PO. A. E. ers of the American league teaniA tlot
1
0
0 0 which are battling neck and neclt on his team. He has had to put
1
4
Witt, rf
down
insurrections by
repeated
1 1 for the
4
1
0
Dykes, 2b
pennant was taken while drastic measures. Speaker leads by
fi. Walker, If . . 3 0 0 0 0 0
3
0 1 10 0 0 their teams were clawing at e:mli injecting his own figJiting spirit
Perkins, c
They are distinctly and "pull together" spirit Into the
0 other's throats.
0
1
0
0
Welch,
different types. HuKKins, diminu- whole club. He counts on per
Galloway, 3b . . 43 0 00 00 16 01 tive Yankoo
leader, is a driver. He Cect harmony to bring out the ut
0
Calloway, ss,..
1 11
0 keeps his team together by sheer most in his men.
0
0
4
Urazlll, lb

....
.......

89

VARSITY ELEVEN

coLor.in

THE DOPE

she has also learned thoee difficult
stunts that change a rider from3
mediocrity to.excellence.
J
She shows Tier ability In "Mobh-which
light and Honeysuckle,''
sf
opens at the "B" theater today forJJ
a run of only two days.
it
Picking up her hat frdm the
ground while her horse was running at full speed is a bit that will
get a thrill out of even the most
blase playgoers. And yet Miss Minter does it as Just part of the day's!
o
work.
Perhaps the star's success - In
I
stunts of this sort is due largelyher adherence to one horse. She'1
.
doesn't change mounts, but has
used her own riding horee, "Sea'' K
A1
Gull" in her pictures continuously
for several years. The Intelligent
animal has learned his mistress' , m.
moods thoroughly and responds to"
her slightest motion or command.1 j
"Moonlight and Honeysuckle" Is, V
not all horseback rldinar. however.-- '
Its action shifts rapidly from the
cattle 7
patio of a southwestern
ranch to the home of a United
States senator In Washington. Miss
Minter has a most delightful role '
as a girl who adopts a clever''
scheme to decide between three,
suitors.
Monte Blue heads an excellent ?
cast. This clever player will be
remembered for his work last
son In "A Cumberland Romance"',
with Mlse Minter, and more
to Think;!
in "Something
About," "The Jucklins" and "TheIv
Kentuckians."
Other well known j
Thespians include Willard Lewis,'
Mabel Van Buren, Grace Goodall, T
William Boyd and Guy Oliver.

Mclnnls, lb ...
J. Collins, rf ..
Plttinger, If ..
Vltt, If
Scott, ss
Walters, c
Jones, p
zzBush

8
4
2
1

4
8
3
1

1
1
1
1
1

11 24 12
IT.
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1

TO.A.K.
0

liS
2
0
1

10

2
0
0

1
B

1

1

0

3
3
0
0
0
0

0
1

0
"0
0
0

1210
0,2
0

1

First Contest Goes Ten In
nings; Darkness Halts the
Second Scrimmage at the
End of Sixth.

s

i

r

jamswa

......

i...bsar

.?.--

(By The Annnclated Frent.)

St. LoulaSept, 29. St. Louis
took a double-headfrom Pitts
burgh. The first game went ten
innings. The second game was
called at the end of the sixth inning because of darkness. Score:
First game:

Pittsburgh.

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Plgbee, If

3

0

1

1

0

1

2
0
6
2
0
0
cf
3
0
0 Carey,
0
0
4
0
0
0.8
0 Maranville,
0
0
0
0
3
0
Robertson, rf . . 2
2
2
0
1
2 Rohwer,
30
5
6x26 11
Total
2
2b ... 6 1
0
Cutshaw,
x Milan out, hit by batted biJl.
... 2 0 0 6 0 0
zz Batted
for Plttenger lp Whitted, lb3b . . 4
1
0
0
Barnhart,
sixth.
3
8
0
0
0
0
(Jooch, c
Ev Innings:
1
4
2 0
2
0
p
Cooper,
2
0t)0
100l00
Washington
5
100 004 OOx
Boston
35
4
2
5
10x27
Totals
e
hits Rice,
Hflmmary:
x None out when winning run
.T. Collins Scott. Three-bas- e
hit
Foster. Stolen bases Shanks, J. scored,
St. Louis.
Collins. Sacrifices Harris. Pratt.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Base- on balls Off Johnson,
8;
2
4
0
cf
Jones, 6. Struck out By Johnson, Mann,
4
0 ' i
1 0 14
..
Fournlor,
lb
2; Jones, 2.
1
2
0
0
6 0
Stock, 3b
Hornsby, 2b ... 4 0 1 6 6 0
1
0
6
1
1
8
JESS WILLARD WILL'
Schultz, rf
1
2
0
0
3
0
McHenry, If
SIGN CONTRACT FOR
0
0
4
0
6
2
Lavan, es

s..

10

rf.,.,31 18
12

Two-bas-

21

FIGHT WITH DEMPSEY
(Br The Assoclntrd Pre

)

Topeka, Kans., Sept. 29. Jess
Willard said today he expected to
sign at once upon receipt of the contract for a return bout with Jack
world's
Dempsey,
heavyweight
boxing champion, which is reportto
ed
have been mailed to him
by Tex Rickard In New York
Wednesday.
Willard said he has been advised of the terms and is quite certain they are acceptable. The bout
probably will be held some time
between June 15 and July 5 next
summer, Willard said.
New York,

S'Pt

Terms of
tne contract sent yesterday to Jess
Willard for a return bout with
Jack Dempsey for the world's
heavyweight boxing championship,
have not been rovealod by Tex
Rickard, promoter.
He said today, however, that the
provisions have been accented bv
Ray Archer, Willard's business
manager. The contract provides
for a bout to be held In the united
Statos, Canada or Mexico. The
number of rounds Is not specified.
The prospective battle ground is
generally believed to be in Jersey
City where the
contest was held. Rickard has
arranged for an extension of his
lease on the Jersey City plot which
would give him possession of the
arena until October, 1922.
signed a
Dempsey has not-ye- t
contract but it Is understood Jack
his
declared
manager,
Kearns,
Dempsey would be willing to engage in such a bout
29.

Dempsey-Carpeh-ti-

er

AMKB.ICAX ASSOCIATION.
Toledo, 4; St. Paul, 13.
Indianapolis, 3; Milwaukee, 2.

COtXD

HARDLY STRAIGHTEN

CP

When the kidneys are overworked or disordered and fall to throw
out waste matter from the system,
it cause aches, pains, lame back,
swollen ankles, sore Joints, dizziness, floating specks, etc. J, W.
Seabock, Chester, Pa., writes: "My
kidneys and back hurt tne so when
I got out of bed In the morning I
could hardly straighten up. Had
to rub the small of my back before
I could walk. I could hardly button my shoes. I haven't felt the
soreness since I took Foley Kidney
.
Pills. Sold everywhere.
.,

demons,
Doak, p
North.

....
...
.....

o.... 4.1.1
3

p,....l
Totals

37

By innings:

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

8
0
1

0
0
0

10 30 18

2

000 001 300 0
210 000 100 1

4
6

0
0

2
0

6

4

0
0
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Summary:
Three- 2, demons, Schultz,
run
Home
base hit Doak.
Schultz. Stolen base Gooch. Double plays Hornsby to Lavan to
Fournier 2; ScbtJitz to demons.
Bare on balls Off Cooper 2. Doak
3, North 1.
Inhlngs pitched By
Struck out
North 3
Doak 8
Doak 1, North 3.
6,
By Cooper
R. H. E.
Second game:
Two-baa-

e

3.

000
100

Pittsburgh
St. Louis

00113
llx

6
6

2
1

LS

Batteries: J. Morrison and Brot- tem; Sherdel and Clemone.
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FOUR SURVIVE IN

PROFESSIONAL GOLF
CHAMPIONSHIP. TILT
(By The Ansoclsted

Ask the newspaper men

Pre.)

New York, Sept. 29. The four
survivors of the third round of the
Golfers' association
Professional
tournament touaj
cnampionsnip
were Jim Barnes, of Pelham, N. Y.,
national open champion; Emmet
French. Youngstown, Ohio; Cyril
Walker, of Englewood, N, J., and
Walter Hagen, Detroit, western
open title holder.
tomorrow
In the semi-finBarnes and Walker, will play
French and Hagen, respectively.
Barnes and French today each had
in the morning round.
a sixty-nin- e
Barnes eliminated Fred McLeod,
Washington, 11 and 9. Hagen defeated John Golden, New York, 8
and 7. Walker woo by S end 4
over Gene Sarazcn, Tltusville, Pa.
French outplayed George McLaln,
New York, 6 and 8. ,

In the Press Box at the World't Series

or coverinff" imnorrant nolitical events- or running Sown the day's newt notice
how many of these
are
--

--

v

-

.

"

NORTHER IN TEXAS.
29. The
Amarlllo. Tex.. Bept.
panhandle shivered today as a cold
out
of
the
north. The
gale swept
temperature at 8 a. m. stood at 62,
but thle evening had risen seven
The wind was accom
degrees.
panied by a slight sand storm. The
weather waa clear tonight.
After fine weather, the first
signs of a coming change are usually light streaks, curls, wisps,
or mottled patches of white, distant cloud. . t
.,
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PHELPS.

Friday.

cnapter iuu.
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I vent into the study and- laid
leter and report in front
1Junior'
-

"The boy is doing splendidly,"
I said. "See what a good report
,
he has fo the last quarter."
some- , How glad I was to have
talk
thing of mutual interest towould
? about, something which
I
t steady me.
,1
"That's bully!" he said as he
then
over the marks,
.$ looked
picked up the letter.
I I watched his face closely as I
' ;Mared while he read. Suddenly
'there came before me that look of
I relief I had seen that day at the
ifitation.
Had he been afraid the
'
'boy would see and know? The
That was
thought brought belief.
It!
Even then, so long ago, ho
had loved Juanlta.
3 Other thoughts followed In
it quick
successions, other things
had been sr
ff whose impressions
that thoy hai
faintly registered
left me almoj: as soon as received.
' 1 recalled the look on his face the
,

,

.

5

of

her

boy-lik-

that

house-warmi-

night
I had been the beginning I felt sure.
' Had I not
been blind I would
fe
have noticed it then that he was
her and
f commencing to care furdone
somt.- j I could have perhaps
before it had gone too far.
thing
f ' I compelled my though' to halt.
IS I would not admit it had done
that gorto too far. Not vet. I
I would be sure. Of course ho cared
for her or he would not have held
if her in his arms.
But It mltfljt
she 'was fascinating in that eap-- .phire dress. letter. I am glad he
"A nice
enloys the school."
"We shall have him for a whole
month, Dick! I am so delighted
2"
can scarcely contain myself."
"I am glad he is coming now,
I have got. to bo away."
because
7
.'
"Away! How: where?" I stam-inered. Dick never had left me
we
had
since
joined
for a day
him in the desert.
"I have to go to Chicago.
"Don't ask questions in that
One
To see a publisher.
tone!
would think I had no right to go."
"It isn't that, Dick, but when
Junior has been away so long.
Can't you go some other time or
write?"
"
"I am the best Judge of what
I can do and when."

f
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(Special Carrnpondrnce

GRAPE.

3
Take
Grape Conserve:
pounds of grapes, 2 pounds of
and
raisins
1V4
of
sugar,
pounds
1 pound of English walnuts.
Pulp
the grapes and cook the pulps in
a very little boiling water till tender, then put them through a
Return
sieve to remove seeds.
the seedless pulps to the preservcup
ing kettle and add to them
of cold water, their skins (which
in the meantime have also been
boiled till tender In a very little
water), the sugar, the whole seed
ed raisins and the walnuts chopjved
coarsely. Boil this mixture slowly
for 2 hours and turn Into hot,
sterilized jelly glasses. Let cool,
then cover with melted paraffine.
Grape Conserve with Orange:
3 pints pulped grapes with their
skins. 3 Dounds sugar. 1 pound
seeded raisins, 1 large orange and
1
pound English walnut meats
Wash grapes in cold water, drain,
and cook without water In the top
of a double boiler till
separate from the pulp. Place the
skins in a saucepan with only a
little water (not enough to cover)
Now press
and boil till tender.
the uncooked pulps through a wire
seeas
ana put
remove
to
strainer
the strained pulps In the preserving kettle; add to fhem the cooked
skins; the sugar, raisins (cut ex-in
half), and the entire orange,
cept seeds, cut Into small pieces,
and boll until thick (this will be
to 2 hou,rs). Skim while
from
bolline. Add nutmeats cut small
nr.d cook 5 minutes more. Turn
into hot, sterilized glasses, let cool,
and cover with molted paraffine.
Preserved Grapes: Remove the
pulp from the skins by pressing
with thumb and finger. Put pulp
In a saucepan over fire and cook
till soft with only a very little
'

e,

the-ski-

X

I

filll ill

water, then rub thorn through a
sieve to reject seeds. Now put
tne cooked pulps, the uncooked
skins and the Juice Into the preserving kettle after measuring, and
tor every pint of the fruit add 1
pound of sugar: let cook until
the juice is as thick as sirup when
a little of it Is dripped onto a
plate and allowed to cool. Turn
Into hot, sterilized jars and seal.
For every quart
Grape Juice:
of grapes add 1 scant pint of cold
water. Cook until seeds are loosened from pulps, then strain and
squeeze
cheesecloth;
"through
measuro and put back on stove
to boll. When boiling, skim and
add 1 even cup of sugar for every
quart of Juice. Boil for a minute
or two and pour at once into hot.
sterilized bottles or jars and jjeal
at once.
Grape Catsup: Wash and
5
pounds ripe grapes. Put
Into a kettle with 1 pint of
ana let tnem simmer until tender.
Strain through a sieve to eliminate seeds, and add 1 pint of cider
teaspoon salt and 1
vinegar,
toaspoon each of ground cinnamon, clove, allspice and pepper.
Boll until slightly thickened, then
pour into hot, sterilized bottles and
seal at once.
(Good on cold

meats).

,
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CUTS

BEAUTY

The public Is invited to be the
guest ' of the Woman's club this
afternoon, when a most interesting and comprehensive exhibit of
paintings by Santa Fe artists will
be on display. This exhibit was a
part of the fiesta at Santa Fe. Mrs.
H. F. Robinson, chairman of the
art department, who saw it there,
will give a talk on the main features of the various pictures. There
are twenty-thre- e
paintings and all
are for sale. The following artists
are contributing one or more pictures to the exhibit: Gerald
Sheldon Parsons, J. G. Bakos,
E. G. Eisenlohn) rremont Ellis, B.
B
Oaastra, Wlllard Nash, Charles
S. Rawles, E. Rollins, Carlos Vlerra,
Olive Rush and Will Schuster.
Mrs. T. G. Winfrey is in charge
of the program which will be brief.
Mrs. E. M. Bradford will sing a
group of songs, accompunied oy
Mrs. E. B. Moore. Refreshments
will be served during the afternoon
bv Mrs. George Mueller, Thomns
Snell and 3. C. Stuti, and after tho
program, a choral class, under the
direction of Mrs. E. A. Bradford,
will be organized from member.
of the club.
A Bpocial Invitation is extended to
all men of Albuquerque who are interested in art, to be presc; t.
Cas-s?d-

By

Edna Rent Forbes.

DO YOU FSE POWDER?
M
, Kvery once In a while I am
by receiving a letter from
a young woman asking me wheth-l
er. It' Is a good thing to use po-dr. I say that I I am surprised
take It for
because somehow
Ranted that nowadays everyone
Uuses powder. There Is never any
question of morals involved, for
few people are narrow enough to
;
'isay that it Is wicked to put pow-der on tho skin. Nor is there ever
any question of whether it Is phy-- 1
$ slcally
good or bad. Faco pow-- J
der neither benefits nor harms the
:t skin.
As a matter of fact, I don't
know why we do use face powder.
I suppose because it is the custom, so that the small girl
waits Impatiently for the day when
she can use a powder puff. Yet
the child's face never seems shiny
or In need of a dusting of powder. But when she gets the powder habit, she never looks right
to herself, at least, until she has
put some pn.
As a matter of fact I think we
rather overdo the habit. I am
quite sure that none of us need
use powder as liberally or as fretimes,
quently as we do. There are useful.
of course, when it is very
When you are running about the
city and feel not ana sticky ana
dirty, rubbing over the face with
1, a. little powder makes you feel
? fresh and clean and cool again.
J Besides a little antiseptic powder
I rubbed into the skin is no more
i harmful .that the dust that flies
,
f up from the city streets.
is all a matter of custom, as
I said before. We hareso awehabit
use
of using face powder,
11;
every tisjie we pause before a
mirror. I think we would be bet

f,

sur-t'pi-
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UPON AQUA HEATERS

k WWjr
J

a delicate part of the body, so care
should be exercised either In massaging or the friction from the
towel. If you stand correctly, the
chest is forward and the stomach
flattened, which Is often all that
most women require to bring the
lines of the body into proper pro-

fa?

Wl

Students of domestic science at
the local high school and the stato
university are eligible for a contest
which will be conducted by riercs
Murphy, distrlbtor v of the Aqua
electrio water heater, who is hold
Une
ing deomnstrations here
prize offered for the best essay on
the subject of the insianianeoua
heater is an American beauty electrio iron.
Provisions have been made for
the students of the high school domestic science classes under the
direction of Miss Bess Gill and
Miss Ethel Vanderwork, and the
household management classes cf
the university home economics department to visit the Aqua heater
this week at the
demonstrations
Huning Electric 'shop.
of
these classes who
Any student
A
has attended a demonstration
the apparatus may enter the coninclude
test. The essays should
a description of ihe heater and it
mechanism, the details of Installa
tion and operation. The Judges of
the contest will be the Instructors
in the respectivs classes.

so
portions.
breathing
Deep
the muscles of the
strengthens
phest, the small bust is not a noticeable thing.

'

Miss M. T. Massage the muscles of the legs, using a deep
kneading motion and use a strong
solution of epsom salts. You should
do this regularly until the- fatty
tissue has been broken down and
absorbed through the circulation.
-

,

"Faithful Reader. Consult the
doctor about this skin eruption
t
and blotches.
,

powder Is not harmful.
night, using a nourishing oil.. In
the morning dash cold water over
the chest and dry by using friction from a coarse towel. This la
.

A

PRIZES OFFERED TO
PUPILS FOR ESSAYS

little

' Rockall,
300 miles

an Islet in the Atlantic,
from the Scottish mainland, is supposed to be the only
remaining portion of a lost land.

A
IS FORMED
NEW
WITH MRS A. H. SISK
AS THE CLUB LEADER

Hf--

,

Do you know what constitutes
a strong constitution ?
.,'

""

:

"

"

'

:

'

'

healthy nerves, completely tinder control, digestive
J. organs that are, capable of absorbing a heart meal, means you
have a strong constitution! Your general attitude is one of optimism
,
and energy.

But an irritable disposition, frequent attacks of indigestion, and a
languid depression, indicate your system is not in correct working order.

"

Probably you are not'eating the proper food. Probably the nutri-- X
tious elements are not being supplied to your system in the proper way.
;
'
;
..
..

''.

.

.

Grape-Nut- s.

''

'..:,''

that promotes normal

Is the wholesome, delicious cereal

digestion, absorption and elimination, whereby nourishment it accom- -,
A mixture of energy-givin- g
wheat
plished without
and malted barley comprise the chief elements of Grape-Nut-s.
A dish
at breakfast or lunch is an excellent, wholesome rule to fellow,,

ALIEN MEMBERS OF
CREW ARE DISCHARGED

You can order Grape-Nu- ts
at any and every hotel, restaurant, adtl
lunch room; on dining cars, on lake boats and steamers j in every good
grocery, large and small, in every city, town or village in North America.

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

Mrs. Arthur H. SIsk Is the lead
er of a new group of Girl Reserves
which was organized yeBteraay ar
ternoon at the T. W. C. A. The
Hl-as It Is called, Is composed
of Junior and senior girls of the
loctl high school, organized as a
branch of the Toung Woman's
A younger
Christian association.
group Is already active in the high
school,
The girls planned an Immediate
Initiation for Its new members,
of
and an interesting program
study and recreation for the coming school year. Mrs. Roy Gra
ham, chairman or me recreation
committee of the T. W. C. A., as
sisted in making out the year's
program. Mrs. Graham Is leader
of the younger group.
Miss Adella Elder Is president of
Charter members
the new Hl-are Florence Reynalds, Louise SnyBrown,
Lydla Frlede,
der, Mary
Myrtle Brown, Evely Brosey, Ora
MarFitzgerald, Mabel Dutcher,
garet Simonson and Alice Oleson
A number of other girls are expected to join the club soon.

200
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Grape-Nut- s
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Moderate temperaLakewood:
ture and light showers. Range im
proving, stock in good condition.
Corn harvesting under way also the
cutting of the fourth crop of alfalfa.
Bland: Good weather during th-week with hot days and cold nlghtB.
italn needed very badly. Range
fair.
Black Lake: Good weather during the week, very little rain.
Harvesting well under way
good crops expected.
Hermosa: Moderate showers and
temperature. Cutting of ccrn, cane
and Sudan grass continues. Range
good, stock looking flno.
Stead: Harvest or row crops in
full swing. Early corn good but
late corn damaged by drought. Still
dry. Light frost morning of the
0th. Range dry.
Agricultural College: Tempera
ture moderate, showers light, sunCorn nearly mashine adequate.
tured. Pastures and range good.
truck crops and
Sweet potatoes,
vegetables good. Fruit fair.
El Paso: Showers during week
maintained ranges in excellent con
dition. Some truck, corn and cotLast
ton remain to be harvested.
crop of alfalfa 'for season developing nicely.
Roswe 1: Heavy showers during
week west of valley; also some good
showers south, east and north, but
practically none in Roswell district.
Ranees somewhat improved. Stnc-The
generally in good condition.
week was favorable to cotton and tc
harvest of fruit, which is now at
Its peak.

covery." It is sold by all druggists the world over in
tablets or liquid, and is just the thing to put the body in
the best of condition. It is a tonic, alterative and nervine,
which contains no alcohol, and has the ingredients printed
on the label. "Golden Medical Discovery" assists the
digestive functions, assimilating the food and taking from
it what is necessary for feeding the blood. Thus the
blood takes on a new vigor and vitality. This corrective
remedy nature put in the forest for keeping us healthy.
One feels strong, vigorous and full of pep, Instead of
weak, nervous and "played out." Send 10c for trial
pkg. of tablets to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo,
N. Y., or, send for a free medical booklet on any disease
or write for free medical advice.

TOMORROW
IS RENT DAY
and Company
and E. C. Morgan have good
news for people now renting
who would like to own their
own homes. A phone call to
640 or 899 brings the details
of an interesting budget
Leverett-Zap- f

if

Pn.

NO COOKINO
lot All Ages.
rn. "Food-Drink- "
Juick Lunch at Home Office,o4
Fountains. A.k tot HORUCICS.
-Avoid Imitations & Substitute

DOC

,

Shirley Mason listening to her

master's

voice.

Shirley Mason, the diminutive
Fox star who makes Buch delightful adolescent boys or girls on the
KCieen, is a staid married woman.
She is quite eager and willing to
talk about her handnome young
husband, too. She will tell you all
about how wonderfully tall and
ideal he Is. He la Bernard Durn-Ina motion picture dlrectoivVnd
n
when he Is away from home
Miss Mn?on puts on a mo
nograph record, made by During
ana listens rnptly to his voloe.
Miss Mason believes In young
marriages. She was vory young
when she married.
Here is what Miss Mason thinks
or matrimonial affairs:
"I believe that girls should mar
ry their first love. When a girl
waits too long, she sees so riiany
men that her judgment becomes
warped. So many men have paid
her attention that she finds it hard
to settle down to one, and when
Sun-Mai-ds
she marries and tries to. she be
comes discontented. Now, Bernle
ana i grow up together. I can't
and I won't try to Imagine life
without Bernle.
Between-Me- al
But there, they
tell me, I ought not to talk about
being married, that the fans won't
like me so well. I don't believe
that, do you ?
"But after all, what can I talk
about If I don't talk about Bernle?
years you've loved to munch on raisins.
My work I suppose,
but you
you buy them down town, if you
know all about that as well as I
do. I am working seriously, for I could, in little
5c packages ?
love the screen and want to stand
worth-while
for really
Well, mm you can!
things."
Thus spoke one of the few child
prodigies who have
carried
taeli
They're in drug stores, groceries, candy and
. j ,
,
u
..l.u .iiii'iu
nnnnlopft,, nmi
maturinn,
stores, in the neatest little 5c pocket
cigar
ity, for Shirley Mason began her
stage career at the age of four and
you ever saw.
packages
has been steadily at work ever
between-me- al
since.
Little
raisins,"
g,

owlo-catio-

Here They Are, Folks!
Little

'

Raisins"

"The

"the Cure for 3 o'clock Fatigue
FOR

,

-

FTO have sound,
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By Eloisc.
The flapper or sweet young
Ingly.
thing will bo sure to want a fur
coat this year, for everybody does,
June. Practise deep breathing, and besides if older sister Jias one
stand correctly and massage all of what else can you expect. This year
tho muscles of the chest each there are any number of fur cots
which seem Ideally designed for
fa the young miss.
They are youthful
both
as, to cut and to pelt. They
EE
'
will please mothee far more than a
sealskin or a squirrol wrap for so
young a girl.
Here is one of these snappy little coats. It is very swagger with
its loose back and deep shawl collar. Natural caracul is the fur
used while soft beaver forms the
trimming as collar and cuffs. It
may be worn for school, formal or
Informal wear. It is one of thosa
v
models which fits In with, whatever the rest of the costume may be.
we used It more spar-

ter off If

to The Jonrnnl.)

X
Fe, Sept. 2. The temperature continues fair, according
to the weather and crop condition
report for the':weok ending September 27, issued by the United
States weather bureau here. Frost
occurred in tho northern mounta'n
districts but very illtlo damage re- Comes to you and the children if you have Dr. Pierce's
sulted.
Light to heavy showers Golden Medical Discovery in the house. For "little-ones- "
occurred over the southern part
this old fashioned vegetable tonic and
and "grown-ups- "
of the state, while tu& northern disis still used by the million bottles every
tricts remain dry. The dry, warm blood-makweather iu the northern sections
Make your blood better and your health better
proved very favorable for the harv- year.
esting and threshing of dmall grain by going to your nearest druggist and obtaining Dr.
and beans. Cutting of corn, fodder Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in tablet or liquid
crops an l bro.'.mcorn and tho harvform.
est of all small grains is practiA healthy stomach turns the food we eat into nourishTho third cutting
cally finished.
of alfalfa in the northern section ment for the blood stream and the nerves.
No 6ne sufand fourth in the southern is
of
colds
who
or
red blood
has
from
catarrh
fers
plenty
have
finished.
rains
Light
nearly
Catarrh in all its forms
helped to improve the range in the corpuscles and good digestion.
eastern part of the state and else- is a
of the blood. Introduce pure, redder
where the range is good to excel- blood stagnation
and health is assured. Dr. Pierce,
into
the
system,
in
are
fine
and
looks
Stock
lent.
good shape to stand the winter. over fifty years ago, gave to the public this alterative and
The picking of cotton and fruit blood tonic which he named his "Golden Medical Disis at its height ia tne I'ecos val-

-

Grape Jolly: Wash, stem and
crush grapes thnt are a little underripe. Heat slowly and add no
water. Conk 2" minutes, then let
drip through Jolly bag. Measure
this strained Juice and for every
cup of It set aside 1 cup of sugar.
Reheat Juice, lot boil 20 minutes,
then add tho sugnr to It (warmed
in oven) and lot boll till the jelly
stage is reached. (It will need to
cook only a short time after sugar
Is added.)
Turn into hot, sterilized glasses and let cool before
covering with paraffine.

ACTRESS THINKS
EXHIBIT OF SANTA FE
GIRLS OUGHT TO
PAINTERS OPENING AT
,
WED FIRST LOVE
WOMAN'S CLUB FRIDAY

C

!

LACRA A. R1R&MAN.
Santa

PRETTY FUR COAT
FOR JUNIOR MISS

I

REPORTED

GOOD CONDITION

.

Woman's Bible class of Lead
will
church
Avenue Methodist
meet at the home of Mrs. M. E.
,
Hickey at 2 p. m.
Woman's c.utj meeting, at 8
p. m. Open art exhibit.
Shadow social at St. Paul English Lutheran church at 7:30 p. m.
Kapia Kappa Gamma rush
at Huning Castle at 3:30 p. m.
Shriners' formal ball at Masonic
temple at 9 p. m.

I said no more but left him.
Was
Hero was a new situation.
he going because Junior was coming, and he feared the boy's sharp
eyes? How they, Dick and Juanlta, must have laughed at me!
What a fool they must have
thought me! How they must have
sneered at my trust, my faith in
them, when day after day I left
them alone in tho study for hours
at a time.
You musn't think of those
things If you are going to win
him back." my inner consciousness
admonished me.
"I won't," I promised, not realizing it was a premise Impossible
to keep to the lotter, although I
might do my best to keep the spirit of it.
"Hello dad! Mother dear!" Junhad taken a train
ior,
arriving home an hour earlier than
we expected him. "Gave you a
surprise, didn't I?" he asked gleefully as he threw his arms around
my neck, then shook hands with
his father.
"I should say you did!" I returned as I reached out for him
again. "I was just getting ready
to go to the station."
' "I told
my buddy I would surprise you. He's coming over some
time during vacation, Mother, if
you can have him? He's a dandy
and has dandy folks. They live
His mother has
In Los Angeles.
been good to me, and. so has his
dad. I know you'll like him. He'3
the right sort, no bluff in Derrick."
I assured Junior I would be delighted to have his buddy visit us,
but I noticed that Dick said nothing. Now I was keenly aare of
my husband's attitude perhaps
to. the other extreme
apt to go more
of things he did.
and make
his looks and manner, than I
But just then even his
should.
Irresponsiveness could not worry
me. I had my boy.
As I looked at Junior, almost as
tall as his father, with Dick's eyes
and features Dick as he was
when I first knew him I could
scarcely believe he was my boy,
I breathed a prayer
my babv.
of thanks that I had him, his
love.
Incongruouply came the thought
some day, he teo, would find
another woman to put in my
place.

A PEIUOD OP DEPRESSION.
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(Br Th Anoelated Fran.)
New York. Sept. 2. Two hun
dred alien members of the crew of
the George Washington, the largest
passenger liner operating under
the American flag, were discharged today In furtherance of the policy of the United States shipping
board to have only American crews
on American ships which It owns.
R. C. Lee. assistant manager of
the United States line which oper
ates tho George Washington, said
that similar notion would be taken
with regard to other
shipping
board vessels operated by .the line.

--
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2 ALLEGED BANDITS

made from tender, luscious, juicy, seedless table

ARE LANDED IN JAIL grapes.
Seventy-fiv-

nj The
Trinidad,

per cent pure energizing nutriment (146

e,

calories for 5cin practically
form. Quick-acti29.
Colo.,
Sept.
stimulant
to counteract brain fag, lassitude and
George R. Botklns, with deputy
which come to millions at 3 o'clock, accordsheriffs, yesterday captured two
alleged bandits from whom he es- ing to efficiency experts.
caped while they took
nap after
food-iro- n
having robbed him of his automoalso frequently the
Rich in
See that raisins the iron food
bile and had bound him with
lack
one
that
under par.
heavy cords, according to local poserved regularly in your home.
lice today.
You need but a small bit of iron daily, yet that need
After freeing himself, Botklns. a
Mail coupon below for free bodk
garage employe, here, did not dlsr is vital.
turb the men but walked several
100 raisin recipes to make
containing
So get raisins now, and form the habit. Have these
miles to a ranch house,
from
from the "big sister"
id
where ho telephoned to the sher- luscious little seedless raisins on your desk or table-w- ithin
packiff of Kim, Colo. With the officers
the
at
all
off
reach
and
stave
to
store.
buy
ages
you
day
neighborhood
easy
fatigue.
hunger
he rounded up the pair, who were
brought here from Kim today and
are being held In the county Jail.
A good way is to
Botklns alleged the men
him at Springfield, Colo..
to drive them to a farm settlement
! Cut This Out and Send
several miles away.
The car
1
;
stalled, according to Botklns, and
Always buy at noon to you'll have them
California Associated Raiatn ptu, i
1
he was forced at the point of a
for(your afternoon refreihment make
gun to submit to being bound.
Dept.
that your daily, profitable habit.
Frno, Calif.
Then ho was thrust Into the back
Please send me copy of your fro book !
seat of the car' and the two men
Packed juit like "big lister"
Recipes."
j
went to sleep In the front seat, . )
in a great, modern, sanitary plant
They gave their names as O. C.
in California. Wholeiome, meet and
i
1
McGuIre, "Holly, Colo., and O. A.
clean. Made from higheit quality seedless
Michels, Lamar. Colo., the police
table
finett
the
grown.
grapei,
.
said.
Look (or this Display Carton
I Street
on
Counter
Your
Dealer's
CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO. I
The elebhant has six or seven
I
sets of tefth during a .lifetime, a
Sold at all Drug, Grocery,
JftmWcAtp 1S,000 Grovtrt
City....
new tooin replacing tne old one Candy and Cigar Stores 5c
it-- no,
tulll.
Dept.
as soon as it wears away.
.4
AniMclnted

Vtt.)
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let-do-

Had Your Iron Today?

blood-buildi-

keps-'thousand- s

Sun-Ma-

Buy

at Noon

It!

:

'Sun-Ma- id

'

"Son-Mai- d
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TERSE IIISTOIy OF THE SPAff

ISM-AMERICA!.

LLOYD GEORGE FISHES

CATCHES COLD

WAR IS REVEALED If
A

J

MAT

WAR DIARY OF TKiEO, ROOSEVELT

Spanish-America-

.iJiarafteristic

IATED PRESS.)
camp a mile to extend lines. Heaviest rains yet, at night.
July 17 Surrender at Santiago.
July 18 Shifted camp to foothills. One half men of my regiment dead or disabled by wounds
or sickness.
Mrs. Roosevelt also presented
the association with the spectacle
case and manuscript of an address,
pierced by bullet aimed at Itoose-vp- lt
in Milwaukee In 1912. It was
from this manuscript that Roosevelt a half hour later read his campaign speech with trie assassin's
bullet still imbedded in his body.

Entries

Some of the most characteristic
entries follow:
May 6, 1898 Commlssiond as
Lieutenant Colonel United State
Voluntary Cavalry.' Wood as
by my choice.
May 7 The delays and stupidity
of the ordnance department surThe quartermaster's
pass belief.
The
department is better but bad.
commissary department is good.
There is no management whatever
in the war department. Against a
good nation we should be helpless.
May 21 The blunders an"d delays of the ordnanco bureau surpass belief. They express us stuff
we don't need, and send us the
rifles by slow freight! There is
no head, no energy, no intelligence
in the war department.
May 24 Quota is nearly filled.
It is astonishing how rapidly wo
have armed, mounted and drilled
these men. Wood's power of work
and executive capacity are wonderful.
Intcrmlnnhlo Delays
May 30 Railway system tends
to break down. Interminable delays; no proper facilities for unloading horses, to rest, water, or
feed, etc., etc.
In
June 3 Reached
Tampa
morning. Railway system Is wildest confusion; it took us 12 hour
to get into camp with our baggage.
June 6 No word can paint the
contusion. No head; a breakdown
of both the railroad and military
systems.
June 6 No plans; no staff officers; no instructions to us. Each
officer finds out for himself and
takes his chances. We are doing
ns well as the regular reglmonts.
Have very light baggage.
June 8 Told to go aboard transWorst confusion yet. No
port.
allotment of transports; no plans;
utter confusion.
June 20 Reached Santiago.
June 22 IVnded.
June 23 Marched.
June 24 Fight Las Guasimas.
Ws drove enemy in fine shape.
Irfist 60 men, end wounded 20
Slight.
Commands Regiment
batJuly 1 Rose at four. Big Held
tle. Command regiment
extreme front firing line.
July 3 Truce at noon. Spanish
fleet destroyed.
July 4 Truce. Mismanagement
No head to army.
horrible.
July 10 Bombardment again.
July 11 Truce again. Shifted

HUNTING IN M0G0LL0N
MOUNTAINS DESCRIBED
IN NEW 'OUTDOOR LIFE1

col-on- ol

The "sportsmen's paradise," the
Mogollon mountains in western
New Mexico where game abound,
is described in an article in the
current number of "Outdoor Life,"
a popular sports magazine. The
article is written by Frederick
Winn, supervisor of the Gila national forest, formerly attached to
here
the district headquarters
where he worked on the classification of agricultural lands on the
forests of New Mexico and Arizona.
The article tells how ft party, of sportsmen, forest and army
officials go on a hunt for deer and
turkey in the mountains. This district, which is little known be-to
sportsmen except locally, could
come a verltablo hunter's paradise,
provided favorable action
could be taken toward establishing small, game refuges to which
game animals could resort when
hard pressed, said the writer. The
article was illustrated with pictures of typical deer and turkey
country on the Gila forest and of
thn results of a two days hunting
trip.

INDIANS LEASE N. M.
OIL LANDS TO THE
T
COMPANY
MID-WES-

About 4,600 acres of land between Shiprock and Farmington
have been leased by the Indians to
Oil Development
the
This company reports
company.
that oil has been struck at 1.820
feet in a well west of Coliz. The
company is preparing to shoot the
well within the next few days.
Drilling in a well in the Ute pasture northwest of Farmington has
proceeded to 1,600 feet and it is
expected to strike oil shortly,
Mid-we-

st

MUCH BEET SUGAR
Salt Lake City, Sept. 29. Judge
Henry H. Rolapp, president of the
United States Heet Sugar
association, today predicted that two billion pounds of
beet sugar will be manufactured In
this country this season, or only
about twenty-fiv- e
per cent of the
total of refined Bugar consumed
annually in this country.
Manu-fncture-

We Thank You
For the liberal patronage, and confidence
you have placed in us during our first
year in the Jewelry business in Albuquerque. We have enjoyed good business the
past year, which made it possible for us
or rather to say our business demanded
that we enlarge our stock. We are now
in a position with the merchandise we
offer to please the most critical purchaser.
Our list of customers and friends has
increased each mjmth, and we hope that
during the coming year we will continue
to add new ones.
In appreciation of your past
making special prices on
items. We ask you to look
and visit us during the week

Our Anniversary Sale Prices
Iftdestructable
Genuine
Richelieu Pearl Beads, 18 to

to $13 values.
$8.75 to $8.73
Special
Genuine Latusca Pearl Beads
18 to
$18.75 to $36.00
values.
Reduced to.... $12.50 to $25
Ladies' Bracelet Watches, 15
K
Jewel, Lever movement,
white gold. Special. .$24.50
15 Jewel Lever movement,
14-solid gold
$18.50 to $22.50
15 Jewel Lever movement,
gold filled case.
$16.50 to $20.00
7 Jewel Lever movement,
case.... $9 to $11.50
Cylinder Swiss movements,
10 to
gold filled
case
$7.50 to $10
10

24-i- n.

24-i- n.

18--

ar

ar

ar

We handle any American
made watch.
Men's 16 size, Elgin
gold filled case, $20 values
for
$15
16 size, 15 Jewel Crown,
Gold Filled case, $20
value for
$14.50
1
4
Carat Blue White
Diamond,
price
regular
$400
$485.
Special
Carat Blue White
Diamond $215 value. Spec$170
ial sale price
4
A few
Carat values up
to $70 for
...$47.50
0
A few
Carat, regular
$93
$125 values for
4
Carat Blue White DiaSpecmond, regular $260.
$205
ial sale price
A few about 2 Carat and
over, values up to
$140
Special sale price
20-y- r.

ar

fi0-1-

in'

Our Guarantee With
Each Purchase
WATCH OUR WINDOWS

FOR
ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
t

Gottlieb

&

Beer

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

"Your Guarantee Is Our Name."

ATTENTI QN2

FACULTY MEMBE

LAST CHANCE

Former

The most successful sale o high grade tailoring for men in fh'e
history of Albuquerque ends positively tomorrow.

Albuquerque Boy
Gets Important Place in
Business Department at
New York Institution,

SATURDAY OCT. 1st.

Harold L. McClanahan, a former
Albuquerque boy, and a graduate
of the local high school, has been
appointed to an Important position
in jnbw
in Columbia
university
York city, according to informathe
from
university
tion received
extension department of th institu
tion. He has been made head oi
the business department of the
home study division of Columbia
and has complete charge of the organization and supervision of the
work done in the department. The
a decidappointment soIs considered
ed honor to
young a man.
Mr. McClanahan Is the son of ('.
J
McClanahan, former proprietor of
the Palace Drug company, who
moved with his family to Los Angeles, Calif., three years ago. After
graduating from the Albuquerque
high school young Mr. McClanahan
enlisted in the U. S. navy, where he
served until tho end oftho war.
Upon being honorably) discharged
from the service he entered the
southern branch ot the university
If
ot California in Los Angeles, where
he remained until June, 1921.
His record in the university of
California was exceptional. In recognition of its merit, membership
In the "Scimetor and Key" honor
socioty was extended to him. Ho
was
assistant in the department of
Premier. Lloyd George snapped while angling for trout at Inverness,
commerce and worked with Dr. C.
Scotland, which resulted ia what threatened to be a serious illness.
H. Marvin, assistant director of the
"A fishlnj? trip that effected an international crisis," might be the southern branch. He had chargs
caption on this photo. During his recent vacation in Scotland Premier of tho work in economics and took
David Lloyd George found time between sending notes to de Valera a prominent part in building up the
and receiving some from him to angle' for trout While fishing ha department of commerce, now one
of the strongest departments In
caught cold. Progress of the Irish negotiations was delayed while ht the
university. Mr. McClanahan is
recovered from the cold and an accompanying attack of neuralgia.
a member of Phi Kappa Kappa

im

Store will be open Saturady night until 10 p. m. Hundreds have
thronged our store during the past week and were amazed to
find suuch remarkable values at prices we advertise.

SUITS &
Retail value $35

DISCOVERY OF TWO OLD

KIMS

Indian Ceremonial Chambers Are Found at the
, Abandoned Village of Hawiku, in Southwestern McKinley County; Fine Specimens
of Ancient Pottery Also Unearthed.
(SPECIAIi CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNING JOCRNA1)
Zunl, N. M., Sept. 2i). Human the carved messajjo on the wall of
bones Aug from below the ground El Morro, south of Kaniah, in an
by an Industrious prairie dog re- inscription left by a Spanish soldier
sulted In the discovery of two very by the namo of Lujan.
The old
old klvag or ceremonial chambers mission was excavated
several
of Indians long since
dead by summers ago by Jesse Nusbaum,
Frank W. Hodge, who Is conduct- who was working with Mr. Hodge
ing an archaeological Investigation at that time. The burnt timbers
at the old abandoned village of of the immense adobe structure, an
Hawiku, in southwestern McKin- well as those of the monastery
the church. Indicate thai
ley county.
A Zunl Indian employed by Mr. the mission was destroyed Just as
Hawiku was a port of the village of Hawiku
Hodge In
excavating
chanced to seo some human bones perhaps in an attack on the village
in the fresh workings of a prairie by Apaches.
Mr. Hodge s work this summer
dog at a place about
of a mile from the ruined walls of has been to study particularly the
Hawiku. The Indian was put to structural features
of the old
work and by following with his homes of the Zunls. Tlie masonry
epade the underground channel of was crude and primitive compared
the 'rairie dog finally camo to the to the work of the Indians of the
balanco of the skeleton and furth- San Juan region. The rooms were
er on encountered a very fine necessarily small, for tho length
masonry. of the timbers
piece of prehistoric
which were all
Upon cleaning away the sind of brought on human
were
covered necessarily short and backs,
centuries which entirely
the roofs
the wall, a kiva was uncovered were only of such size as could be
some seventeen feet wide and so made with short cedar poles.
perfect in Its circular lines as not
Floors of Adobe.
to vary an Inch from the true form
The floors were of adobe with
of a circle.
of stone as in use in
slabs
at tlmea
lAocllcnoo nf the Masonry.
the present day Zunl house.
the
of
excellence
to
the
Owing
The walls were provided with
masonry as well as the nature of windows and niches to hold utenth pottery found, Mr. Hodge be- sils of the household and were
lieves the kivas to have been built
very heavily, sometimes
n
by a colony of Indians from the plastered
coats
as many as
Pan Juan district of Colorado, as with
of adobe plaster
indicating that
tho walls compare favorably with
of
occupancy. The
those of Aztec, Mesa Verde and many yearswere more
or less cenChaco canyon, and are not at all fireplaces
located in the rooms and at
characteristic of the careless ma- trally
times protected with, largo stone
sonry of the Zunls.
shields.
Some houses built of the upper wind
Benches of masonry and grindstones of the kiva were found built
for grinding wheat were
bins
ing
on top of the kiva, fh the manner
In Zunl toof the Zunls who came along evi- located on the floor as
day.
centuries
some
the
after
dently
In many cases the lower strata
kivas had been deserted. Ten burup with sand
ials were unearthed above the of homes was filled
refuse and now homes built on
kiva, being probably the bodies of and
tOD
of the old ones. This occurred
Zunls, The pottery as well as the sometimes
times and
nature of the walls, indicate that sometimes in prehistoric
after the first Spaniards
those who lived within these crude
homes were the first Hawiku peo- came. The objects of Spanish
china and
copper,
ple. Some of the kiva stones were origin, iron, found
in the more re
carried 400 yards east and were glass being
found In the oldest homes In Ha- cent houses while those below are
associated with the earlier types
wiku.
The second kiva, about thirteen of pottery.
The different
types of pottery
feet wide, was found Just west of
the larger one and Is ot the same give the investigator a pretty ofdefithe
nite way of judging the age
substantial masonry.
Mr. Hodge Is working under the homes as well as the origin of the
builders.
auspices of the Museum of the
While nothing of a spectacular
American Indian,
Heye foundation, of New York, and is assisted nature was found this summer
bv Ed Coffin of the same institu there was a great quantity of pot
tion and some eighteen Zunl In- tery, utensils of stone and bone,
dians in, his fifth summer's Inves beans, corn, plnons and squash
seeds in good state of preservation.
tigation at Hawiku.
Stone I' ctlsh or a I.ton.
Hawiku Is of prime , historical
A stone fetish of a mountain Hon
was
fal Importance, for here it
that the "earliest Spanish conquls- about four and a half Inches long
tadores came in the sixteenth cen and three Inches high was found
g
the most interesting objects
tury in their quest for gold.
was Marcos de Niza, followed by and a pipe with a handlo shaped
Coronado In 1540 and from this like a cornet and made or clay,
Some cremated
remaHis were
village he wrote his memorable
letter to tho viceroy of Spain de found in a Jar in a house under the
of burial
Is
new
of
which
a
form
wonders
the
floor,
scribing the
world and the life of the Indians Identical with thoso found under
In the Zunl village now known as the refuse outside of the houses.
Mr. Hodge'a camp is located in
the "Seven Cities of Cibola."
Grand Canyon
the cedar,1 on the hillside near the
From Hawiku, Coronado sent rulnB of Hawiku, cloven miles
forth the cxpiditlpn under Carde- southwest of Zunl 'and fifty miles
nas which first visited Moqul and from Gallup on the Gallup-S- t.
proceeded through tho wilds to the Johns highway and Is a place well
west of Moqul resulting In the dis- worth visiting by those who are In
and
covery of, the Grand Canyon by terested In the historical
Cardenas.
archaeological life ot the south
Although an attempt was mad" west.
on Coronado's life here at Hawiku
Mr. Hodge and party will visit
the Europeans had the great ad- El Morro near Ramah before he
mounted
and
of
vantage
being
leaves for New York next month
armed, the Indians never having He is of the opinion that the two
seen horses before nor firearms large ruins on the crst of Inscrip
nor armour, so the conquest of the tlon rock are of ait oldor culture
Indians was made with the advan- than those at Hawiku, having been
tage 4n favor of the Spaniards.
after the kiva
occupied perhaps
It must be remembered, too, that people had left the Hawiku region
Coronado's colonists brought to the and before tne first ums raa benew world the first sheep, cattle gun to build homes at Hawiku.
and horse in America and may
well be said to have been the
Nearly 15,000 tons of bombs,
founders of the livestock business shells and other missiles have been
in America.
collected from the battlefields of
The first Zunl mission was estab. Flanders.
Ilshed here by Martin Arvlde and
Roque Flgerado, two Franciscans,
Oysters, Cat Fish, Hali
In 1029, and It was In front of this
now ruined mission that the padre but, Barracuda and- - Rock
Ietrado was murdered on FebruMan Bros.' Meat
ary 22, 1832, a hundred years be- Cod.
fore George Washington was born.
Letrado's death, is referred to on Market.
First-kamon-

Boyd s.

Dr. Boyd also received a special
invitation to the convention from
Governor Harry L. Davis of Ohio,
who was a fellow school teacher
with Dr. Boyd In their younger
days in Ohio. President Harding,
Secretary of Commerce Hoover and
other national leaders will be present at the conference which will
be a gathering of representatives
of every Red Cross chapter in the
A state convention will
country.
be held here upon Dr. Boyd e

Retail values $50 to $65

Retail values $35 to $50

These prices are the wholesale prices. Don't forget what it will
mean to you to buy your clothes at wholesale. You cut out all
retail profit. You have your clothes built expressly for you by
skilled tailors. You have your choice of hundreds of beautiful
patterns.No retailer can' show a stock so complete. Our expert designer who is here for this occasion will measure you.
You pay no large overhead expenses, our cost of production is
about one half of what it would cost a retailer to produce a similar product. Every item of expense possible is eliminated. Quality alone is high. Don't have any regrets, come in today or tomorrow and place your order. Delivery can be made at your
'
convenience.

DR. DAVID R. BOYD TO
REPRESENT RED CROSS;
AT OHIO CONVENTION
Dr. David Ross Boyd, chairman
of the Red Cross executive commit
tee here, will leave today for Columbus, O., to attend the national
convention of the American Red
Cross in that city on October 4. He
is going to represent
the local
chapter at tfio particular invitation
of Dr. Livingston Farrand, president of the national organization,
who is a personal friend of Dr.

3

Every Garment Bears the Union Label

fraternity.

BY PRAIRIE BOG RESULT IN THE

$
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HUMAN BONES DUG FROM GROUND

0'

Made to Your Measure and Guaranteed All Wool

in
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eixty-srve-

favofs we are
a number of
over this list,
of .Qct. 1 to 8.

PLilN

OF COLUMBIA 'U"

Widow of Former President Turns Record
Over to Memorial Association; Book Contains Experiences and Impressions, Some
Historical, Some Critical.
(BY THK ASSOC
New York, Sept. 29. A terse
n
history ot the
war as seen through the eyes of
Its most famous participant came
to light today when Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt presented the former president's war diary to the
Roosevelt Memorial association.
The diary is a record of experiences and impressions, made up of
laconic entries, some historical,
sorae critical..
The diary is a small pocket volume and contained notes in pencil
and ink.
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Albuquerque' Display Room
1

GERARD TAILORS

207 W. Central Ave.

Armijo Bldg;
One Door East of Switzer's Barber Shop
Main offices and shops 330 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 111.
Other shops at Clinton, Iowa, and Denver, Colo.

H

NEW RANGER AT CEDRO
IN TIJERAS
. STATION
CANYON IS APPOINTED
Calvin L. Warnock, has received
a permanent appointment as rang
er at the Tijeras district on the
Manzano national forest. It was
announced yesterday by Ward
Shopard, supervisor of the forest. Mr. Warnock will be located
at the Cedro station. He will relieve George Beckwlth of the forest headquarters, who was temporarily In charge of the station. Mr.
Beckwlth will remain at Cedro for
some time assisting in special
work on the fofest. Mr. Warnock
has been in charge of the Mogollon district on the Gila national
forest.

GREATER IN SERVICE
Than Other Forms of Modern Heating

ROUND OAK.

P1D

,

THE DE LUXE ORCHESTRA
I wish to announce to lovers of
MUSIC that I have taken
over the organization known since
1917 as the Colombo Orchestra.
The Orchestra wi.h practically the
same first class MUSICIANS will
GOOD

HEATING SYSTEM

now be known as ..the "De Luxe

by the $3,000,00 Round Onk Organization
And Star Furniture Company.

Guaranteed

Orchestra" and will continue as In
the past to give the best In dance or
concert music. We wish it knowii
that this orchestra is NOT furnishing music for Saturday night public dances at Colombo Hall.
FRED K. ELLIS, Manager
1026 Forrester
Phone 302-- J

LOWER. IN COST
than anything compnrable In point of quality and
quanlty ot SERVICE BEJfDEItJEW

HEADY TO HELP YOU.
If you are subject to biliousness,
gas, bloating, sick headache, eour
stomach or other Ills that result
from indigestion and. constipation,
you can get relief with Foley Cathartic Tablets. They are a genuine, wholesome physio that affords
prompt, sure and safe relief without griping or pain. J. T."Oeborn,
R. F. D. 1. Lucasvllle. O., writes:
"Foley Cathartic Tablets are fine.
I had stomach
I took
trouble.
Foley Cathartic Tablets and now I
can eat anything."
Sold every-

,

For

A Splendid

Homes

Summer.

Auxiliary
for Use
with Steam
or
Hot Water

Cottages

Systems

Churches
Stores
Factories

where,

Employes of the London Underground railway are invited by the
management to submit suggestions
for Improving the service, those
accepted being paid for.

IT WILL GIVE

Greater Comfort
Added Convenience
Utmost

Fuel-Savin-

g

.YOU

4'J

i

More Healthful Warmth
Absolute Cleanliness
Economy v

;:e, clean
Quickly floods your home with an abundant supply of
circulating moistened warmth, from only one registii.
of yorr fuel bill.
d
to one-haBurns coal or wood and saves
Requires no space in your living rooms and the least space In
your basement. .
Easiest and quickest to install in old or new houses, stores, churches,
garages, etc.
Easiest and most convenient to operate.
j
Does not waste 'heat In your basement or damage any fruits or
vegetables stored there.
Sold and Installed from blue-priplans of each house, the plans
being supplied j by the manufacturer's trained heating engineers
with their guarantee and ours.
Will last a generation or more, barring abuse, and will pay for
,
itself over and over again.
FREE A SIR Automatlo Heat Regulator with every contract made
before October 7.
lf

one-thir-

.

.
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COMPARE OUR
PERFECT BREAD

STAR

the average home baked
product The verdict cannot fal)
to be In our favor. It isn't the
housewife's fault It's simply that
no home could have the facilities
for scientific baking that we have
We don't see why any woman
With

should work and worry over bread
baking when our bread Is so much
better, so easily procured and so
much less expensive.

PIONEER BAKERY
20L South First Street.
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In the greatest crisis of the nation's history the President lay
desperately ill. Washington was alarmed, suspicious, whispering "petticoat government"
The President might have died!
But at the door of his chamber his wife stood guard the buffer
between the sick man and the America he hacf led to victory.
$Js

sjs

America has never known Mrs.Voodrow Wilson. She
has never given an interview; she has never courted
publicity; she has refused to play for popularity.
But now that Mr. Wilson has retired to private life
the story of Mrs. Woodrow Wilson can be told.

The story of the White-Hous- e
courtship, when the
President sent her each day the orchids she loved.
The story of their engagement, their marriage, their
happy home life.
The story of her efforts to lelieve the heavy strain of
the early war days.
The story of her devotion, her sympathy, her tact, her
wit, her vigilance in those latter days when Mr. Wilson
lay ill.
There is no politics in the story of Mrs. Woodrow
Wilson.
...
0

.
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Hers is the story of a heroic wife, a super nurse, a
super secretary-rth- e
story of the woman who saved
the President's life.

It is told in the October issue of The Home Journal

one of forty-od- d

irom Any Mews- - 1 ff
dealer or Boy Agent X D

.i
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MY YEARS ON THE STAGE, by John
.....' reminiscences
nearly half a century on the stage.

his

Drew-begin- ning

....
...

of

MY AUNT CLARINDA'S ORPHAN--

Corra Harris, a

by

plete novelette in one issue.

UNCLE JIMMY,'

by Zona Gale, a

com-- )

play fhat Journal readers

one-a- ct

may put on without charge.

WOMEN AND WAR, by Secretary of War Weeks and Secretary of
the Navy Denby.

. .

-

. Fashion

news and patterns from New York and Parish

TO HAVE A GOOD COMPLEXION,
the foremost skin specialist.

.

. . . How

to Get Married-a- nd

Eat-- on

by Dr. Charles M.Williams,

'

-

$25 a Week."

The big 114-pag- e
edition will be quickly exhausted.
Order your copy today!

A

On Sale Today at Pre-W-

:

features, including:

D

E

1

S

Prices

ar

;

lubSption

$1.50 the year;l

You can subscribe through any newsdealer or authorized agent or send your order
' direct to The Ladies Home
Journal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

f
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HARD TIMES ARE VANISHING

WAR COST ECLIPSES OTHER EXPENSES OF
U. S. GOVERNMENT, APPROPRIATIONS SHOW FACTORY HEADS-

ARE

"

IMPROYING-KIWA- NIS

Better times are here, business
a steady climb up grade and
the outlook la exceedingly hopo-ful- l.
These were the messages
brought to members of the
club at their luncheon
is

i.i
by four spenkere who are
con-

a position to known business
of

busiditions. The dispensers
ness optimism were 12. N. Boule
Wholesale
of the Gross Kelly
Ilfeld,
Grocery company, Louis frank
dealer in wool and hides, FurniStrong of Strong Brothers
M.
ture company and Dr. H.
Bowers, district governor of from
who haB Just returned
an Inspection visa 01 w ouui..W
Tn speaking of the cost of food
how
stuffs Mr. Boule explained
food soared
the prices of packed because
the
In the beginning
depackers could not meet the
advantmand. Speculators taking
he
age of this kept the price up,
The buyer's strike which
said.
manthe
forced
war
followed the
stocks
ufacturers to sell surplus
at a loss in order to liquidate,
no
goods were
miring this period
being bought and business lagged.
has changed
"The situation
now," said Mr. Boule. , "The
VP and
cleaned
are
all
overstocks
all have" been pursuing theihanu-tto-mout- Ah
policy of buying.
demand Is being created on account of depleted stocks so thnt
up and
manufacturers are openingThe
law
employing more men. Is
again in
of supply and demand
The cloud Is slowly
operation.
rolling by and wo can see some
of
prosperity ahead.
signs
"New Mexico is shown to have
dehad less failures during this
in
pression than any other state our
By supporting
the union.
and assisting
home institutions
each other build up our own
state instead of favoring outside
competition will help materially.
Food prices are lower In general,
he said, although canned goods is
still high because of the fact that
not enough food stuff was packed
during the past season.
Mr. Ilfeld stated that the price
of wool, pelts and hides had increased 25 per cent from Its lowest point during the period of
Ho taid he
business depression.
believed that the lowest point had
been reached and that the wool
business was. gradually picking up.
This will have a beneficial effect
on all business in the southwest,
he said.
A resume of the business condiIn
tions among 5,000 dealers
household furnishings and 1,200
the
manufacturers of the same in
the United States was given by
Mr. Strong.- The results gathered
from questionaires sent out by a
big trade Journal indicated that
business conditions are improving
hp. Rnlrl.
ll
t.ov, t Via nrmntrv
Dealers are expecting heavier sales
during tne lam nan oi me year
that in the first and report that
things are picking up noticeably
The majority
over the country.
of the factories reported increasa tendency among
ing orders withnewer
and,, better
buyers for
quality of furniture. The majority of the manufacturers. expressed
thae opinion that the present
prices will continue throughout
1921
and that an ndvo
campaign to the public would Increase business materially.
Dr. Bowers, the district governor of Klwanls who has recently
made a tour of the Klwanls club
cities of the southwest reported
on his trip and the business conditions as he found them over the
state. Ho discussed business conditions in general and told what
he thought the Klwanls clubs
do to restore business to
might
A
t
io luiuiri Duuiiu 1.uaflin.
The silent boost at the club
meeting was copies oi tne nana
books for the guidance of undergraduate students at the State
University which were presented
by President
. . i , .. David Spence Hill

Solve Problem of Unemployment.
(By Tho Antedated TreM.)

ls

I

.

JOURNALISTIC CLUB
AT UNIVERSITY HAS
ITS FIRST MEETING
The ripe and Pen club, a Journalistic club at the state university which was informally organized
nt tho end of the last school year,
held Its first regular meeting
Wednesday night, drawing up the
formal constitution and planning
tho scope of its activities for the
coming year.
Tho new club, which has an Initial membership of eight, declares
as Its objects.the promotion of In
creased interest In theunlverslty'
student publications, and the association of men Interested In Journalism and writing. Membership
in the society will, be strictly upon
Invitation after proof of writing
ability. Membership ia extended,
only to men who are on the staff
of school publications.
Tho plans of the club for the
coming year include the publication of a humorous periodical, but
as yet no date has been set for the
appearance of the first number.
At the meeting Wednesday night
William M. Stahl was elected president, Joe Bursey secretary and
treasurer, and George White the
"P. C," the signification of the
latter title being secret. The other
charter members of the club are
Bowman.
Charles Skeel. Edward
Thomas Calkins, Edward Horgan
and Morley Cansldy.

I
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the attendance
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DfST&0urlON OF GOI)PMAJT

OH JEW MEXICO
"New Mexico" Is to be the subject of an illustrated lecture being
prepared by mission department
lecturers of the United Brethren in
Christ, who will deliver it in all
parts of the United States, Headquarters for tho organization are
maintained at Dayton, O,
D. B. McKee, secretary of the
chamber of commerce, haa
with the lecturers during
the past few weeks and has secured a number of pictures of Albuquerque and "this immediate vicinity. Slides will be made from the
pictures. The chamber of commerce has also provided the lecturers with a considerable amount
of data regarding the climatic conditions of this part of the state, the
crops and other local matters of
interest.
It is expected that the lecture
will be prepared and ready to be
given by early winter. It will be
ued In connection with the work
of the home mission department of
the United Brethren.

Record nt Clikngo.
Chicago, Sept. 29. Weather bureau records ef twenty-thre- e
years
for September 29 were broken tothe
when
thermometer
day
reached 85 degrees nt 3 p .m. The
Theat was broken this afternoon by
prize, a check for a thunder shower.
T-
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for fiscal year

Chart shows distribution of government appropriations
1920.

This chart from the Congressional Rscord shows that while slightly
over 7 per cent of the 1920 government appropriations went for other
purposes nearly 93 per cent was used to defray the cost of past wars or
preparation for future wars. The chart indicates clearly how the bills
for war eclipse all other government expenses.
t

CARELESS

BABIES

MOTHERS-DE- AD

INFANT DE AT H RATE HERE IS HIGH
MOTHERS YOU MUST CALL A DOCTOR

Chicago, Sept, 29. A demand
for immediate, enactment of an
adequate protective tariff bill was
voiced tonight In resolutions adopted by more than 1,000 manufacturers from over eighteen 'states
who attended the national conference of state manufacturers' associations.
"The remedy for unemployment
la more work in our factories," the
resolutions declared, "which is not
to be expected ns long as a large
proportion of our Industries nre
paralyzed by the failure of congress to complete the tariff legislation."
The resolutions then declared:
"That in yiew of the depressed
conditions of American
Industry
the abnormally low cost of production abroad and the depreciation of currency of countries seeking to sell products in the United
States, it is our solemn conviction
that it is imperative that there be
no further delay in the enactment
of an adequate
protective tariff
bill."
Tho resolutions were adopted
after an address by Congressman
J. W. B'ordney of the house ways
and means committee, who exvaluation
plained the American
provisions of the tariff bill. "We
about
are Importing
$300,000,000
worth of foreign goods per month,"
he said. "Most of these goods
could be made here. There Is not
a manufactured article produced
in the United States In which the
labor cost Is less than 90 per cent
of the total cost.
"Now, If that la true of the
$.100,000,000 that we are sending
abroad each month, $250,000,000
Is going out from the people of the
United Staes to employ German,
and
French,
English, Japanese
Chinese labor, while our own workers walk the streets in idleness."
The American valuation provisions of the tariff bill were declared to be a "fundamental necessity" In the resolutions adopted,
Im"agi a means of standardizing
'
.,
port values."
Unless the Amorlcan valuation
plan Is adopted there is little hope
of the American manufacturer securing adequate protection against
foreign made goods," Congressman
Fordney said.
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VETERANS

FIFTY FIFTH

MEETING
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MUSTSTOP INSURING
ARIZONA AUTOS USED
IN LIQUOR TRAFFIC
t

You remember that old, old story of the
Georgia man, who explained that he
couldn't fix his roof when it was" raining,
and that when it wasn't raining the roof
didn't need fixing.
Winter storms will soon be '
here, and if there is a leak
in your roof, you're going to
find it out too late-- Now is .
the time to get busy with
Peerless Mineral Paint and
give the roof a coating that
will shed any kind, of
Remember
the
weather.
N

name

Peerless

Mineral

Paint. It's a pure linseed oil
paint, absolutely without ' "an
equal for roofs.

Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
Corner First and Coal
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICQ

(Br "ibt AMOclnted Vrtm.)
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 29. Insur-in
ance companies doing business
Arizona must cease Insuring owners of automobiles and other vehicles against loss because of confis
cation or tneir vcnicies jui
tion of the pwhlbition laws, according to an order 5tuied today
by the state corporation .commission. The commission .lso directed that all clauses In Insurance
subpolicies now In effect on this
ject must be cancelled by October
1921.
1.The
commission issued Its order
E.
following a conference with M.
Cassidy, federal prohibition direc-A.
tor for Arizona, and Thomas atFlynn, United States district
torney. Mr. Flynn later declared
would
that the commission's order In
Ardo more to stop bootlegging
izona than any other step that
could be taken.
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Thoro-Wort-

It is easy to select a suitable Worth or
Thoroughbred Hat. The style range is
so complete, the 'quality is so apparent,
that it is a real pleasure to make a selection. The prices are unusually low for
,

TO DEALERS

If

both Thoroughbred
HaU and Worth Hats
are not told in your
locality, ask ui about
our unusual dealer

hats of this character.

proposition.

TH0OTB1EID)
woutm Mrs
AND

Thomas, with assault with" Intent
to do bodily harm as thrf result of
an alleged whipping Inflicted upon
Mrs. Billie Dailey on September 20,
was filed before
Justice J. C
Thompson today. Mrs. Dailey In
her complaint said she was beaten
with a riding whip by the two
women, a short while after being
asked .to accompany them on a
motor car ride.

of the records of Bernalillo county,
and to have declared paid and sat-- t
isfied a certain deed of trust from
the AlbuquTerque Real Estate and '
Improvement company, a corporation, to W. S. Strickler. trustee for
the
Bank of Commerce, dated Juno
GROUP TO
23, 1893, and recorded in Book , '
Mortgages, page 376, of the records
of Bernalillo county. New Mexico,
and to have declared paid and sat- f isflafl and released the record of k- -i
certain tax sale made on the 8th .
FRUITY RAISIN BREAD
day of June, 1896, for the taxes of
1893 and 1894 upon said real estate
KIND
THE
RIGHT
IS
Members of the special Rotary
to F. A. White, and to remove and.
committee which will work with
Remember, do you, the delicious cancel the record of said deeds of
Judge M. E. Hickey in the affairs, raisin bread that you used t get trust and tax sales as clouds upon
the title of the plaintiff to said
of juvenile court were announced
before the war the1 kind that real estate.
by David Ross Boyd, president of made
And you and each of you are
? Well,
you a raisin bread
the Albuquerque Rotary club, at
hereby notified that unless you .
tho luncheon of the organization it's coming back!
enter your appearance in mid .
Yes sir! Smack your lips, for cause on or before the 24th day of
yesterday noon.
The Ilotarluns named are: Louis it's coming. Lower raisin prices October, 1921. Judgment will be
McRae, George Kaseman. Peter have done it.
rendered against you by default.
Cameron, Walter Council, Carson
Raisins are now 30 per cent The names of the attorneys for the
C. Peck, John Milne and Harold
are Simms & Botts. whose
plaintiff
lower In cost to the baker, which
Gaylor.
address Is
permits them to sell a generous office and pistoffice
Ward Shepard, for a long time loaf
New Mexico.
at reasonable prices and coma member of the club, was present
Witness
the seal of
and
hand
my
edict,
Dr. ply with the late . federal
for the last time yesterday.
2 ounces of said court on this the 8th day of
which
at
least
requires
re
Boyd announced that he had
loaf of September, A. D. 1921.
and raisins to each
signed from his committees
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
from membership in the club. Dr. bread.
Clerk. ,,
So look for a big revival of real
Boyd expressed the appreciation of raisin bread. Your
'
HARRY
F. LEE, Deputy.
By
baker and your
the club for the work Shepard had
will bo selling it. You'll see
done while a member and declared grocer
in their windows and show cases. NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
that the good wishes of Rotary it The
"old days" are returning In
would follow him in his new work. more
Sealed proposals will be received
ways than one. Good old
Carson Peck was named as a mem
raisin bread with raisins at the office of the City Clerk of
ber of the boys' work committee to fashioned
tho
in
It
is
of
City of Albuquerque, New Mex- - ;
it.
proof
succeed Mr. Shepard.
Ico, until 2 o clock p. m. on WedRev. Frank E. McGulre. new
nesday, October Dth, 1921, for pavCOLDER IX KANSAS."
pastor of the Lead Avenue Methoing, curbs, gutters, storm sewers,.",',
dist church, spoke upon the work
Topeka, Kan., Sept. 29. Colder grading and all necessary Incident-- f
of the Porto Rico Rotary clubs, he weather,
with a, possibility for als or appurtenances thereto, on',:
having served as president of the frost, Is predicted for Kansas by tne
louowing named street in ac- that
He
club.
stated
Juan
San
The tem- cordance
Meteorologist Flora.
with the provisional order.
Rotary clubs there had definite perature here dropped from 91 by the City Commission
of the City
Ideals In their work. One Is the degrees Wednesday to 6S today. of
dated April 20,,:
Inculcating of patriotism for the Western Kansas reports tempera- 1921.Albuquerque,
United States and the other Is the tures close to freezing.
East Central avenue, from the
ef International
encouragement
west line of High street to the west
He praised the stand
One prick from the poisoned line of
patriotism.
Mulberry street.
of E. Mont Reilly, the new
darts used by the Malays will
Bids will .be received on the folcause death In half an hour.
'
lowing types of pavements:
Kenneth
Baldrldge and Oscar
(1)
single course, plain
Lewis presented
reports of the HELP THEM IIKI.P YOURSELF concrete,
Denver conference. Announcement
When you consider the steady,
(2)
single course, plain,
was made that tho educational
work concrete,
committee would present the next continuous,
demanded of the kidneys you dd
(3)
single course, rein-- ;:
Arthur Prager not
Rotary program.
They must have forced concrete,
issued a call for baseball candi help wonder that to
castA
filter and
occasionally
(4)
single course, reln- o
dates for the
game during out rrom
the blood, stream thj torced concrete,
the Klwanls district convention.
waste matter that forms poison
h
Bltulithic ' on
(5)
and sclds If permitted to remain asphaltic base.
INVITED FOR AUTO
Bltulithic on Mnch
causing backache, rheumatic pains,
(6)
stiff joints, sore muscles, dizziness, concrete base
RIDE; IS WHIPPED
floating specks, sallowness and Ir(7) Car tracks of penetration
BY FEJVIININE HOSTS regular bladder action. Foley Kid- macadam.
ney Pills give relief promptly. Sold
(8) Car tracks of reinforced con..,,
crete,
everywhere.
(By The Atsocinted Pr?M.)
The following Is an estimate of
Tulsa, Okla.. Sept. 29. Informa
the work to be done as compiled by
tion charging Mrs. George Thomas
.
tho
LEGAL NOTICE
City Engineer:
Mrs. Orvllle
and her sister-in-la7133 square yards paving.
.
NOTICE AK SUIT.
150 Lin. Ft. curb.
f.
In the District Court. State of New
. . . Lin. Ft. gutter.
"
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
2678 Lin. Ft. Comb, curb and
No. 13,004.
gutter.
.
Henry Huning, Plaintiff, vs. F. A
808 LIn. Ft. single track car lin.'
White. If living, and . his Un- -,
756 Lin. Ft. double track car
known Heirs, if he 'be dead; W. line.,
t
S. Strickler. Trustee for Bank of ,1840 Cu. Yds. earth excavation.
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
'
Andrew W. Anson
Commerce;
1790 Sq Ft. cement sidewalks.
and Sarah Anson, his Wife, E. 'The total estimated cost Is S45,
B. Swopa. as Treasurer and Co- 701.00.
llector of Bernalillo County, New
Bidders will state the number of
Mexico, ,and all Unknown Per- weather
working days In which
sons who have or claim any they propose
to complete the whole,
'
In the of the above work. '
;
right, title or Interest
Premises adverse to the plaintiff
reserves
the right to acThe
city
Defendants. '
.
cept or reject arty or all bids.
To the Above Named Defendants:
Each bidder will be required to
You and each of you are hereby deposit with the City Clerk to the
notified that the above named credit ot the City of Albuquerque,-withoplaintiff has filed suit In the above
Indorsement, a certified
Take Aspirin only as told In each named court and cause, the gen- check of deposit In the sum of
cent (10) of the total amount
package of genuine Bayer Tablets eral nature cf which action is to
of Aspirin. Then you will be fol quiet tf.9 title of the plaintiff in bid, as a guarantee that he will file
and to Lots Thirteen (13), Four- all bonds required 'and enter Into
lowing me oirecuons ana aossge teen
worked out by physicians during
(14). Fifteen (15) and Sixteen contract, If awarded to him, ac21 rears, and proved sale by mil. (16), in Block lettered "N" of he cording to the terms of his bid,
Reslden-.- e
Hons.. Take no .chances with sub- Mandell Business and
within ten days after the certificastitutes.
If you see the Bayer addition to the city of Albuquer- tion ot the nward. Should the con
Cross on tablets, you can take que, to forever bar and estoD vou tractor fall to file bonds Id an apthem without fear for Colds, Head. find each of you from having or proved surety company or enter
ache. Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Ear- Claiming any title or interest there Into a contract with the City of Aache, Toothache Lumbago and for in adverse to the title of theplaint lbuquerque, then the certified check
Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve iff. and to declare paid and satis shall become forfeited as .'.quldated
tablet cost few cents. Druggists lied a deed of trust from Herman damages, and the money realized
also sell larger packages. Aspirin Bernstein and wife to W. S. Striok therefrom bo turned Into the treas'
is the trade mark' of Bayer Manu ler, as trustee for the Bank of ury of the City of Albuquerque.
facture of Monoscetlcucldester of Commerce, dated June 7. 1892, and
JAMES N. GLADDING,
recorded In Book No, S. page 809 Y.i ,
SftllcjrUcacia,
City Manager, v
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h
model will be
appreciated by the young man who
knows style. Whether you prefer this, or
one of the more conservative models, you
will find at the Thoroughbred or Worth
dealer in your town a hat which will
satisfy your individual requirements.

ASPIRIN

Oysters, Cat Fish, Halibut, Barracuda and Rock
P. Borland,
Cod. ' Mart Bros. Meat John'scene
of the
r

trim yet' vigorous lines, of this

.'

OUDEn FREIGHT CUT.
Columbus,. Ohio, Sept. 29 Effective October 20. Ohio railroads
on
must reduce freight rates and
sand, ' gravel, crushed stone 28.6
paving brick approximatelyutilities
per cent, the' Ohio public
commission ruled today. Besides
the percentage reduction ordered,
an additional reduction of ten
cents per ton' Is obtained on paving bricks.

Market

THE

ROTARYSELECTS

would give their making a total of 171 deaths.
lllH '
Itntilna avAn a fiirhtlnir shrtnp
Many Should Ho Living.
END
"The greater number of theso
infant mortality rate would be co;i- aeciureu uf.- lives could have been saved by
slueraDiy jessenea,
J, F. Docherty, county health phy- proper care and medical treatment," Dr. Dccherty stated, "for
ANNUAL
the high death rate among infants in many cases the infant was dead
when tho physician was summoned
in tne county.
should
indicated
mother
the
and
exa.nimulon
that
"The prospective
consult her physician often and death had resulted from some simshould abide
by his ple thing which the physician could Discuss Final Disposition of
absolutely
orders. The mother should con- easily havo overcome had he been
G. A. R. Property When All
her
tinue consulting
physician and given an opportunity. I believe that
should pay strictest attention to a number t tho still births would
Members of Group , Are
carrying out his orders regarding ndt have occurred had the moththe food and feeding time for the ers consulted physicians."
Gone.
baby.
Vnnccessnry natlo.
"If this was done by all classes of
The records of the county nealth
(By The Associated rrr.)
citizens in Bernalillo county wo department show that by far thu
Sept. 29.
Indianapolis, Ind
would not have a record of 149 greater amount of carelessness anil After bidding farewell to their
AvatUu nmnncr infants under 2 veal's resultant deaths occurs among the comrades veterans of the Grand
old out of a birth record of 5u6 so infants of Spanish , extraction.
Of Army of the Republic closed the
far this year," the doctor conunueu
fifty-fift- h
annual encampment toOthers Will Bo ttoik,
day. The encampment ended with
Aside from this appalling
the election cf h. S. Pilcher, of
tion. there are numerous
Brooklyn, N. Y., as rwmmander-in-chietn thn conntv who wi
and the choice of Des
"
crippled and unhealthy
Moines, Iowa, for tho next meet1)
not
Ktiei n tnh .snpnlfine' nun
lives dun to
having
ing.
rfnHn? their tender vears.
occurred
After discussing action to propie while but twenty-thre- e
"The greatest problem facing th in tne
a
snows
vide for eventual disposition of the
This
medical profession
today Is tho ratio of 6 H to 1.
of the Grand Army when
. omits jl ciLLUita in juici.' property
control of the infant death ra'.o.
its members are gone, it was deand
of
what
in
But
physicians
the cause of neglect on the part of cided no efforts should be made it
spite
health organizations can do, the the mothers," Dr. Docherty stated this encampment.
rate can not be cut to a normal "And it is our greatest hope thut
Affiliated organizations also configure until mothers themselves we, as a health department,- may cluded their sessions today. The
if
proper
fact
that
the
to
awaken
be able to impress upon all native Sons of Veterns elected C. M. Irecare, as prescribed by a competent fomllffi. .Via fa At thnf it .V,.. n,n..l.l land, of Peoria, III., commander-in-chieRelief
children
The Women's
physician, Is not taken of ortheir bring
up to be strong
..
. ..
te l. .... . thpir.
babies they will either die
jinaiuiy jiirii aim vvunifu, wiejf corps, having elected Mrs. Agnes
lives.
all
their
must not be backward in' securing Parker, of Boston, president on
unhealthy
Europe, according to authorities
Tuesday, completed the election
Is facing the result of long
childbirth and for weeks after. It"
sitof this particular
uation. In Europe today, the birth
rate is lower than the death rate,
"America can avoid this Inevit- SCENE OP BROOKLYN'S DOUBLE TRAGEDY,
able result of carelessness, if tho
THE VICTIM, THE SUICIDE, THE WITNESS
ithers of the nation are awakened A
the perils to vhlcK they abanft
their children if scientific
for
i thods are not used in caring
vohio. " tii Dochertv claimrt.
still births must be
Twenty-tw- o
dded to the Bernalillo county infant death list already this year,

"If mothers

1

... PEERLESS

f.

Representatives of Eighteen
States See in It Chance to

five dollars which was won by
Dr. M. K. Wylder. Flowers grown
on tho University Heights were
presented to each Kiwanlan by
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers.
Moving pictures of the members
of the club were taken as they
came out of the Y. M. C. A.
the noon luncheon.
following
These will be shown at the T.
gymnasium on next Wednesday
It was announced at the meeting.
The Pathe photographer who
took the pictures is making a number of films about the city.
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PLAN

Optimism Prevails Among Speakers at Luncheon Yesterday; Gradual Recovery From
Business Depression, Increase in Manufacturing and Decrease in Living Costs Reported
la on
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-
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BUSINESS CONDITIONS

AND

September 30, 1921.

Mrs. Gract Lswes (left). Miss Mildred itanan, and
dduble traeedv. Arrow noints to soot where Mrs.
Lawes crouched when she did the shooting.
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60c value.

39c
Values up to $1.50
Bankrupt Price

Condensed Milk
Bankrupt Price

$l.QO
2,000 Yards of

Calico
Bankrupt Price

7c Yd.
500 Rolls

15c Toilet Paper
Bankrupt Price

ic

Shoes

'

n

your own

Vfc

Men's Overcoats
Values up to $16.50
Bankrupt Price

.98

Big Lot of

Syrup

.Values up to $30c

Bankrupt Price

5c

Bankrupt Price

Big Lot of the Well Known
RICE HUTCHINS

Ladies Silk Dresses

l'

Granulated Sugar
Bankrupt Price

$1.00
Big Lot of

Eankrupt Price

2c

9x12

Slippers

Carpet

Slugs

$1.50 Yard value

Cheap at $40.00

Bankrupt Price

79c Yd $17.95 $1.48
50 Pounds

Big Lot of

Native Flour

Big Lot of

$2.98

Bankrupt Price

".

FREE EXCURSION
TO ALBUQUERQUE

Big Lot of

$10

;

Caps
In Blue Serge and
Fancy Patterns
Values up to 75c'

Bankrupt Price

19c

20c

1,500 Yards of

Values up to 20c per yd.
, J
Bankrupt Price

8c Yd.

Bankrupt Price

16c

.

Values up to $2.50
Bankrupt Price

&y

Bankrupt Price

89c

ur Last 'Chance To
Today and Big Saturday M
Save 60c to 75c on Every ( Dollar You Invest
If you value a dollar we urge you to be on hand TODAY and DIG SATURDAY,
share of the Diggest Dona-Fid- e
Dargains on earth.

and get your

.

Pail

Men's Overalls

Values up to $1.00

14

Dress Ginghams

Big Lot of

Men's Underwear

V.

$1.75

40c value

Big Lot of

lloys' and Ken's

Bankrupt Price

Canvas Leather Faced

Shoes

$5,98

Values up to $3
Bankrupt Price

Bankrupt Price

Gauntlet Gloves

$4.89

1:1

In Stock.

Value
Bankrupt Price

Bankrupt Price

'

Ladies' House

Ladies' Dress Shoes

Bankrupt Price

Railroad fare paid one
way on all purchases of
$50.00 or over, not to exceed 100 miles. Just buy
a round trip ticket to Albuquerque and show us your
strip so we will know how
much to refund you for
,
your fare.

36-In-

.r

$1.05
Big Lot of

,
'
Ladies'
A

Handkerchiefs

if

i

Values up to 10c
Bankrupt Price

3c
9

Pounds Loose

Roasted Coffee
Bankrupt Price
i

Men's Dress and
1- Work Shoes

i

Condensed Milk

'

16 Pounds

IS

Largest 20c Can

Choice of Any

Men's $12 Dress

Values up to $18.00

Bankrupt Price

$2.69

59.85

$1.98

98c

. ,

Ladies9 Hose

Big Lot of

High Patent Flour

Bankrupt Price

.

34c

$1 Ladies' Silk
Hose

Values up to $5.00

Gallon

KARO BLUE LABEL

Ladies' Silk Waists

Values up to $22.50
Bankrupt Price

'

Bankrupt Price

,

Big Lot of

Big Lot of

Men's Suits

'

and Oxfords

Any Reasonable Offer Accepted

Bankrupt Price

Big Lot of

'V

64c

has-bee-

$1.90

Values up to $5.50
Bankrupt Price

Bankrupt Price

Big Lot of

We have loaded down the Bargain counters and Bargain racks, with fresh and bigger Bargains. In fact, every article in the
reduced for this final slaughter. Today and Saturday you will positively buy High Grade Merchandise at
building

Soap

..

Albuquerque, flew Mexico

Buy your Fall and Winter Clothing, Dry Goods, Cloaks, Suits, Underwear, Shoes, Furnishings, Hats, Caps, Millinery. Groceries, etc., today and Saturday which will positively be your last chance.
WAElFllfiG

50 Pounds

Bars

$1.00

r.'

Syrup

JOHN O'BRIEN, In Charge

48c

P. & G. riaptha

F

KARO BLUE LABEL

Values up to $5.00

Bankrupt Price'

43c

f

1 Gallon

Ladies Dress Shoes

All colors

Values up to $1.50
Bankrupt Price

16

;

Convert Your $1 Into $5 Worth of Merchandise

Choice of

Big Lot of

Children's

& BENJAMIN

!!R

LIU.

39c
16 Cans

I

5c to 40c On the Dollar

Your Last Chance Today, Friday and Big Saturday To

Boy's Overalls

it

ites Bankruptcy .0

Big Lot of

;

SBRPi
1

212 West Central Avenue

Bankrupt Price

rrr tZZLMmmm, rrilLXSS&EZ?

(

w

Rex Jelly

.

SocA-- SoM Bp 27e

boing rase at Bankrupt Knees
Can

77;

En

t

4-l- b.

iii,,,;,

-...i.

Nino

:"1

$1.00
72x90

212 Vest Central Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico

JOHN O'BRIEN, In Charge

s
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
ties is not peculiar to America.
The police re
serves had to be called out in London the other
day to rescue Charlie Chaplin from the over-e- n
AN INDEPENDENT
NEWSPAPER
thusiastlo greeting of the crowds.
Published By
If Marshal Foch fears for his digestion after
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHEHSON.
CARL C. MAOEE,
the inevitable round of banquets he will be com
President.
Secretary
pelled to attend In this country, he might take
O. A. MACPHEHSON
Business Manager a lesson from America's champion
after-dinnEdltor-ln-ChlCARL C. MAUEB
speaker who, though many years older than the
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Kldg.. Chicago, III. French commander, is still hale and hearty. Asked
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 B. 42d St.. New Tork how he had been able to stand so many banquets
matter at the postofflce during his oratorical career of more than 60 years,
Entered aa second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M
under act of Congress of Chauncey H. Depew revealed a secret to his interMarch 17. 1879.
viewer. He said that he was in the habit of having
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
a
meal before he went to a banquet and
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 85c; atesimple
We
scarcely anything at the formal, function.
yearly, In advance, 19.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation don't want any guest, especially one whom we so
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New much admire as Marshal Foch, to be disabled
Mexico." The
American
Directory
Newspaper
our strenuous hospitality.
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day through
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
FOR A SOVIET "REPUBLIC."
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
news
of
to
credited
use.
for
all
the
A number of high officials of the National
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also Socialist
party have Just resigned from the organithe local news published herein.
zation after issuing a bombastic proclamation of
1921
FRIDAY
September 30,
their intention to work for the establishment of
"a soviet republic in the United States."
OCR GROWING STRENGTH.
If their desire is to invite martyrdom in the
form of a ride In the patrol wagon of some other
The New York Evening Post gathered statistics phase of "persecution" by the "minions of capital
from 119 newspapers on the volume of advertising ism" they will have to become more torrid than
carried during the month of August. Every one in their manifesto to the American people. For
cities listed showed a loss. Only so long as they do not advocate the overthrow of
cf the twenty-si- x
eighteen papers out of 119 showed a gain. The our existing government through violence they are
average loss of the 119 papers was 14 per cent quite within their rights; their announced program
over August of 1920. This is positively accounted is legal, though ridiculous.
for by the fact that August had five Sundays last
There Is no law to prevent any organization
of men from making fools of themselves.
That
year and but four this year.
In the month of August this year The Journal is their inalienable privilege, and it 1:1 one of
carried 21,860 inches of paid advertising as against which many take full advantage.
It can thus bo seen that
19,115 inches in 1920.
The Journal registered a gain of 10 per cent during
'
a month when newspapers generally suffered a
Our results for September, which we will
loss.
announce early In October, are equally encouraging.
AN EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY NOVELIST.
The "pulling" power of The Journal Is underShe flourished in those far-ostilted days
our
of
confidence
The
stood by every advertiser.
When languor was the mode, and drooping eyes
readers in The Journal is reflected in their confitmpioyea by heroines, demurely wise.
Who met devotion with a pensive gaze,
dence in the advertisements we carry. Journal adAnd sorrowed o'er the error of tholr ways
vertisements bring the results.
If for a bit they dignity forgot,
Or let light mirth their genteel voices raise.
The prediction that the public would not supto
be
is
far
proving
port an independent paper
And, since these haughty folk did nothing rash,
from true. Our belief that the people would reShe practiced what sho preached; her simple
ward fidelity to their cause and the courage to
guile
vindicated.
is
She covered with a melancholy smile,
their
battles,
being
fight
If critics called her current novel "trash,"
Never in its history has The Journal commandAnd wrote another with as narrow scope,
ed such popular support as at this time.
Which sold again beyond her fondest hope.
Charlotte Becker in the New York Sun.
PCBI.IO COOPERATION.

SOME DAY MAYBE WE WILL DISCOVER A WAY TO
MAKE AN INTERESTING MARKET PAGE

Albuquerque Morning Journal

niPPLING RHYMES
By WALT MASON.

THE ACCIDENT.

ef

Jings, how sick a driver
feels, .when he looks down and
sees a voter tangled in his wheels,
with mangled hat and knees! He
looks down through remorseful
tears, and sheds magenta sweat,
and though he live a hundred
At
years, he never will forget.
most times he's a thouchtful cuas.
who scans the road with care, as
ne propels tils foaming bus adown
the thoroughfare. But now a
neighbor with him rides, and he
would show her speed, and open
wide the throttle slides, and she
saws wood, indeed. She madly rips
around a curve, and there the
Oh,
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VERSE OF TODAY
ff

NOT SO BAD AS THAT, YET!
Boston may have its "slave" auctions, but New
to maintain its soup kitchens and
York
intends
again. There is every indication of an increased bread lines without that kind of advertising.
business
in
district
tells
the
Boston Transcript.
prosperity. The activity
a story of a new impulse forward.
IJET GERMANY KEEP HIM!
ebb of active
This is in spite of the lowest
there is no provision in our declara
in the History of recent years. Hon Apparently
publicof a state of pence with Germany for the
The people need to awaken to the need of intellireturn of Bergdoll. Columbus Dispatch.
The city is
gent supervision "of public activities.
BUT NOT IN THE RHINELANP!
growing in spite of the extreme paralysis of public
American troops on the Rhine are Bald to be
spirit. No stimulus is being supplied to the naperfectly satisfied to stay where they are. And
tural tendency of the city to go forward.
it's water that runs in the Rhine. Minneapolis
Now is the time for the Chamber of Com- Tribune.
merce and other public bodies to begin an alert
and agressive effort to increase the municipal moTHEY INFLICT FINES FOR ANYTHING.
Zlon, 111., inflicts fines for dressing conspicuThere is no reason why a little energy
mentum.
ously, thereby giving assurance that it has no inexpended by business men, in public matters, will tention
of rivaling Chicago, III., as a fashion center.
not greatly speed up our return to the greatest
Washington Star.
' ,
prosperity.
There Is more
is the
THEN IT WILL JUST BE DEATTT.
"Hunger and Death Stalk In Rusla." And It
or less of an absence of this spirit. Business and
is the middle of the harvest season. What will
professional Jealousies or personal frictions are al- happen when relentless, cruel winter comes?
Oakd
lowed to hinder the town. This is a
land Tribune.
and narrow policy. Any resident of Albuquerque
with any other
CASH SURE ALTERS OPINIONS.
should stand ready to
The wife of an Iowa mine striker having Incitizen In any public matter,, without regard to herited
our guess is that capitalism
11,000,000,
personal differences.
has gained a recruit and the proletariat lost one of
seems
to
enmities.
not
has
It
The Journal
its most precious members. Houston Post.
To us they are not enemies,
have its "enemies."
THEY SURE DO.
they are but misguided people of very good natural
We fancy that the "Recording Angel" and St.
aspirations who are warped by selfishness into a
Peter have many a quiet chuckle between 'em when
wrong viewpoint on public matters, There is no the
writes down the dry sentimonts of the
one with whom Tho Journal can not work In per- wet Angel
Columbia Record.
congressman.
aside
fect harmony upon publlo matters laying
any private differences which may exist.
We should all wish for tha greatest results
We must Join hands in order
for Albuquerque.
to bring the wish to reality.
CONGRESS AND THE PEOPLE'S COURT.
key-wor- d.

short-sighte-

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

MR. HARDING SCORES AGAIN.
President Harding's remarkable talent for selecting the right persons for public service and
inducing them to act finds its latest expression in
his appointments to membership In the conference
situation
railed to consider the unemployment
throuriout the country. The names will command
In addition to Secretaries
pf yular confidence.
Hoover and Davis, who arranged the details of the
conference, they include captains of Industry, labor
leaders, educators and persons who have made a
special study of the subject.
In making his appointments, President Harding has not attempted proportional representation
of industries or particular groups. The Industries
where there is the most unemployment are most
represented. Geographlo conditions
numerously
have ruled to corns extent, since each section has
its own problems.
As Is always the case with any movement designed for the public good, the critics are busy
predicting the failure of this attempt to minimize
One of 'heir arguments is that
unemployment.
the Industrial relations conferences called by President Wilson were utterly negligible as to practical
results.
A conference with such a personnel should be
able to make valuable recommendations for remedial legislation by congress, as well as for instimovement to retuting a nation-wid- e
It is unfortunate that persons
lieve the situation.
suffering from political astigmatism should seek
to read any partisan meaning into this conference.
Realizing his responsibility, Mr. Harding is acting
as the president of all the people. His singleness
of purpose is shown by his appointments to this
gathering from which may flow results surprising
to Its critics.

....

CHICAGO

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Albuquerque suffered less from the depression
than any city in the country. Its ability to sustain Itself proved a marvel to all observers.
Now thing? are decidedly on the

(From The Minneapolis Tribune)
Congress is on the Job again.
It probably
will stay on till clos up to the day when the regular session begins the first Monday in December.
Meantime the senate will have by far the greater
ouraen or. work, acting upon important measures
put up to it by the house. The latter is expected
to loaf nearly half of each week until the senate,
by taking action on this or that bill, gives it something to do. It is regretable that there should be
lopsided situations like this, but if there is a way
to avoid them nobody in congress, past or present,
has found it.
After senate action will come conferences in
committee, agreements there, and
to
the two chambers for final decision as to terms of
It is at best a tedious process, and it
legislation.
is a process that certainly is not facilitated by the
size of the house and by the leeway given to members in both chambers to talk for record
a coming election as much as for a sincere sgnlnet
effort
to afford the country enlightenment.
There are big things to be done a tariff
scheme, tax revision, further legislation relating to
prohibition, railroad debt funding, foreign debt refunding, a decision on tolls or no tolls on American ships using the Panama canal. Doubtless members of congress have heard more from the people
on these questions than they had heard before the
month's recess. What effect "vox popul" will have
in facilitating or modifying programs remains to be
seen. This is a time when those ambitious to continue In congress are specially attentive in feeling
the pulse of the public and in trying to arrive at
"safety first" principles. The primary elections in
the spring and the regular elections in November
next year will affect the entire membership of
the house and a third of the membership of the
senate.

It will be a warm campaign there Is no doubt
of that, and there will need to be some agile tactics
of offense and defense, whntever the story of this
congress writes into legislative history.
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BOARD

OF TRADE.

Chicago, Sept. 29. Wheat took
decided upward swing today.
chiefly as a result of speculative
buying based on opinions that a
The market
rally was overdue.
net highclosed strong, lc to
er, with December $1.23 to $1.23 H
to $1.27. Corn
and May $1.27
C up,
c to
c lower to
finished
c advance
o decline to
oats at
and provisions unchanged to 56c
lower.
At first wheat continued its decline with most traders giving
much attention to the lack of any
for
important European demand
shipments from the United States
Bears put emphasis too on reports
that Germany, Italy and France
had raised larger wheat crops this
year than last. Word that' flour
business at Minneapolis was dull
counted also a depressing factor. In
the last half Hour of the day. however, persistent buying of wheat
by professional operators who have
been conspicuous on the selling
side of late absorbed all the surplus offerings, and forced values
into a rapid ascent. The market
closed at the topmost level,' although further rain in Canada
causing crop damage was about the
only bullish new development in
sight.
Corn and oats fluctuated with
wheat. On the downturn, September corn touched the lowest price
on record since 1906 for that
month.
Lower quotations on hogs weakened provisions, especially lard, in
which liquidating sales were heavy.
Closing prices:
May,
Wheat
Dec.
$1.23;

2c

Bedtime

iorie

For Littl

Ones

By Howard

B.

Oarlt

Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE

WIGGILY AND THE BIG
TRAP.

Hopping through the woods one
day, Undo Wiggily heard a voice
behind a sassafras bush saying:
"We must bo careful! Very care
ful!"
The bunny rabbit gentleman
stopped and twinkled his pink
nose. It was the fall of the year,
tha leaves were beginning to turn
crimson and gold and drop from
the trees. It was the time of hunter men with their gunn.
"Perhaps that is a hunter man
speaking," thought Uncle Wiggily.
"Though, to be sure, it did not
sound like one. Or it may be
the Bushy Bear or the Woozlc
Wolf saying they must be careful
not to lot me know they are
around, so they can sneak up and
catch me. I must be careful
And Uncle Wiggily was careful.
He looked over this way and that
and peered over the top of tho
sassafras bush. And how glad he
was when, he saw only Sammlc
and Susla
Littletall, his rabbit
nophew and niece.
"What's tho matter,
asked the bunny gentleman. "What is it you and Susie
must be careful of?"
A trap!" answered Susie, trying to make her little pink nose
twinkle like Uncle WlgRlly's big
one.
"A great, big trap!"
"And we almost stepped In it,"
added Sammle, nibbling a bit of
carrot he found in his pocket.
"A trap, eh " exclaimed Uncle
Wiggily. "I should say you ought
to be careful! Where is it? Take
me to it and maybe I can spring
It shut by throwing stones at It,
so it will catch none of us animals."
Sammle and Susie led the way
the forest until they
through
reached a little dlngly dell carwith
soft, green moss.
peted
"There's the trap!" said Sammle, pointing with one paw. "And
Johnnie and Blllie Bushytall are
looking at it."
Surely enough, the squirrel boys
were sitting on the ground not
far away from something big and
round and yellow.
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily!" chattered
Johnnie, as the bunny hopped up
with Sammle and Susie.
"You
want to be careful! It's a trap."
"Yes, Sammio and Susie told me
about it," spoke Mr,- Longears.
"Now all you children keep Sack
and I'll throw stones at It, or
spring it shut before any on
gets caught."
So Uncle Wiggily threw stones
at the big round thing. But the

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

stones only went "Thump! Ump!"
and nothing happened.
"This is a diltVrent trap from
any I have ever seen," s;il the
bunny gentkman. "1 wondtr who
set it?"
Just then they all heard a rustling in the bushes, and the animal folk turned quickly, thinking
it might be a hunter man.' But
it was only Jackie and Peetle Bow
Wow, the puppy dog hoys.
"Oh. look out for the trap!"
they barked. "Look out!"
"We are looking out," said Uncle Wiggily, as he threw more
stones.
But the stones only went "Tim-Pit- y
tump!" and tha trap, as the
animals thought it was, never
movod.
"My! My!" said Uncle Wiggily.
"This is DANGEROUS! If I leave
this trap here it may catch my
nice muskrat lady housekeeper,
Nurse Jane, or some of the animal boys and girls. What shall
we do?"
"Maybe if we barked at it

Mil'

1

Sam-mle-

lap
OK.look.

The mouse children liked cheese
belter than any of tho others, but
thpy all ate some, after Jollie and
Jlllie had gnawed off slices, and
every one had a good time.
Well, it was almost an advensaid the bunny
ture, anyhow!"
rabbit that night as Nurso Jane
toasted some of the cheese with
carrots for his supper.
And if tho
doesn't
turn around so fast making the
fire shovel so dizzy that he turns
a somersault, I'll tell you next
about Uncle Wiggily and the
egg-beat-

THE MARKETS
(By The Aiuocloted Preee.)

New York. Sept. 29. Sentimental and technical
considerations entered into the better tone
of today's stock market. Business
prospects, as viewed by federal reserve authorities, continued to
brighten and additional favorable
statements
of August
railroad
earnings were Issued.
Money rates remained
steady
and a more cheerful feeling was
reflected in cables from London,
albeit foreign
were
exchanges
more or less unsettled. Closing of
subscriptions to the $50,000,000
Argentine government loan denoted Increasing confidence 'n investment conditions.
Stocks in which the short interest recently renewed its aggressions led today's rally, notably oils
and kindred
issues; also equipments, steels, motors and their rub-baccessories and shippings, these
gaining one to three points.
Buying of rails embraced most
of the transcontinentals, prominent,
grangers, coalers and secondary
shares of roads traversing western
and southwestern sections.
Coppers strengthened In connection with higher prices quoted for
the refined metal and specialties
comprlslng'chemlcal,
textile, paper
and mail order groups were appreciably better, highest levels markTotal sales,
ing the final dealings.
'

$1.27.

Corn Dec, 60c; May, 65c.
Oats Dec, 36c; May, 40c.
Pork Sept., $22.00.
Lard Oct., $9.65; Jan., $9.02.
Ribs Oct., $6.86; Jan., $7.65.
NEW YORK COTTON.

New York, Sept. 29. Cotton futures closed steady. Oct., 20.70;
Dec, 20.87; Jan., 20.66; March,
20.22; May, 19.60.

LIBERTY BONDS.

910

out tor

tkelw'

That

Isn't

a trap!"

"That's a big,
squealed Jollie.
round yellow CHEESE some one
has dropped. We will gnaw a
piece off for each of you."
"CHEESE!" cried Uncle Wig
gily.

"Cheese!" said Jollie and Jlllle.

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams

Brazil

demand,

91.

13.25.

Montreal,

NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Sept. 29. Copper-Fi- rm.
Electrolytic, spot and nearby, 12c; later,
Spot and nearby,
$26.50; futures, $26.25(8)26.76.
Iron Firm.
No. 1 northern,

1212c.

$21.0022.00;
2

No,
No.

$20.5O4S 1.00;
$19.50
20.00.

2
2

northern,
southern,

Lead Firm.
4.75.
Spot, $4.70
Zinc Firm. East St. Louis delivery, spot $4.50.
Antimony Spot, $4.60,Q4.76.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City. Sept. 29. Butter
and eggs unchanged.
Poultry Hens lc lower, 15
21c; springs lc lower, 19c; broilers
unchanged.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
v Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Sept. 29. Cattle Receipts 11,000. Heavy and low
grade beef steers slow, others and
yearlings steady to strong. Top
yearlings. $11.00; bulk beef steers,
k
slow to low
to.uuji si.bo:
er; bulls slow, easier; calves dull,
lower; stockers and feeders steady.
Hogs Receipts 29,000.
Market
10c to 25c lower than yesterday'
avorage. Practical top $8.25; top,
$8.35, out of line; bulk lights and
bulk
light butchers, $7.908.20;
sows, $6.35 6.75; pigs
packing
lower; bulk desirable, $7.00 7.43.
All
18,000.
Sheep Receipts
classes generally steady. Top native lambs, $8.76; bulk around $8;
culls, $5.00(8)5.50;
top western,
$8.50; bulk fat ewes, $3.254.00;
feeder lambs mostly $6.75 7.25. sno-stoc-

Kansas City Livestock.
Kainsas City, Sept. 29. Cattle-Rec- eipts
Beef steers steady
6,000.
to 15c lower, quality poor. Fed
steers, $7.25 8. 15; top yearlings,
$9.65;
grass steers, $4.406.10;
bulk. $5.00(35.60; stockers, feeders
k
and medium
weak; other
classes generally steady; stockers,
$4.50
5.50; feeders, $5.00 S. 60;
canners, $2.252.75; cutters, $3.00
most cows, $3.754.35;
3.50;
odd lots, $6.00 5. 75;
bologna"
bulls, $3.103.60; heifers mostly,
best
$9.50
vealers,
$4.255.00;
she-stoc-

?i

10.00.

Hogs Receipts 8.500. Shipper
taking most good kind around 10a
lower than yesterday's
average;
others to packers 16o to 55c lower.
Best
weights, $7.80;
packer top. $7.66; bulk of sales,
$6.807.75; throwout sows mostly"
215-pou-

25c lower; stock pigs steady to lOo
lower; best kind, $8.25.
9,000.
Sheep
Sheep Receipts
steady. Lambs 15o to 25c higher.
Top western, $8.75; feeding lambs
strong; best held at $7.00.

Denver Livestock.

Sept. 29. Cattle
Market strong. Beet
6.00; cows and helf
ers, $3.255.00; calves, $1.50'
stockers
9.00; bulls, $2.003.00;
and feeders, $4.005.75..
Market
800,
Hogs Receipts
25c higher. Top, $9.00; bulk, $6.80
Denver,

ts

1.300.
steers, $4.50

8.75.

Market
Sheep Receipts 8,800.
steady to 25c higher. Lambs, $7.00
feeder
3.60;
8.00; ewes, $2,00
;
lambs, $5.506.60.

MONEY TO LOAN

er

something would happen," growled Jackie.
do it!"
"Let's
his
whined
brother.
So tho puppy
dogs barked:
"Wow! Bowl Wow! Whiff Wuff!"
But the trap never said a word.
Uncle Wiggily was getting ready
to go for a policeman dog, to
have him take the trap away,
when all at once there was another rustling in the bushes. The
bunny and all his friends started
to run away, but they stopped in
time to see jollie and. Jlllle Long-tai- l,
the mousie boy and girl,
crawling through the brush.
"Ha! Ha! Ha!" laughed Jollie
and Jlllle.
"Hush, Be careful!" exclaimed
Uncle Wiggily. "Look out for the
big, round, yellow trap!"

"Trap!

And cheese It was. Not a trap at
And, oh, how glad every one
wa a.

all!

voter stands; it is too late, alas,
to swerve, and on his frame she
lands.
The poor pedestrian lies
flat upon the dusty lea; the ruins
of his Sunday hat are pitiful to
see. The crown is dented here
and there, the brim is badly torn,
and never, on a Sabbath fair, can
it again be worn.
The voter,
borne upon a door, is taken to
the town, and babbles of the hat
he wore, when he was stricken
down. Oh, never may you know
the pain of such a scene, I pray,
and never may your gilded wain
run down some hapless Jay. Leave
black remorse to t'other chaps,
nor know the pangs they feel,
and
never let your caution lapse when
you are at the wheel.

New York, Sept. 29. Liberty SSu.lT"TO LOAN On watchii""dlai
bonds closed:
$88.26; first 4s,
mondi, guns and everything valuable.
$90.68 Md; second 4s. $90.00; first Mr. B. Marcua, 213 South Flret.
$90.32; MoMfiY To LOAN d
$90.90; second
(lami)de, watuMi
third 4 s, $93.80; fourth
and sold Jwirj; liberal, reliable, eim.
VicBeer. 101 North Pint.
$99.46;
Identlal Oirtilleb
90.56r Victory
tory 4S. $99.44.
CONFIDENTIAL loam on Jewelry,
watche. Liberty Bonda, planes,
automobllee. Lowest rate
NEW YORK MONEY.
Rnthman'a,
117 Smith
Plret. Bonded to the
'
New York. Sept. 29 Call money
SPECIAL
NOTICE
Steady. High, low, ruling rato
.,b viecfruuU
and last loan, 5 per cent; closing v ui t. A,, mum yu iuui)
ervlce. Call up and set our eetlmatea,
to 5 per cent.
bid, 4
and
Time
loans Steay. Sixty
485,000 shares.
OILDBRSLEEVD ELECTRIC CO.
to 6
per cent; six
Confusion attended the lighter 90 days, 6
6
cent.
efNOINEERfl
per
months,
BritAND CONTRACTORS)
in
foreign exchange.
dealings
to 178(1 Weet Central,
Prime mercantile paper, 6
ish and French rates eased modphone 17i-5
cent.
per
erately, marks rallied slightly and
AND
LOST
FOUND
Greek, Italian and Norwegian bill
LOST A brown Jersey coat; reward;
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
were lower by eight to twenty
to
219
retorn
North waiter.
points, and Far Eastern quotations
New York. Sept 29. Foreign LOST Between TIJeraa canyon and Al
were unaltered.
one
brown leather putttoi
GreUt
Britain
buauerque,
dominated the exchange irregular.
Victory notes
cables. 83.72. return to 805 Weit Marqqette: reward.
bond market at a new high mark H.itund 13 71
for the movement of $99.68. Sales France demand, 711; cables, 711. MATTRESS RENOVATINCj
of this issue Included one lot of Italy demand, 4U3; cames, audi.
A T I N U.
60 and up.
Liberties were irreg- Belgium demand, 701; cables, Si ARuTTK EB8 HE NOV
$5,000,000.
cleaning, furniture repairing, furdemand,
0.81;
ular, rails held steady and the for- 702. Germany
etnvea repaired.
Phone
niture
parking,
Holland demand, 471 Brvln RMdlnp Cnmpnnv
eign flotations were featureless, cables, 0.82.
aside from weakness in Cuba Cane 32.00; cables, 82.06. Norway deSweden demand,
7s. Total sales, par value, were mand, 12.30.
TYPEWRITERS
22.20.
Denmark demand, 17.76. T ftiW HI Bun An umHie v,rttaulril
$18,875,000.'
17.29.
Spain
Switzerland
demand,
Closing prices:
chine.
Typewriter ' ElAlbuquerque
28
Ribbon
American Can
for every ml.
demand, 13.05. Greece demand,
and repaired
32.25.
lOI-1
demand,
South FourU.
American Smelttng & Ref'g.. 88 H 482.
Argentine
change, phone

3s,

4s.

4s,

3s,

4s,

'

J.

'

I

J

Trade Mark Registered

U. S.

Patent Office)

By Gene Byrnes

MARSHALL FOCH IS A WISE MAN.
Despite the humorous side to his procedure,
the announcement of Marshal Poch that he is going Into a month's training on the country estate,
preparatory to his visit to America next month,
is more than a Joke. The French warrior knows
well that he has a strenuous experience ahead of
He
him and he Is no longer In his youth.
whimsically remarks that "poor Marshal Fayolle
was on the verge of dyspepsia when he returned
from America, and he has a much better stomach
than I. If the Americans insist on banqueting me
as they propose, I am afraid the 'battle of America'
will be my undoing."
Marshal Foch will not be the first distinguished
visitor to wish that American hospitality were a
From Charles Dickens to
little less exuberant.
Madame Curie, our guests, while appreciating the
warmth of their reception, have been inclined to
comment on the manner in which they were kept
on the go from the time of their arrival until their
departure. But this treatment of visiting celebri
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IN , UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Five rooms and Bleeping porcn,
d
basement,
modern,
built-i- n
features; furnace beat;
lot; east
garage; extra large located
on
front. This house is
one of the best streets in Univerexcepan
is
sity Heights and
tionally good location. Can be
bought on extra good terms and
the price is right.
A IiAItG3 BRICK HOUSE
Located close in, in the Third
ward. Has eight large rooms
modern; large clothes closets;
built-i- n
features; largo bath
front
lar.ro screened
room;
porch;
porch; screenedlawnback
and some
good walks,
shade and. extra large lot. This
house is located just four blocks
from postofflce and would make
a dandy home for a large family, or you could rent out enough
rooms to pay a good interest on
your investment.
GOOD BUY
Four rooms, modern; close In
in Fourth ward; good sized lot
Price is only $2,750, and can
make some terms.

RA.CId

TO ME Von SM?iTer
--

By George McManus

.

I

I

tf

.

thousand-mil-

oh: for. heasfsi'i

ments made by us.

Oversize and

CAN'T vfou LEAVE
nc- - ALONE. FER A

Overservice
The best tire for the least
money In the state.
Tire KeDalrlna unrl

good-size-

RANCHES.
We have some vetv .'ine ranche
close In, located close to good
school, and can r.u bought or
very good terms. If in the market for a ?ood ranch, elthei
large or small, let us show you
what we have.

3-

4-

FOR RENT.
UtKblanda.
house, furnace heat
completely furnished. . . $85.00
- Room apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
- Room apartment, -

- furnished
Lowlands.

have It.

rrame
House,

Good location, $5,000; terms.
Lots and ranches for sale
Rentals. J. L. PHILLIPS, Real
Estate.
Phone J54-UO S. Third.

FOR RENT Apartment
REN T Apartments at 208 North
lull
Sixth.
RENT Four furnished housekeeping rooms. 609 South Walter.
FURNISHED apartment with sleeping
porch. 412 Bast Sliver, phone 198S-i'OR KENT Small furnished apartment,
steam heated. 1216 West Rome, .
FOR

5.

(

I'1

I'

FOR RENT Furnishes, apartment, four
rooms and bath. 401 South Seventh,
phone 1644-FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms; modern; no tick; adults. 3104
North Second.
FOR RENT Three-rooapartment and
three sleeping porches. 833 East Coat.
ioh-pnone
FOR RENT Two rurmsued moms for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick
724 South Second.
furnished
FOR RENT Nice three-rooapartment with Bleeping porch and
South
310
Walter.
bath.
FOR RENT APARTMENT- - Two rooms
and sleeping porch, furnished or unfurnished. Phone 2128-FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitoheii-ett- e
and glassed-i- n sleeping porch. 806
2380-West Iron,
modFOR RENT Desirable three-roobest resiern furnished apartment;
J.
885-dence section. Phone
Furnished apartments;
FOR
RENT
threa rooms with bath. Albuquerque
North Second.
aidVt
Hotel,
FOR RENT Two-roomodern,
ed apartment with garage, hot and
..mid water. 421 South Broadway.
modern
FOR KENT Two-roo1117 West
ed apartment; no tick.
Kent; one block west Robinson park.
and a one-- .
I'OU RENT A three-rooroom furnished
apartment, modern.
00( South First.
Inquire Hotel Bavny
office.
FOB RENT One furnished housekeep-- .
ing . apartment of threa rooms and
bath; also one furnished suite, two rooms
and bath. Inquire mornings, 303 South
Fourth.
furnished
FOR
RENT Three-rooapartment, with glassed sleeping porch,
close In and In good neighborhood; references required, and nor sick. 70 West
Lead.
FOR RENT

Unusually desirable furnlsh-ed- .
apartment, four rooms and bath,
sleeping porch; best
large glassed-l- n
residence section. Call mornings. 1018
West Central, phone 1018-FOR RENT Or new modern famished
sleeping
apartment, large glassed-l- n
Apporch; convenelent, to sanatorlums.
Bast
Kit
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
1575-rentrsl. phone

FOR RENT

Dwellings

FOR
RENT Unfurnished four room
, house.
Inquire at 801 South Fourth.

FORRENTTModefn

five-roobrick.
Barnett building.
Four-roofurnished
era bungalow. Inquire 813 North

Dr. Burton,
FOR RENT
NOW

suite

8.

three-roo-

'bone

230

HEAD OFF

The dead sure tush for homes.
Good times aro coming back.
FOIt SALE
modern frame In I
condition, close in. on South
Arno. Sleeping porch, large lot.
Will sell either furnished or unfurnished.
$1,000 down, balance terms.
Five-roo-

I

I

n

HOME

AND

INVESTMENT

Two

private apartments, many
letnurea. iwo uatlls, Tine
sleeping porches, furnished and
for
$80 per month. Priced
renting
to
"u.,i--

u

sell,

4,000.

GIIX
Phone

723-- J,

& WOOTTOX,
113 S. Second.

Phone

ng
Furnished
bricic
house.
Phone 2272-FOR RENT Four-rooKoum
and
screened porch. 715 North Fifth, phone
Kai.N

T

FOR RENT Unfurnished house; room's
light and airy; close In, lowlands; no
" cmioren. an west Atlantic
FOR RENT Four and five-roohouse,
furnished; bargain;' highlands; free
electricity, phone, water. Phone 2129-U08 South Elm.
FOR RENT Five room modern bouse.
Inquire at 211 South Edith between
6 and 7
evenings. Sunday before. 1, or
any time at Metcalf Co.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern bungalow, furnished with sleeping
porch;
If desirable will take board
and room
iur rem. Apply an Bouth Sixth.
FOR RENT Modern
apartment house.
seven rooms and bath,
two screened
porches, well furnished and close In. In.
quire John I.ebner, room 20,
Armljo
UUL"B. pnone s v 7i
.
FOR RENT rnttai. i
two rooms, two sleeping porches. i,o
large front room, all furnished for Hfrht
Bath and
housekeeping.
320
South Broadway, phone 1978--phone.
FOR SALE $3,600 will buy this mod
ern four-roohome; two large porchr-and garage and store-roolot 60x143,
facing east on street car line, at No. 905
North Twelfth.
City Realty Co.. 207
West Gold, phons fifi'

FOR SALE

(CD

BUNGALOW

In :he Fourth Ward
For Sale

5
glassed-lrooms, bath,
sleeping porches, 1 screened
ConWater,
Gas,
Lights,
porch.
crete walks. Trees, Lot 88x142
This house is available NOW
make a reason ablo first pny
ment and move in. Then $50. 0(
per month including interest
Call us far appointment.
UlECKivIANN UKALTY CO.
n

Real Est'ito, Insurance, Lonm
Phone t:0
M9 W. Gold Ave.

FOR RENT
m

RENT

Rooms

Furnishea room.

Hoiuet

SALE
brick house,
''"t'l ciitn. mono Z40J-RFOR SALE Modern rurnlshed bungalow,
garage; corner lot. Owner. 1124 South
Walter.
FOK SALE Residence, 711 north Four-teent- h
street; nlcs location. Inquire
within.
FOR SALE By owner,
modern four-neroom brick bungalow,
sanatori- urns.
Phone 2172-FOR SALE By ownet.
house,
A- -l
condition modern ; good location.
'4.5Q0: ensy terms. 918 Forrester.
FOR SALE Five-roocement bunga-lo- t
low; strictly modern;
80 by SOU;
garages; cash or time 1439 West Ceo- tral.
FOR SALE By owner, eight-rooadobe
house, garage;
lot
60x142;
12.500; terms. Apply 207 East Bell.price
C.
Chaves!.
N

FOR

SALE Four-roomosern frame'
house; best condition; good location;
Fourth ward. Address J, J. O..
care
Journal.
FOR
S.ALE FOR CASH At bargain
price, good four room brick house In
Fourth Ward. Get a home before winter.
a
S99.
FOR SALE My nice
new five-rooadobe bungalow; lot 06x150;
water,
electrio lights, $3,200 cash, city
1423
FOR SALE
modern house, very
location, west central, In
condition; terms if desired. Ad- uress .pox aa, care Journal.
FOR SALE Owner leaving town; good
nve-ruunouse;
porches; modern;
basement; newly decorated; garage; lot
ppiy in etoutn Arno.
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooframe
stucco; baa fireplace, built-i- n bookcase
china oloset, lawn and trees; Third ward.
1808-Phone
FOR SALE By owner, modern eight-roohouse. Fourth ward; a good buy
for home or Investment; priced right;
terms. 1027 Forrester.
FOR SALE Dandy four room house,
bath, sleeping porch. In good shape,
concrete sidewalks, garage, and sheds.
Keasonanie. Inquire 825 North Sixth.
FOR SALE Four new
houses; four
rooms,
bath, sleeping porch, 82,650;
1050 cash, 835 per month. Including Interest. W. J. Rice, phone 643, MoCanna's

1

I

INVESTMENT,

porch, modern, pressed brick.
Terms.
18,000.00, Central Ave., paying
3
16
The initial
per cent
payments is all the money
as the rents will take care
of the payments.
If you have property to sell,
list it with us. We et results.
Fra lklln & Co.
Sd & QHd Realtors Phone 657

Seven-roomodern house with
two sleeping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner is living in house and is
over
$100.00
receiving
per
month in rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
12 per cent on your Investment,
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156.
m

616 Went

Copper.
FOR RENT
214

We have been requested
m

Phone

204 W. Gold

PRETTY

7-

$85.00
$45.00
$50.00

- Rooms

....

Address work to
.. . . .$00.00
THE RED ARROW,
$65.00
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
two
and
sleeping porches,
(We want a representative In YO'JH hot
brick
unfurnishnice
air
heat,
territory.)
ed, on lease at $75.00 per month.
A BARGAIN
Leverett-Za- pf
Co, I

k

Five rooms, bath and sleeping
porch, front and back porches, Second and Gold.
good
range, shades,
etc. Only $3,700, terms.

FOR RENT Rooms
RENX
Fur
Light housekeeping room.
21414
South Second.
FOR RENT
Two rooms for light house600 North Second.
keeping.

SEE THIS
New

Spanish type
bungalow, excellent location in
Fourth ward. Furnace hardwood
floors, large screened
porches and beautiful lot. Possession by October 15th. Price is
right.

Male.
Penney

to pass bills.

J.

a few desirable places

WANTbiu
Tailor roi Bushclman work.
Apply Meyer & Meyer.
START NOW.
Men's Christian
Young
Association Auto Repair School, Los

Anseles.

for rent,

Guthridge & Bell,

C.

FOR
RENT Nicely furnished
room.
505
Lady preferred,

314 W. Gold.

Phono 1023.

Miscellaneous

WANTED

WANTED
Washing machine; must be
in good condition, cheap. 1912 South
Edith.
WANTED
About a
iron safo.
In good condition.
Address Safe, care
Journal.
A lot in the Lowlands for
WANTED
spot cash. Must be cheap. Cash care
Journal.
To buy steam press, must be
WANTED
Albuin good condition and cheap,
querque Hat Works.
WANTED Clean lags: will pay 8 cents
per pound. City Electrio Cumiany Car
Barns, Old Albuquerque.
WANTED
Watches, clocks and Jewelry
to repsir. 117 South First, phone 817-Brnssfleld, the WBtch Man.
WANTED
Money to loan on first-clas- s
real estate; 82,000, (2.500, 83,000, 85,000.
W. H. McMllllon, 508 West Gold.
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals;
also welders' supplies and oarblde for
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone I947-MAX BARGAIN BTORB. at Hi Eoutb
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture. Phone 881.
BETTER KODAK FINISHING It Is
better. Return postage paid on mall
orders. The Barnum Studio, IHVi West
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
HIGHEST cash price paid for secondhand bicycles. Bring us yonr old wheels
end get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trading Co.. 820 8outh Second, phone 786.
RUG CLEANERS
MATTRESSES
renovated, 83.50

and op.
furniture repaired and psoked. stoves
repaired. Ervln Bedding Co.. phone 471
FURNITURE repairing, upholstering, bed
and picture framps, bronzing, enamelBatls.
ing, car cushions, hall cushions.
faction guaranteed. J. H. Austin, 1803
North First, phone 1270-WANTED
Careful
Kodak finishing
Twice dally service. Remember, satis
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
k Hanna, Master Phutograaher.

.PERSONAL

NIClCa1tT?r?C3oTCar
VISITING BARBER.

Phone

2010--

BEAUTY
SPECIALIST.
Phone 2010-.DO YOU WANT TO LEARN 8PAN1SH T
8EEJ J. C. ESPINOSA,
No. t, Wmtlng

building. Phone 465,
WOULD BE WILLING to share expense
with aaleaman having auto making
Gallup, Socorro or Santa Fe. Phone
1932-401 West teed.

PHRENOLOGIST
RIDH TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, lit
South) Cornell avenue, have your head,
face and hand head. Sara M, Jones,
phone 8168-- J.
WHAT WORRIES YOU?
LEARN to make thing come your way,
In love, health or money; no long, tedious lessons, but just what you need now.
Just send your blrthdate and your free
will orrerlng.
Prof. Coffman, Dlv. J.
1334 North Second street, Albuquerque.
New

Have you been

MOVE

RIGHT IN
FURNISHED

5
room frame,
glassed and
screen porches, fireplace, gas,
electricity. Lot 37x142, faces
east on North 13th street

t.

SPECIAL, JUST' LISTED
FOR SALE BY

This la a good buy on ea.sy
ments.

POND & MICHENER

rhoue

507.

four blocks from
Central avenue. Five-roobrick
with two porches, clothes closets,
pantry and bath, sheds, plastered garafro, shade, lawn and In
one of the best residential
of the city. We offer you
this place foi- - only $4,750. Can
be had on terms If desired.
INQUIRE NOW.

Leverett-Za- pf

UNIVERSITY-

2ndnd

Mexico.

,

CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD TUB
Any kind ot work.

JOB MAN.
Phone 1 473-- J.
WANTED
Odd Jobs carpentering, paint-Inand roof repairing. Phone 1456-FOR HOUSE Oil ROOF
PAINTING)
first-clawork; reasonable prices.
neorge T Brown. 1050 South Broadway.
"
BEFORE BUILDING
or having your
uuuae repaired, can aut-vour Kiaures
no
Job too large or too
may interest you;
small.

WANTED

ODD

Board & Room

to board two children age four and five, a boy and girl,
where there are no other children

WANTED

Someone

Addiou

G

ih J, sxe joyMl,

& Co.

'

REALTORS.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.
Phono 640.

For

with Board

Rent-Room- s

TABLE
Phons

Reasonable

BOARD

rates.

1416--

FOR RENT
Furnished
218H West Oold.

room aud boar.l.

PLAIN board and room for $ 10 week.
1S30 South Second.
FOIt RENT Sleeping porch and Doald
1207 East Central

tomatoes

for sale,

phone

FOK SALIO
Met double names., at Bell's
i. ivory imrn.
FOH sALU
liiiby carriage or sulkey.
'
iorio wccotia.
FOH SALE
Threimlng machine, 878.
P. O. Hox 412. City.
THY 110UUVB MILK.
UESjf IN TOWN
241.K4. 9
FOH MALI!
Two tents, size 18x16,.
price
i
'kiii. i i Di2 r,outtr rcrtlth
Foil SALE Water motor
at

inquire
Mornlna Journal ofrire.
SALS Socona-hsn- o
wagons and
nKntriKs, cneap. 1203 North Arno.
FOR SALE
Thirty-gallo- n
barrels, new,
tj.uu earn, pouinwestern Junk Co,
FOR SALE Telephone stand and chair;
wo now ieatner pillows.
621 East
Central.

persona

2400-.T-

Ideal location lor
few reservations now

RANCH

neaitnseekere;
available. Phone

2238--

VIEW RANCH
THE place to recuperate; modern accommodation.
Phone 2407-RFOK RENT Nice furnished room with
eleeplng porch, yth board In private
Phone 2325-home, In highlands.
FOH RENT
Room and sleeping porcb.
with board for convalescents; gentlemen only; private home.
Phone 1148-FOR RENT Sleeping porch and dressing room with board, suitable for two.
811 South High.
Gentlemen preferred.
FOR KENT
Nice rooms with sleeping
porches with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, 618 South Broadway, phone
GRAND

FOH

M. D.

lmltpl tn

Prar-tlr-

Wnssermao

Cltlwns

In

Laboratory

Bank Bltlg.

Connection.
880.

Thono

CHIROPRACTOR-SCThlroirractor.

1
Fruit jars and one pair
and 20 Armlto Building.
roller skates.
fl7 South U. S. KNGE, I). ( ..
Fourth.
Phone Connections.
Chiropractor.
FOH KALK Ons
Moore a
hot blast 202 West Central.
Rooms
and 8S.
heater; itood as new; reasonable. 1616
South Edith.
AUTOMOBILES.
FOK SALE
Good milk goat; also small
BALE Dodge
truck.
Phone
heatlns; stove.
211
North Walnut, Fon
2408-J-

APPLJ5

FOR

lon. Phone 820-FOR SALE
Used tractors,
and 6
wun gang piowa.
Hardware Depart- -

WANTED
Used Fnrd; must be priced
rlKht.
Phone 1675-.BUIC'K ROADSTER,
trade for light car,
or sell cheap. 114 North Edith.
S
FOR SALK
Bulcle touring
car;
first-clacondition. Bond-Llllo- n
Co..

CJliICR, real home-madappls elder dellvord, t5 cents aswjt
gal-

cash. Bed Star Vapor kerosene cook-slnv- e,
8 burners with oven.
Telephone
daytime.
FOR RALE Two
new typhoid germ
proof filters; absolutely pure water
from water containing typhoid bacilli.
ir,02 North Fifth.
FOR SALE
Three compartment.
demountable eteel tank, suitable
for use on wagon or truck for nsulinf of
wnter, oil or gasoline. Phone 462.
SOFT SPOTS
Ueel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
troubles, 81. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
Co.. 408 West Central.
Phone I057-.ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 81 per gal
lon.
The Msniano
Co., 110 South
Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up
roof, will last as long as the bulldlnt.
277

SANITORIUM for convalescents,
mild winters, best of food, Ideal sur- FOR SALE Five hundred shares of Clly
35
roundings,
per month.
Tularosa, U Electrio Railway, below par. Dr. K.
N. M.
Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
DELIGHTFUL BLEEPING PORCH and
furnace-heated
In
bedroom, with board.
home; reasonable; also table board. USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops Ieaka
1420 East Silver.
Phone 1422-Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
HAVE a very good proposition for two
Palntl Valspar Enamels, for (utomoblles:
young men, business men preferred, Homestead
Floor Paint
Satisfaction
who wish to room together, either walk- assured.
Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.
ing distance to business center; good 40S west csntraL
1067-hn.
large room; good table board; on car
line In highlands
Phone 1012.
WANTED Position
XII E ALAMOOORDO
SANITARIUM
at
411 West
now has Wanted PosiUon nursing.
New
Mexioo,
Alamogordo,
Hnnta Fe.
room for twenty more tubercular patients.
Ideal location. Close to nature. Grad- WANTED
To care for sick woman. Ad- uate nurses.
Rates, Including board,
dreiB W.. caro Journal.
medical attention and general nurslne, TRUNBD NliKSG,
Colorado registered,
2o per week.
For reservations write
wants private cases. Phone 1928-M- '.
Immediately to the Manager, H. L.
Hoover, Sanitarium,
Alamogordo, New C'HIKF COOK, experienced; beat of refer-enrWrite C. B. A., enre Journal.
Mexico.
BARBER will work In homes or sanato-rlumreasonable. Devlin. Ph. 2807. W
BUSINESS CHANCES
FIRST-CLAS- S
Mechanic wishes position
u'esi" Yii'culiou"
FOR' SALE tialHgw.
in
town. Phone 878.
shop or driving. Room 25, Oleason
Hotel.
Fun SALE Small grocery store, doing LADV
WANTS a good home; will help
1202
good
business;
cheap rent.
with housework and cooking. Address
North Arno.
M. H., care Journal.
FOR SALE
One ot the best business
WANTED
Position as housekeeper; no
properties In Albuquerque. 215 South
objections to going to country. AdFirst street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
dress M., rare Journal.
FOR SALE Photographic studio, good PRACTICAL NURSB wants confinement
cases; good worker and willing. 1122
location In Albuquerque; will sacrifice
for quick sale; reasons for selling, have South Arno, phone 1568-COMPETENT colored chauffeur wishes
other business. Address
with private family; willing
FOR SALE Rooming house, nine rooms, to position
do other work. Phone 1E144-furnished, In good condition; long
WIS
AUDIT.
a
CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
Address
lease;
profitable Investment,
M. C, care Journal.
WILLIAMS & ZANU.
keep books.
room 8 Mellnl bnlldlng. Phone 701-FOR SALE Cafo, bakery and ice cream
WANTED
e
Position, young woman, as
parlor, doing good business; good
assistant bookkeeper, cashier or salesfor selling; fine place for couple
not afraid of work. Address Ozark, care lady. Address A. B. C, care Journal.
Journal,
WANTED
Position
accountant.
by
twelve years experience. Banks and
WANTED Salesmen
Can compile statements
corporations.
n
earnings, assets and liabilities. Go anyWANTED
(Salesman; havu a guoU
for talesman that peaks Span- where. References. Address Box 117,
ish, to work in city. Call at 308 West Journal.
for appointment.
Roma, or phone 1AS5-Miscellaneous
WANTED
Salesman, opening for a hlKh FOR RENT
grade salesman with a national or
ganisation ; reference required. Pierce FOR Itrc.NT Oarage. 823 North Third.
Murphy,
Hotel, Albuquerque,
Bturges
FOR RENT
New Mexico.
Newly decorated store room.
618 West Central.
35x75 feet
DRESSMAKING- FOR
RENT
room, 25xSd;
plenty light; very desirable for school,
FLEATINO, accordion, aide ana box;
61& West Central.
N. Crane,
115 . North lodge or club room
mall order.
8eventht Crane Apertmenta. phone 814.
FOR SALE Real Estate
HEMSTITCH1NU
(
and all kinds
Twenty-fiv- e
f'iot lot. 142
pleating end braiding done at the FOR SALE
Williams alllllnerv. earns firoadwa and
feet deep, between Second and Third
Isold, ghost 1073..W,
oa
avenue, ,1,(00( JTrank Jrotter,

...4-

840

CARDS

W, M, SHERIDAN,

KALE

828.

HOME

Phone

GENTTO. IIHIVKV
nKPieca
AND DISEASES OF TUB SKIN

TOMATO F.3 and garden
truck; tomatoos,
t'tn, In fifty-poun- d
lots, ffellvered. Phone
2415-H-

.

Phone

Gold

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney,
Ro,TO
15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1158-J- .
PHYMUlANa AND HIKORONH.
UK. . L. Ul ltTON,
Diseases of tne 6 lorn a eh.
Suite, 8. Harnett Building.
UK. 8. C. U.AllKli,
Eye, Kar, Nosti and Thront.
Barnett Building.
Phone 838,
Office Uours
to U a. m., and 1 to t p. m.
1)K. MAlK.AItKT CAKTWKIUHi;
Office Grant Uldg.. Room 16. Phone (71
Residence 1123 iinst Central.
Phone jil.

FOR

. iVIHUPr
AT 1.0
61
All
TAULW BOARD
mc'IV
West Fruit.
Phone 1472-BUY YOUR GUN
before the season
fiftV
OnenS:
hnftrima
FOR RENT
Ruom and sleeping porch.
a, .1,1.. .
with board. 1838 East Central.
""in. nn west UOIQ.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch with board FOH SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
ina room, garnge.
tis Bouth High
Swayne's Dtilry. Phone 1916-GOOD UO.MB COOKING, sleeping porco. lots.
front room; no sick 107 Forrester. MOVING PICTURE FILMS and Willy
12s. 8 K. W. Amp.
FOR RENT Room and board, In private 40.Generator. Volts
Wright. S. A. fioebel, Helen. N. M.
1014 Morth Second,
family.
photic
340-FOR SALE
Man and boyo' bicycles; both
in good condition; prices 823 and 826;
Room
FOR RENT
and tuard, with
leaving town. Mr. Baber, 998 East Copboard. 410 per.
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
V.
East Centrnl.
our Navajo rugs, the
FOR RENT
furnished rooms with YOU WILL find best.
Nicely
223 North Elm.
first-clas- s
cheapest and
table board. Phone 1327-phone 2128-and 117 North Mulberry,
110 South Arno.
lihnne 1780-M1RAMONTES
ON THE MESA
FOR SALE
Cost 892.60. will sell for 840
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular

JAMESON'S

& Co,

PROFESSIONAL

SALEMigcellaneoui

2404-J-

HEIGHTS

Leverett-Za- pf

pay-

REALTORS

sec-lio-

CANNING

the

watching

GROW this summer. Well there
is a reason, Just ask any one
who lives up there. Now homos
are started almost every day
So now is the time to buy your
lots as they will never be an
cheaper, ,.nd the choice loca
tions go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
AND
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to nhov
you

five-roo-

We have

HELP WANTED
Boys

X'hono 640.

worsham.

Real Estate and Insurance.
Phone 068-108 8. Third.

Co.

monthly

AlIUK.Vr.iS.

SAYI

- Rooms ,

day.

WANTED

DOWN

payments will
modern house
buy this
vUh gas, sleeping porch gnrage and
lot. Close In. on South
Walter. Prire only JJ.000.
J. A. HAMMOXO,
824 E. Silver.
I'lionc 1322-l-

FOR

FURNISHED
6-

STARES.

fnnr-roo-

117 W. Gold.
Closo In, only

FOR RENT

442-- J

til

&

$30

C.

Real Estate and Insurance.
319 W. Gold.
I'hono 168,

206 W. Gold

SUDDEN 8
VICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) ran-do- rs
sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next

Mcdonald

$650

Anrt

J, D. KELEHER
Phone 410,
211 W. Gold.

NEW HOMES
S rooms furnished, glassed In porch
THIS HOUSE
If you want a nice, small, modlarge front porch, fireplace, lawn,
will sell real saon. If you want it etc. Good location and priced ern home, $2200.00, easy payments,
let us show you. We also have
hurry, new 6 room modern, except right with terms.
furnace, real nice, in Fourth war,
modern 4, 5, 6. T, 9, up to date.
H. F. GILMORH
for only $3,900. Good terms.
214 W. Gold
Phone 442-W. H. M' MILLION

small amount of cash will handle; light
work; good proposition for healthseeker.
front Address
Business, care Journal.
West
Fruit.
I'eiaiile
II ousewurk.
FOR RENT Three furnished roojus for WANTED
Apply 1308
South Wntor.
l'lrone
light housekeeping; no sick.
1561-V A ,N TED
Olrl for housework. Call 611
North Fifth.
FOR RENT Room, nicely furnished; no
sick; gentleman preferred, 408 North W A N 'Fl?D Oli--l for general housework.
Arno, phone 1926-R- ,
Bezetnek Ranch, phone 1048.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, outWANTED
Woman
for general houseside entrance; also garage; no sick.
work, half days. Call 2166-111ft Vn,)h UanrtnA
WANTED
Maid for general housework.
FOR RENT Front room, suitable for
23 West Copper.
Apply
316 14 South
one or two gentlemen.
D Olrl for
WANTE
general housework;
Pecond.
no washing. 810 North Thirteenth,
RENT Furnished
FOR
rooms; also WANTED Girl to
do chamber work, at
rooms.
22214
North
light housekeeping
vvoonwortn Hotel, call or phone 625-Third.
American laily for house
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for WANTED
Work few hours
light housekeeping, 315 South Broad-wn- Ellth. Phone 1669-- each day. 728 South
phone 1581-WANTED
Girl to help with housewurk.
FOR KENT Two rooms an
sleeping
Small family, no washing.
Phone
porch, furnished for light housekeep1875-- J
or call at 605 North Sixth.
ing. 509 South Arno.
Cilrl for general housework,
NICE AND CLEAN rooms, all outside, WANTED
family of two. Colored girl preferred.
hot water, $3 week, 214 2 South Seocentral. Phone 1394-.int
ond. New Albany.
Competent person for gener-a- l
SLEEPING ROOM with use of bath; em- WANTED
housework.
Must be able to cook.
Phone
preferred.
ployed gentleman
1524-Apply voi west Copper. Phone 1040.
714 East Coal.
Room and $10 a month
FOR RENT Two extra large furnished EARN BOARD
while attending school; catalogue free.
front rooms for housekeeping; kltchon
Mackay Business College, 90614 Bouth
821 South Third, phone 2053-sink.
Main Street Los Angeles.
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
Male and Female.
for housekeeping; large sleeping porch,
electrio lights and gas. 410 East Central. WANTED Man and wife for steady
man
for furnace, and woman
virk
ROOMS
rooms;
clean
Nice,
IMPERIAL
rates by day or week. Over Pastime for general housework; place furnished
In.
to
live
Box
182, city.
Theater, 211V4 West Cen'ral.
FOR RENT Clean,
nicely furnished
FOR SALE Pou.try.Egg
with or without
rooms; reasonable,
OR SALE Bucks, does and frying rabboard. 413 South Broadway.
bits; hens and frying chickens. 710
Foil RENT Two beautifully furnished west
l.eaa,
rooms In modern home. Apply to Mrs.
rrea Mam. 02s norm necunu
WILL BUY Poultry of all kinds paying
engood prices for broilers. Will call for
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private
817 South Arno.
trance; adjoining bath; to employed them. Phone 852-Albuquerque Poultry1 Co.
man; no sick, sis pwuin pevemu.
WILL SELL, delivered over five White
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well
bed room; suitable for one or
Leghorn hens, to one party, at 25o per
pound; young turkeys, 64o per pound.
two gentlemen.- - 418 South Third.
852-817 South Arno.
Phone
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished
8. C. R. I.
for light housekeeping; no sick or FOR SALE
Reds, eighteen hens, twenty young pulsmall children. 508 Norm irourin,
e
four
months
twenty-fivold
and
lets,
of
and
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping mums
fifteen
White
.n.rim.TH. hv the day. late hatch; bens.
hnuajiMnin
Mrs.
F.
J.
Leghorns,
Summers,
week or month. 602 H West Central.
417 West Lead.
FOR RENT Nice large room In modern
home, convenient to meals; furnace
FOR SALE Furniture
heat Room vacant Sept 20. 101 South FOR SALE One
highly polished golden
Arno.
oak
one golden oak rockFOR RENT Furnished room or room er, onelibrary table, rocker.
Call mornwith sleeping porch, adjoining bath; ings :80 Mahogany
to
11:30 at 114 South Seventh.
use of piano; no sick, 710 East Central,
FOR
SALE Range,
buffet,
dresser,
phons 687-Hoosler cabinet, china cabinets and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in large quantity
furof
used
high
grade
private family, near university, for niture; also guna and auto tires, iS
It desired. South First.
business man; breakfast
Phone 1436-FOR SALE Upholstered davenport and
FOR RENT Clean,
comfortable, light
fireside chair; threa upholstered parlor
and airy furnished rooms;, reasonable chairs; Steinway upright piano; one parrates; one block from Santa Fe shops. lor cabinet; three parlor tables; cur820 South Third.
tains; drapes velour portlers; one standrooms with ard sewing machine. Phone 118. Mrs.
FOR RENT Furnished
Ofunsfeld.
sleeping porch, tor housekeeping; bath
connecting; water and lights furnished. FOR RENT
Office Rooms
710 West Lead.
Office rooms, over Wool- ruom, north, FOR RENT
FOR RENT High-claworth's, 81814 West Central.
south and east exposure! south sleepoffice, steam
ing porch; private home in best resi- FOR RENT Attractive
and water .furnished.
heat, light
dential district Phone 870. .
Wright
building,
opposite
postoffice.
WOoTivVollTH
furnished, nmu
Newly
RENT
Office rooms; heat and
clean rooms and housekeeping apart FOR
wateri above Matson's store. Central
ments, by day. week or month. Reduced avenue.
Inquire J. Korber's Auto 'de
summer rates. (II Booth Third.
partment.
FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable
WANTED Rooms
rooms, with glassed-i- n
sleeping rooms
and garage; light and water paid; ne WANTED Two rooms,
sleeping porch,
sick; ne children; rent reasonable. 1011 and board, near university;
two
by
North Seoond,
ladlea, one sick. Evers, lot Harvard,
863-J
FOR RENT Large room with small Phone
room adjoining, bath, large screened WANTED Two or three
rooms and
sleeping porch, private entranoe; tunsleeping porch, furnished or unfurnishs
able for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A. ed, for housekeeping; quote price,
UoH) libont UU-B, JHall, jzi
jk m, , care Journal,
Fourth.

by the

owner to push the ale ot thle
modern home. This
means we want an offer. Don't
overlook this opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and plenty of porches
Let us show you, then make your
offer,

A HOME

WANTED
Mexican
Washing and Ironing by the
sawmill men and WANTED
some loggers.
Call 1688-day.
The Santa Barbara Tie
and Pole Co., Tree Rltos, N. M.
WANTED
Will pay good cash price for
I WILL conduct
some used furniture. Phone 820-all House furniture
sales at AUCTION, for a 6 per cent WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
C. W. SUTHERLAND, CITY
commission.
1314
home.
South Walter,
phone
AUCTIONEER,
phone 218 at 618J4 West 8173-Centrnl avenue.
HAULING of all kinds, Scavengertng
FOR SALE Well located, well adverFOH RENT Three
housefurnished
728 East Iron, phone
and
tised office business in Albuquerque; 2399-- transferlng.
keeping rooms, in the rear 919 North

Jt

OPPOSITE CITY PARK

I

Central Ave., close-i$4,600.
4 rooms, glassed sleeping

R.' McCLUGHAN

2

Light housekeeping rooms.
North Walter.
FOR RENT Bed room for one or two
ladtes. Phone 2007-FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
heat 202 South High.
l'OR RENT
FurnlsneS rooms. 218
South Walter, phone 1887-FOR
RENT Three furnished rooms,
modern. 1011 North First
FOK RENT
Frunt room suitable for two
gentlemen. 827 North Firth.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms, at
607 South Second, phone 1480-J- .
FOR RENT Two furnished front rooms.
414 West Gold.
Phone 1932-FOR RENT Furnished room, next door
to boarding house. 418 Eust Silver.
FOR RENT Furnished room for lady
$10.00 a month. 405 South Edith.
u.m.SjikL) rooms; hot auter heat; tin
sick; no children. 414 West Silver
FOR RENT Furnished room,
furnace
neat; no sick. 807 South Walter.
RENT
room
FOR
and kltcii-enettFurnishea,
1724 West Central. Phone 252
FOK RENT Clean sleeping rooms and
on
housekeeping room. 509 Gouth

FOR

office.

450-- J.

FURNISH

JjgNT--DweIli-

FOR

REALTY CO,
Jl West Gold Ave.

SHELLEY

$1,500

j
Phone 308.

$2,600.

Shelley sella 'em.

FOR SALE
will buy 6 2 acres good
farm land, good three-roohouse,
nice shade trees, five miles north
3rt river road, will trade for
city
property. J. H. PEAK, lands, loans
ind Insurance.

'

A BARGAIN, 12 rooms, bath,
extra toilet, in one of the best,
rooming house house districts.
This is a money maker and can
be bought right,
A NICE HOME. Five rooms,
large basement, garage, shade.
This is a new house, and is
$1,500
really a good buy.
cash; balance terms.
TO LOAN,

FOR INVESTORS!

DO YOU WANT AN

SHELLEY'S BULLETIN

A--

A,

lNrL'rAtUIe 6RVI0f."lNC.

1921

HERE'S AN OPPORTUNITY

IDEAL HOME.
Consisting of seven rooms, Bleeping
porch, large screened
steam heating plant built-i- porches
features, garage, lawn, shade.
and location very attractive.I'rict
See
ACKER SON & ;niFFITn.
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurani.e. 120 S. 4th

cottage,
south highlands. Phone 134S-from FOR SALE Beautiful new
modern nressed brick h
53 to 2.
FOR RENT Furnished house In high- lots; hardwood floors throughout; built-i- n
features; furnace, gas, lawn and fruit
lands; two rooms and sleeping porch.
trees; terms; owner. 821 West Silver.
PhorieT481-J- .
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, furnished BY OWNER,
modern house In
701 West New York.
or unfurnished.
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firescreened
phono 1482-place, large
x i
porches, three
FOR
KENTf
cottage with light airy bed rooms with extra large
porch, furnished. 614 closets, fronts east on large lot with
glassed eleent
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
Emit Santa Be,
terma If desired,
phone
FOR RENT Leverett-Zap- f
is oo. give conditions
1977-- J.
Seoond
special attention to rentals.
and Gold, phone 640,
FOR SALE 860.00 Income property, two
FOR KENT Furnished
cottago
with sleeping porch. Phone 2180-i,r fof the best corners In Southern High
lands. Lot 60x142. Live in one and let
call 1303 East Copper.
the rent pay for the balance. Price Is
FOR RENT Four-roocottage, fur- only $3750.00.
One
nished. In Highlands. A. B. Mllner, 8 per cent. This Is a half cashforbalance
somebig snap
813
West Central ave.
one who wants a home and a small Inwith come for it will pay you 20 per cent on
FOR RENT One-roocottage
You must see this co
sleeping porch, furnished; not mod- your Investment
ern. Inquire 1015 South Edith.
appreciate It
Inquire at 801 Sou!1.
Two-rooEldth
or
St.
furnishmodern
FOR RENT
phone 1578-ed house; sleeping porch 830, No
"FOR
Livestock
SALE
Call
706
Fe.
East Santa
children.
FOR RENT Modern three, four, five and FOR SALE Milk cows. Phone J406-Rsome
houses and apartments;
806 West FOR SALE Two treat! milk cows. 14111
furnished. W. H, McMllllon,
'
South Broadway. George Blake.
three-roomodFOR SALE Young pigs and two purei'OR RENT Furnished
bred Duroo-Jerse- y
boars; will furnish
ern cottage with two soreened porches
at tit South Arno. Inquire 1006 South pedigree for one; may bt seen at C. W.
Hunter's Ranch, four miles north of Old
Eldth.
on Rio Grande boulevard. AdHOUSES
6k RENT Ltst your vacant Town,
Albuquerque, general delivery.
We give dress 8409-Rhouse with us for rent
i.
.
a Phone
them special attention. Leverett-Zap- f
Co., phone 640.
SEWING MACHINES
FOR RENT Bungalow, four rooms and
bath, modern, large cement screened
Jmrch.
cleaned; parti and supplies for all
Btronghfirt (two miles north),
Phono 1101, makes; all work guaranteed. ; C. H.
adjoining Mcnaul school
W 1345-.Morenead, oaone. Ill, fit Wnt wL
VACANT,

T1HK & RUBBER

WORKS.
Broadway and Gold,

714 W. Central.

D. T.KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.
Loans and Insnranoe.
Phone 907-210 XV. Gold.

Modern

Retresdlnf.

IUGIILAM)

....$40.00

apartment,
.,$70.00
furnished
WAITED
$6,000 on good first mortgage
Tell ua what you want we may

e

NOTICE
Tlreg are a even
tire; all adjust-

SALE

Phone

1473--

Chummy

roadster,

J.

cheap.

city.
FOR SALE OK TRADE Ford speedster
In fine mechanical
817
condition,
South Arno.
SALE
FOR
1918
Ford
touring oar,
price 8225, 813 West Silver, phone
820-FORD FOR RENT Drive It yourself.
200 South Broadway,
phone 1078-driver's license required.
FOR SALE Light Ford truck; has enclosed body; suitable for dry cleaner
or hsker. Phone 420.
FOR SALE Some extra, gooe) used care,
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co, 801
West Central.
FOR SALE 11121 Hudson sport model.
wortn 83.300,
will sell for 31,850.
Phone 490-FOR SALE Huick
5
touring car,
sedan top; excellent condition; can be
seen at 803 South Wdlth.
FOR SALE Dodge Roadster, excellent
condition; bargain; leaving town and
mut sell. 113 South Nlt.'h.
FOR SALE By owner, x idge touring
car; In very good condition; irlce only
3300; a real bargain. Phone 154.'-113
South Eighth.
FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, IHi
models, 3750 and 3850; Ford truek,
8200; one-to- n
Ford truck, worm drive,
IM0O.
116 West OoM.
STOLEN
AUTOMOBILES
List your
stolen automobile with Tire National
Stolen Automobile Registry,
Okemah,
Okla.
Full particulars on renuest.
NOTICE TO CAR OWNERS If you have
a blow-ou- t,
blow Into the Broadway
Vulcanizing Shop. We endeavor to give
you the best of satisfaction at reasonable prices. W. B. 'Frit:, proprietor.

FOR SALE

Ranches

tult

bALE Trade m rent. eigliiy-elranch, wnter. five-roo-m
house; fine
place for chickens; seven miles east of
town.
Phone 1730-FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
ranch, one audi
one-ha- lf
miles west of Barelas bridge,
on main ditch, new adobe house and
mile
garage, water In house,
from achool house. Phone 2404-JFOR SALE
ranch, ine
f
miles from Lee Lunae. N.
and
M. ; all fenced and under ditch; part In
In pasture;
cultivation, balance
good
house, four targe rooms down sratrs, upstairs In one room; good out buildings;
beerlng fruit trees, all kinds; also grapes
and berries; two good wells of water, one
and one-hamiles to depot; will give
reasonable terms. Address Los Lunas, N.
M

Box 3.

4
LONE BTAIt AUTO LINE
The orange colored cars, Engle. EleButte
Dam and Hot Springs, fl.
phant,
M.
Meet alt trains at Engle. leaving
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. ni. and 2:30 p.

m.

Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam car on
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
Write for reservations at our expense,
HEFFERNAN BROS., Props.
Hot Springs, N. M.

TIME CARDS

WnSTiiOUND
Train.
No. 1
No. 8
No, 7
No. a

The Scout....
Calif. Limited
Fargo Fast.
The Navajo.

Dally.
Arrive. Depart
pra 8:80 pm
am 11:10 am
am 11:45 ant
am ltlt ant

T:3u
10:40
11:10
13:40
SOUTHBOUND.
Paso Exp.

10:10 pm
11:30 am
Paso Esj.
EASTBOUNn
v
No.
I The Navajo.. 1:15 pro 1:46 pra
So. 4 Calif. Limited 6:00 pm 6:40 am
No. 83. V. Eight.. 3:16 pm 1:00 tin
No. 10 The Scout ... T:t0 am 7:60 us
No. 89
No, 37

El
EI

FROM SOUTH.
No. 8 From El Pasn 8:85 pra
No. 80 From -- El Paso t:00 am
No. 80 connects at Bsierl with No. II
fur Clovis. Peoog Valley, Kansas City and
Oulf Oast.
No. 23 connects at Belen with No, t!
from Clovis and point east
tost

K Kioriaj

Mi

iliylj

1

California Walnuts
Due Tomorrow

Hew Crop, Ho,

1

Price Will Be 40c a Pound

10c

HERETHURSDAY

Monarch Canned Milk

At Home of Niece, Mrs.
A. A. Sedillo.

ROBERT JONES

H. WiBD
S15 Marble Avenue

Phone

Former Member of State
Legislature Passes Away

CRESCENT GROCERY

HER

.....

.........

Coal and Sooth Walter

Phone

676

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

We

Sell

$3.00

401

DIES SUDDENLY

15c
Is until you have used it. Tall pound cans..
Monarch swept corn is the cream of all sugar corn, can... 25c
Sardines Now a can of imported in pure oil M size, at.,.i.'(io
35e
Large oval can Kippered Sardines
A very fancy Norweigan Smoked Sardine in pure olive oil 25c

WARD'S STORE

other Macaroni Product

have received a
We Are on the Job large shipment from a
New York Jobber who
Your Trunk Ilnulcd for
25 Cents
is overloaded.

LETS

PflST

GO

T0DAY

HftSE

Allt COOLER.

PRESENTS

VADIS

QUO

(Whither Goest Thou?)
With 30,000 players enacting: the rise and fall of
Imperial Rome, under the reign of Mighty Nero.

Also JIMMY AUBREY IN

"THE TROUBLE HUNTER"
REGULAR ADMISSION

LOCAL ITEMS

BIG

DANCE

Coal Supply Co Phon 4 and 6.
Record- - Just Out
Miss Clare Bursum, daughter of
Senator and Mrs. Holm O. Bursum
arrived last night from Socorro to
be the guest of Mies Margaret Lee
and
for several days,
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Ross and
children have returned from Long
Beach, Calif., where Mrs. Hobs
Both played by
spent the summer with her parTED LEWIS' JAZZ BAND
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Everltt.
Come in and Hear It
There will be a rally In the Lead
Avenue Methodist
Sunday school
on Sunday morning at 9:45 o'clock,
it has been announced by D. A.
Portcrficld, superintendent.
C. A. Pappe, who has been on a
visit to his old homo in Germany
Music and Jewelry Store
for the past several weeks. Is dua
117 S. First St.
Phone 917-.- )
to land in New York city today,
according to a wireless message
received here yesterday by Mrs.
Pappe. He Is bringing his mother
with him from Germany.
DRIVER OF CAR IN
Pay Poll Tax at M'gh School.
KOPLOS CASE TELLS
The Woman's Missionary society
of the First Baptist church will
VERSION OF AFFAIR
hold a social and literary meeting
this evening at 7:30 o'clock at the

"Home Again Blues"

"Wang Wang Blues"

Roth man's

'

'

church. A pageant representing
tho state in the Southern Baptist

Marysvillc, Calif., Sept, 29.
Walter Loveless testified in his
own behalf today in his trial as an
accessory to the murder of John
Koplns, formerly of Anderson. Intl.
Loveless denied connection with
the actual shooting but admitted
driving an automobile from Marysvillc the night it occurred.
Jack McOIll, sentenced to life
Imprisonment for Koplos murder,
testified that Glen Parkinson of
Marysrille proposed robbing Koplos of his Jewelry, valued at
and that Loveless said he did
not want to have anything to do
with the robbery if there was to be
any shooting.
$12,-00-

Wll-hlt-

e.

w

0,

EAT AT

Avail yourself of this

Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, pkg..
Aunt Jemima Buckwheat Flour, pkg
Ralston Breakfast Food, pkg.....
Monarch Food of Wheat, pkg
Cream of Wheat, pkg..
Red Wing Grape Juice, 12 gallons...
Welch's Grape Juice, quarts
Welch's Grape Juice, pints...

Patrons are requested to place
orders for shelled plnon nuts well

hi advance In order to be promptly
served. Fannie S. Spitz, 823 North
Tenth St Tel. 802. Mall orders
given careful attention.

Open from 1 a. in. to 8 p. m.
Corner I'onrtb and (inlial.

At $19.50
ESTABLISHED 1883.

M

$1.25

.72c

..38c

FOR SALE
A Majestic Rango In first class
Coll mornings at 13112
Hhapo

West Mountain Road.

Oysters, Cat Fish, Halibut, Barracuda and Rock
Mari Bros. Meat
Cod.
Market.

RELIABLE
MATCHMAKERS

205

& JEWELER!

rFMTPAl

AVT

man.

Notice to Hunters
is hereby given that lakes at
one mile
Bernardo
Station,
south and one mile north and
east to the Rio Grande river,
also lakes on west sido of Santa Fe track north of Bernardo
are posted according to law
trespassers will be prosecuted.
W. J. KEENEY.

HOW ARE THESE
PRICES?
Hob Nail Itusset and Field 8hnea.SI.0S
Army Woolen Sox, three pair for.SI.OO
S2.S0
Class C. Blanket
New O. D. Whirls
3.8J
Class A. Navy Ulankets
Woo! Underwear SI.1SO i,er suit tu.SH.UO
Mull
Orders.
1'rompt Attention to

45 feet

from Central Avenuo.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches. Diamonds, Jewelry.

Liberty Army
Supply Company
Wtreet.
117 North

Medicated Turkish Bath
Tickets lit six Iiaths, including
body massage, for J 10, for balance of this month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MBS. TFRKi REAMER. Prop
608 H W. Central. Phone 685--

llrst

Herbert C. Schuitr.
JEWELER.

FOR SALE
frame and glassed-isleeping porch, with or without furniture. Inquire of
OWNKR, 30 SOUTH FIRST
Four-roo-

n

WATCH REPAIRING
Must Meet the Meld Requirements
of tho Santa l'e Tune, Service
Depart nient.

VANN

Watch
FOR SALE.
brick, sun parlor,
screened back porch, garage,
corner lot, 1301 East Central
or
avenue. Furnlsned
Five-roo-

Inspector.

Santa

Fo R'y.

That we are Jobbers ot Watch
ind Clock Repairing make it
possible for us to run our business at MINIMUM COST. No
on complicated work. Mail
orders promptly attended to
BEST EQUIPPED WATCH and
CLOCK SHOP IN '111 13 STATE
Thirty-fiv- e
years' exsrle.ice In
Switzerland and United Slates.
de-la-

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelrv
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed.
Opposite
Phone

123 S. 4th St.

903-- J.

The Pacific Shop
A. Crevolsler,

109 West

SECURE

Proprietor.

Central.

G.E. Fletcher

Best Training
in All
Commercial Subjects.
Western
School for Private
Secretaries.
Phone 901-- J
and Evening
Day, Half-da- y
Sessions.
The

onument Works
N. M.

FOR RENT
Two bedrooms and sleeping porch
furnished. Prefer employed ladies
or girls attending school. No sick.
Phone 1616-41 5 North EgtTi

Albuquerque,
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We

107 So. Fourth Street.
3rd door north of Postoffioa.

pay the freight to you

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.
To replace

WE REM. FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
NATIONAL BISCIIT CO.'S
111
lit CAKES, just received
fresh and nlee. per pound., 35c
Blackberries, IMted Cherries
and Strawberries,
by tlio
gallon.
13o
Premium Soda Crackers
20e
Hulk Peanut Butler, lb
I'niiili Honey
35c
$175
Honey
00c
Honey
10 bars Borux Naphtha Soap. r.Oc
Lima Benns
50r
BOr
Blaekeyed Peas
Bulk Dates. I'j-l- b
50r
1 gal. Cider Vinegar
BOc
1 lb.
ftflc
Royal Cocoa
Sack of Meal
S5r
25r
Hominy
25c
Pig Bacon
Ham
2Sr
Pig
Star and Horseshoe Tobacco.. 80r
JUST IN 1021 Holland Milkers

American woman or girl
Call
gonlral housework.
North 6th.

for
T16

Strayed or Stolen

MANDELL DREYFUSS
COMPANY

from 314 Mountain road seven
head ol geese. Reward. Phone
057-.-

Corner Third and Central

Window Shades

and

Oysters
Halibut
Cat Fish

Barracuda
Salmon

J. A. Skinner
tVe

Sell

205 South First Street
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

If j'ou are in need of
window shades it will pay
you to phone 808 and
have samples brought to
your home, to match
your walls or outside finish. We carry the Crescent Tints which we consider the best shade that
can be bought, and feel
that you will agree with
us when you see the
We use only
samples.
Hartshorn Rollers, the
best rollers made.
All
work guaranteed, as well
as materials used, Come
in or phone and we will
send our shade-ma- n
with
samples, and give you
.

j

North First Street.
Phone IBS
Phone Fr Yonr Order We
Will do rtip Rest.
201

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Product.

'''

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrivese In Santa Fe, . .10:45
4:30
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

j

Phone

j

am
am
pm
pm

600

Lyric Theater
CONTrNTJOCS

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store.
210

Singer Cigar
West Central

FOR SALE
Four-roohouse, one or two
lots, seventeen apple trees. If
interested in a bargain, come
look this over. Will take good
car as part payment.
1201 Vlrglulu Boulevard
m

Herrings.

THE ONLY CASn AND DELIVERY STORE
IN THE CITY.

FRANK TROTTER
FOR SALE BY OWNER
modern,
press brick pnd new
modorn except heat. Both in
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
completing. Call at
821 W. Sliver.
Phono 1IM0--

West Gold Avenue.

Just finished

six-roo- m

P. M.

1 TO 11

TODAY AND TOMORROW
James Oliver Curwood Presents

v

v-

-

"ThcGoldcn Snare' i
He went on a man-hufrom which he might never re
turn. At the end of the trail he found his man and
found him guarding a golden-haire- d
girl whose curls
made the golden snare.
nt

five-roo- m

New Curwood Power

I

New Curwood Romance!

alx-roo- m

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products.

It rivals "Back to God's Country" in its rom
ance and "Nomads of the North" in its thrill.
"The Golden Snare" will ensnare you with its
mystery.

Prefered

Fish

PRICES

"if"

WeSeU5raNNER

Spanish Speaking

Fresh

"THE SON OF TARZAII"

PHONE 624 TODAY

116

WANTED
EXPERIENCED
SALESLADY

the play by George Scarborough
ADDED ATTRACTION

Let Us Send a Man

J.

WANTED

From

REGULAR

THE FACT

m

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

WHLLY- - WILLY

"MOONLIGHT and
HONEYSUCKLES"

0K

r

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE l T

FOR WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT
Phone 1843--

18c
,...20c

,25c
.25c
.27c

Supported by MONTE BLUE, in

opportunity.

CAFETERIA

PRESENTS

Mary Miles Minter

$16.75,

WE

prices.

,

J.

L. GOBER
Phone 808

ADDED ATTRACTION

"SIIOOKY'S
A

Two-Pa-

rt

Let our

206 East Central Ave.
After twelve years of business in the block (selling hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of
merchandise) our bank balance shows we have
only had wages, thi3 is the best proof we have
that we have divided our profits with our customers
,.
, ...32c
Swift's Premium Hams, whole

...,22c

Hams

Swift's Empire
Good Bacon lb
,.S2o
Baby Beef, Pot Roast.... 15o
lie
Roiling Beef, lb.'.
2.1c
Veal Roast, lb....,
22c
lb
Pork Roast,
30a
Pork Chops, lb.
25c
Pork Steak, lb
.
.
25c
,
lb.
Pure Pork Sausage,
20c
lb
Hamburger,
Lamb, Mutton and Springers.
Chocolato Bon Bons, lb. . . 30o

lbs. Spuds
, .25c
23o
tall Pet Milk
Wedding Breakfast Coffee,
,34o
per lb
Palm Olive Soap, 3 bars...23o
Argo Starch, 2 pkgs.. . . , ,15o
1
17o
pkg. Mince Meat
Silver Leaf Lard, 2 lbs. ,. 40c
8
2

Sell

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Elf Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

j

REGULAR PRICES

3
HUniHG MER-

CANTILE CO.
Los Lunas, N. M.

SHIPPERS OF
HAY AND
ALFALFA

BIG DANCE
TONIGHT
At the Armory
Prize Waltz, Fox "
Trot, One Step

Admission:
Couple $1.10, including tax, extra lady free cn
war
of
tax, 10c,
payment

De Luxe Orchestra

"NufSed"

Fig Newtons, lb
.....25c
Butter, lb.
...45c
SOc
Hill's Bulk Coffee, lb

,15o
Kick's Milk, quart
(If tew rich, reduce with water to desired consistence)

We

HEIR"

PnONES 5
trucks give you service.

DAILY'S HASH AND KARRY

Picnic

FRESH

j

Comedy Featuring Snooky the Humanzee
and Those Adorable Children

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

Furniture Co.
216 S. 2nd St.

ARE

In business to give service and quality. Wo, sell the best in
Whatever your
coal and wood. Lumber in all its grades.
building requirements we are in position to fill the need. Let
us demonstrate.

' 4

Swift's Premium Bacon, pkg. 52c

REALART

CITY

Phone

(By Toe Associated FreM.)

convention will be presented by
eighteen women. Mrs. M. D. Schu- maker is In charge of the program
There are undelivered telegrams
at Western Union for Miss Mabel
Coen, James Black and Arch W.
Thomas.
Harmony Lodge No. 1, I. O. O.
F., will meet in regular session tonight. All members are requested
to attend, as there will be work in
the second degree.
There will be a meeting of the
Parent-Teachassociation of the
North Fourth street school at a
o'clock this afternoon for the purpose of electing officers.
Four dollars, full wagon load
amount
limited
factory, wood;
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Frank Kur.uoka filed suit for diDOINGS
vorce against Amalia Rico Kuzuo-k- a
In the district court yesterday.
Go up on University Heights any
Suit for divorce was filed in the
district court yesterday by Ellas morning and see the heavy pall of
G.
Anna
smoke
B. Wilhlte against
hanging over the city. You
Abandonment was charged will easily be convinced.
Three new houses started this
In the complaint.
John Baron Burg left last night week with good prospects for a
New
and
more within the next thirty
York,
dozen
for Washington
to be gorv about two weeks.
days.
The east half of the Heights adMrs. Annie French, mother of
Mrs. Thomas McCaffrey, will ar- dition is the most complete restrictrive tonight from a four months ed residence district In Now Mexico
Visit to Alabama.
and is a truly safe guarantee of an
agreeable and worthy neighbor.
It requires just five minutes to
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
drive from the center of the
to the center of the city
Heights
KEYES Miss Mary Keyes died
proper. About the same time reat a local hospital yesterday, at quired
to walk three blocks.
the age ot 25.. Her brothor, Russell Keyes, was here with her, and
GENTRY'S EGGS.
will take the body back to their
At Champion, Hawking, San Jose,
former home in Jefferson City, Skinner's,
Ideal and Pappc's. Price
Mo.
Strong Brothers are in OS cents.
charge.
We deliver any size any
services
WITTWER Funeral
be where.
for Mrs. Anna C. Wittwcr will on
Henry Transfer Co.,
held from the Baptist church
South Arno street Saturday after- Phone 939.
noon at 2:30 o'clock. Doctor J. R.
Gass will conduct the services. Tho
Oysters, Cat Fish,
funeral cortege will leave French's
Barracuda and Rock
funeral chapel and proceed to the
church. Burial will be in Fair-.Mari Bros. Meat
will
lie
Cod.
The
body
cemetery.
In state at French's chapel today
Market.
from 9 a. m. until 7 p. ni.
er

SHOE SHOP
KI.ECTKIC
M7-tt Smith Second.
Free Cull and Delivery.

at

$25.00

others formerly $35.00

BRACY'S

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WE OFFER
those formerly worth

Watch Repairing
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
215 South Second St,
In

mr utrm

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Wc

We Specialize

ir

THEATRE

158

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

Marcos C. de Baca, for many
years prominent In the political affairs ot the state, died here at the
home of his niece, Mrs. A. A. Sedillo, at 6:30 o'clock Thursday
afternoon. He was 64 years old,
and although ho had been in ill
health for some time past, his
death came as a surprise to his
relatives and numerous friends.
Mr. de Baca was born April 10.
1857, at Pcna Blanca, N. My and
was educated at St, Michael's college at Santa Fe and at the Jesuit
college at St. Louis, Mo. Ho was
an attorney-at-laby profession,
but was also engaged in cattle
raising and farming.
From 1884 to 1885, he was a mem
ber of the house of representatives
in the territorial legislature of New
18S6 to 1890 he
Mexico. From
served as a member of the board of
county commissioners of Bernalillo
county acting for a time as chairman of the board. In 1892, he
was school superintendent of Bernalillo county. From 1912 until
Sandoval
1915 ho
represented
county in the state legislature and
in 1918 was elected treasurer and
collector for the county.
He was married in 1875 to Miss
Francisco Baca, who survives him.
Two daughters are living, Mrs.
Maria B. Frampton and Mrs. Josefa
C. de Baca.
The deceased Is the
son of Don Tomas C. de Baca, one
of the most prominent men of the
southwest. He has three brothers
surviving: Andres C. do Baca, of
Santa Fe; Amando C. de Baca, and
Junn A. C. de Baca, both of this
city.
The funeral will he held Monday
morning at 10 o'clock at the
church at Pena Blanca, and burial
will take place at the Pena Blanca
cemetery. Fred Crollott will have
charge of arrangements.

H.irrtnir

In Dependable
WRIST WATCH

i'er Month.

North First.

Taxi & Baggage

158

w

I

BARGAINS

WANT
Automobiles for Storage.

QE BACA

i

New Crop Tinon Nuts, lb
You will never know how pood

HO

September 30, 1921.
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GALLUP

CERRILL0S

Wo Have Provided for Tour Comfort and Pleasure
DEPENDABLE FUELS
DEPENDABLE SERVICE
DEPENDABLE SUPPLY
Phone Your Requirements.

IIAlin COAL CO., PIIOIIE 91
COKE

WOOD

